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The main objective of this paper is to introduce a new fractional-order theory
called nonlinear fractional generalized photo-thermoelasticity involving three tem-
peratures. Due to strong nonlinearity, it is very difficult to solve the wave problems
related to this theory analytically. Therefore, we propose a new boundary element
algorithm and technique for simulation and optimization of the considered prob-
lems related to this theory. The genetic algorithm (GA) as an optimization method
has been applied based on free form deformation (FFD) technique to improve the
performance of our proposed technique. In the formulation of the considered
problem, the profiles of the considered objects are determined by FFD technique,
where the FFD control point positions are treated as genes, and then the chromo-
some profiles are defined with the gene sequence. The population is established by
a number of individuals (chromosomes), where the objective functions of individ-
uals are achieved by the boundary element method (BEM). A nonuniform rational
B-spline curve (NURBS) was used to model optimized boundary where it reduces
the number of control points and provides the flexibility to design several
different shapes for solving the considered photo-thermoelastic wave problems.
The numerical results verify the validity and accuracy of our proposed boundary
element technique.
Keywords: boundary element method, fractional-order, nonlinear generalized
photo-thermoelasticity, three temperatures, modeling and optimization,
anisotropic semiconductor structures
1. Introduction
In semiconductors, an electronic deformation leads to local strain which pro-
duces plasma waves that are similar to thermal waves generated by local periodic
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1. Introduction
In semiconductors, an electronic deformation leads to local strain which pro-
duces plasma waves that are similar to thermal waves generated by local periodic
elastic deformation. In general, the electric resistance of semiconductor decreases
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with increasing temperature, due to semiconductor electrons released from atoms
by heat. Recently, the fractional differential equations that can be used for describ-
ing many real-world systems have gotten more and more researchers’ attention
due to their many applications in sciences and engineering fields.
Recently, increasing attention has been directed toward generalized micropolar
thermoelastic problems in anisotropic media due to its many applications in aero-
nautics, astronautics, geophysics, plasma physics, nuclear plants, nuclear reactors,
automobile industries, military technologies, robotics, earthquake engineering, soil
dynamics, mining engineering, high-energy particle accelerators, and other
engineering industries.
The classical thermoelasticity (CTE) theory has been proposed by Duhamel
[1] and Neuman [2] and has two physical paradoxes. First, the heat conduction
equation of this theory does not include any elastic terms. Second, the heat
conduction equation is of a parabolic type, predicting infinite propagation speed
of thermal energy. This prediction is a physically unacceptable situation. Biot [3]
developed the classical coupled thermoelasticity (CCTE) theory to resolve the
first paradox of CTE theory. However, both theories share the second paradox.
So, several generalizations of Fourier’s law that predicts finite propagation speed
of thermal waves have been successfully developed and implemented. Lord and
Shulman (L-S) [4] proposed the extended thermoelasticity (ETE) theory, where
the Fourier’s heat conduction law is replaced by the so-called Maxwell-Cattaneo
law with one relaxation time. Green and Lindsay (G-L) [5] proposed the temper-
ature rate-dependent thermoelasticity (TRDTE) theory including two relaxation
times. Green and Naghdi (G-N) [6, 7] have formulated three different theories in
the context of linear generalized thermoelasticity; the general constitutive assump-
tions for the heat flux vector in each theory are different. So, they got three
models labeled as types I, II, and III. Type I is based on the classical Fourier’s law
of heat conduction, type II characterizes the thermoelastic behavior without
energy dissipation (TEWOED), and type III describes the thermoelastic interac-
tion with energy dissipation (TEWED). Due to the mathematical difficulties,
inherent in solving coupled magnetomechanical problems [8, 9], the problems
become too complicated to obtain an analytical solution in a general case. Instead
of analytical methods, several numerical methods have recently been successfully
developed and implemented to obtain the approximate solutions for such prob-
lems including the finite difference method (FDM) [10] and finite element
method (FEM) [11]. Nowadays, the boundary element method (BEM) is an
effective computational technique [12–31] which provides an excellent alternative
to the prevailing finite difference and finite element methods for solving various
engineering, scientific, and mathematical applications due to its simplicity, effi-
ciency, and ease of implementation. Throughout the present paper, the new term
three-temperature is presented for the first time in the field of
photo-thermoelasticity.
The main aim of this paper is to introduce a new fractional-order theory called
nonlinear generalized photo-thermoelasticity involving three temperatures. The
governing equations of transient thermal stress wave propagation problems associ-
ated with this theory are very difficult to solve analytically because of strong
nonlinearity. So, we need to develop new numerical techniques for solving such
equations. Therefore, we propose a new boundary element technique for solving
the governing equations of the proposed theory. The numerical results are depicted
graphically to confirm the validity and accuracy of our proposed technique.
A brief summary of this chapter is as follows. Section 1 outlines the background
and provides the readers with the necessary information from books and articles for
a better understanding of the generalized thermoelastic theories associated with the
4
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distributions of three temperature and thermal stress fields. Section 2 describes the
formulation of the new theory and its related problems. Section 3 discusses the
implementation of the new BEM to obtain the carrier density field. Section 4 studies
the implementation of the new BEM for solving the nonlinear radiative heat con-
duction equation, to obtain the three temperature fields. Section 5 studies the
development of the new BEM and its implementation for solving the move equation
based on the known three temperature fields, to obtain the displacement field.
Section 6 discusses the shape optimization scheme for semiconductor structures.
Section 7 presents the new numerical results that describe the BEM results which
are in excellent agreement with the FDM and FEM results.
2. Formulation of the problem
We considered the Cartesian coordinates for a semiconductor structure which
occupies the region R and bounded by a closed surface S.
The coupled plasma and thermoelastic wave equations during photothermal
process can be written as follows:
The wave equation:
σij,j þ ρFi ¼ ρ€ui (1)





N � n0ð Þ ¼ �αθ (2)
where D0,N, n0, τ0, and �α are the diffusion coefficient, carrier density, equilib-
rium carrier concentration at temperature θ, electron relaxation time, and thermal
expansion coefficient, respectively. Also, we assumed that �α ¼ ~Ae�ax.
The two-dimensional three-temperature (2D-3T) radiative heat conduction
equations can be expressed as follows:









,Cijkl ¼ Cklij ¼ Cjikl, βij ¼ βji (4)
 r, τð Þ ¼
ρ ei Te � Tið Þ þ ρ er Te � Tp
� �þ, α ¼ e, δ1 ¼ 1
�ρei Te � Tið Þ þ, α ¼ i, δ1 ¼ 1
�ρer Te � Tp






 r, τð Þ ¼ �δ2nα _Tα,ij þ βijTα0 Åδ1n _ui,j þ τ0 þ δ2nð Þ€ui,j
� �
þ ρcα τ0 þ δ1nτ2 þ δ2nð Þ€Tα
� �� Eg
τ0
N � n0ð Þ
(6)
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where
ei ¼ ρeiT�2=3e ,er ¼ ρerT�1=2e ,α ¼ αT5=2α , α ¼ e, i,p ¼ pT3þp (7)
The total energy of unit mass can be described by
P ¼ Pe þ Pi þ Pp,Pe ¼ ceTe,Pi ¼ ciTi,Pp ¼ 1
ρ
cpT4p (8)
where σij is mechanical stress tensor; ρ is the density; Fi is the mass force vector;
ui is the displacement vector; Cijkl is the constant elastic moduli; βij are the stress-
temperature coefficients; ce, ci, and cp are specific heat capacities of electron, ion,
and phonon, respectively; e,i, and p are conductive coefficients of electron,
ion, and phonon, respectively; ei is the electron-ion coefficient; ep is the
electron-phonon coefficient; the total temperature θ ¼ Te þ Ti þ Tp, � Egτ0 N � n0ð Þ
is the recombination term; and Eg is the semiconductor gap energy.
3. BEM solution of carrier density field
In order to construct the integral equation, we use the following Green’s function:






We assume that the solution of Eq. (2) can be written as
N ¼ n0 þN0 x, τð Þ þ
ð
g τ0ð ÞG x, τ � τ0ð Þdτ0, (10)
where G x, τ � τ0ð Þ is a particular solution of Eq. (2) when its right-hand side is
equal to zero and N0 x, τð Þ is also a particular solution of Eq. (2) which can be
obtained as






e�axG x� x0, τ � τ0ð Þdx0: (11)
which can be written in the following form [32].
N0 x, τð Þ ¼ Ae�ax τ0
1� a2L20
1� e� 1�a2L20ð Þτ=τ0
h i
, (12)




. Thus after imposing
initial conditions N x, 0ð Þ ¼ N0 for all xð Þ and boundary conditions
N 0, τð Þ ¼ N0 for all τð Þ, we have
ðτ
0
g τ0ð ÞG 0, τ � τ0ð Þdτ0 ¼ �N0 0, τð Þ (13)
By solving Eq. (13), the unknown g τð Þ is determined. Then from Eq. (10),
we obtain N x, τð Þ.
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4. BEM solution of temperature field
By applying the Caputo scheme, we have [33].
DaτT
fþ1
α þDaτT fα ≈
Xk
j¼0
Wa,j T fþ1�jα rð Þ � T f�jα rð Þ
� �
, f ¼ 1, 2, … :, Fð Þ, (14)
where
Wa,0 ¼ Δτð Þ
�a
Γ 2� að Þ ,Wa,j ¼Wa,0 jþ 1ð Þ
1�a � j� 1ð Þ1�a
� �
, j ¼ 1, 2, … :,F:
Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (3), we obtain
Wa,0T fþ1α rð Þ �α xð ÞT fþ1α,II rð Þ �α,I xð ÞT fþ1α,I rð Þ




Wa,j T fþ1�jα rð Þ � T f�jα rð Þ
� �þ fþ1m x, τð Þ þ fm x, τð Þ, f ¼ 0, 1, 2, … ,F: (15)
Based on the fundamental solution which satisfies Eq. (15), the boundary inte-














Based on [34], we can write
C _Tα þH Tα ¼ G Q (17)
To solve Eq. (17), the functions Tα and q can be interpolated as
Tα ¼ 1� θð ÞTmα þ θ Tmþ1α , (18)
q ¼ 1� θð Þqm þ θ qmþ1: (19)







τmþ1 � τm ¼
Tmþ1α � Tmα
Δτm
, θ ¼ τ � τ
m
τmþ1 � τm , 0≤ θ≤ 1: (20)





Tmþ1α � θGQmþ1 ¼
C
Δτm
� 1� θð ÞH
� �
Tmα þ 1� θð ÞGQm: (21)
Thus, the temperature can be determined from the following system:
X ¼ , (22)
where  is an unknown matrix and X and  are known matrices.
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electron-phonon coefficient; the total temperature θ ¼ Te þ Ti þ Tp, � Egτ0 N � n0ð Þ
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3. BEM solution of carrier density field
In order to construct the integral equation, we use the following Green’s function:






We assume that the solution of Eq. (2) can be written as
N ¼ n0 þN0 x, τð Þ þ
ð
g τ0ð ÞG x, τ � τ0ð Þdτ0, (10)
where G x, τ � τ0ð Þ is a particular solution of Eq. (2) when its right-hand side is
equal to zero and N0 x, τð Þ is also a particular solution of Eq. (2) which can be
obtained as






e�axG x� x0, τ � τ0ð Þdx0: (11)
which can be written in the following form [32].
N0 x, τð Þ ¼ Ae�ax τ0
1� a2L20
1� e� 1�a2L20ð Þτ=τ0
h i
, (12)




. Thus after imposing
initial conditions N x, 0ð Þ ¼ N0 for all xð Þ and boundary conditions
N 0, τð Þ ¼ N0 for all τð Þ, we have
ðτ
0
g τ0ð ÞG 0, τ � τ0ð Þdτ0 ¼ �N0 0, τð Þ (13)
By solving Eq. (13), the unknown g τð Þ is determined. Then from Eq. (10),
we obtain N x, τð Þ.
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4. BEM solution of temperature field
By applying the Caputo scheme, we have [33].
DaτT
fþ1
α þDaτT fα ≈
Xk
j¼0
Wa,j T fþ1�jα rð Þ � T f�jα rð Þ
� �
, f ¼ 1, 2, … :, Fð Þ, (14)
where
Wa,0 ¼ Δτð Þ
�a
Γ 2� að Þ ,Wa,j ¼Wa,0 jþ 1ð Þ
1�a � j� 1ð Þ1�a
� �
, j ¼ 1, 2, … :,F:
Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (3), we obtain
Wa,0T fþ1α rð Þ �α xð ÞT fþ1α,II rð Þ �α,I xð ÞT fþ1α,I rð Þ




Wa,j T fþ1�jα rð Þ � T f�jα rð Þ
� �þ fþ1m x, τð Þ þ fm x, τð Þ, f ¼ 0, 1, 2, … ,F: (15)
Based on the fundamental solution which satisfies Eq. (15), the boundary inte-














Based on [34], we can write
C _Tα þH Tα ¼ G Q (17)
To solve Eq. (17), the functions Tα and q can be interpolated as
Tα ¼ 1� θð ÞTmα þ θ Tmþ1α , (18)
q ¼ 1� θð Þqm þ θ qmþ1: (19)







τmþ1 � τm ¼
Tmþ1α � Tmα
Δτm
, θ ¼ τ � τ
m
τmþ1 � τm , 0≤ θ≤ 1: (20)





Tmþ1α � θGQmþ1 ¼
C
Δτm
� 1� θð ÞH
� �
Tmα þ 1� θð ÞGQm: (21)
Thus, the temperature can be determined from the following system:
X ¼ , (22)
where  is an unknown matrix and X and  are known matrices.
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5. BEM solution of displacement field
On the basis of the weighted residual method, the differential equations (1) can





u ∗i dR ¼ 0, i, j ¼ 1, 2, … :,N (23)
in which
Ui ¼ ρFi � ρ€ui: (24)

















 j, ¼ ψ  j, ¼ ψ  j (25)












This matrix system can be written as follows:
 ¼ , (27)
where  represents the displacements and  represents the tractions.
By using the boundary conditions in Eq. (27), we get
  ¼ , (28)
where  is an unknown matrix and  and  are known matrices. We refer the
interested readers to Reference [37] for further details.
6. Shape optimization scheme for semiconductor structures
Two criteria can be implemented during shape optimization of semiconductor
structures:






λ ∙ uð Þ dS, (29)









where n is a natural number.
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The efficiency of the proposed technique has been improved using FFD, GA,
and the following nonuniform rational B-spline curve (NURBS):





where Ni,o tð Þ are the B-spline basis functions of order o andϖi are the weights of
control points Pi.
7. Numerical results and discussion
The efficiency of our numerical modeling technique has been improved using a
nonuniform rational B-spline curve (NURBS) to decrease the computation time and
the model’s optimized boundary where it reduces the number of control points and
provides the flexibility to design a large variety of shapes.
Figure 1 shows the main steps of the genetic algorithm of photo-thermoelastic
semiconductor structures.
Figure 1.
Genetic algorithm of photo-thermoelastic semiconductor structures.
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The design vector is represented by a chromosome x which consists of genes
xi, i ¼ 1, … , N:
x ¼ x1, … , xi, … , xN½ � (34)
Thus, genes can be considered as design variables.
The following constraints are also imposed on each gene:
xiL ≤ xi ≤ xiR, i ¼ 1, … ,N (35)
where xiL and xiR are the left and right admissible values of xi.
The uniform mutation and boundary mutation are implemented, where the
uniform mutation operator replaces a gene of the chromosome with the new
random value xi which corresponds to the design parameter as shown in Figure 2.
The uniform mutation probability determines the gene number which will be
modified in each population. The boundary mutation operator is a special case of
the uniform mutation. The gene after mutation receives one of the boundary values
xiL or xiR as shown in Figure 3.
The boundary mutation is very useful for boundary element problems in which
the solution is on the boundary. The boundary mutation probability determines the
gene number which will be modified in each population.
The simple crossover and arithmetical crossover are implemented, where the
operator of the simple crossover creates two new chromosomes x0 and y0 from two
existing chromosomes selected randomly, x and y, where both chromosomes are
coupled together as shown in Figure 4.
The simple crossover probability determines the chromosomes number which
will be crossing in each population.
The arithmetic crossover operator creates two identical new chromosomes x0
from two existing chromosomes selected randomly, x and y, where the gene values
in the new chromosomes are the arithmetic average of genes of the parents as
shown in Figure 5.
Figure 2.
Implementation of uniform mutation.
Figure 3.
Implementation of boundary mutation.
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The operator of the cloning increases the probability of survival of the best chro-
mosome by duplicating this one to the next generation. The probability of the cloning
decides how many copies of the best chromosome will be in the new generation.
The ranking selection allows chromosomes to survive with a great value of
an objective function. The first step of the ranking selection is sorting all the
chromosomes according to the value of the objective function. Then on the basis of
the position in the population, the probability of survival is attributed to every
chromosome by the following formula:
prob rankð Þ ¼ q 1� qð Þrank�1 (36)
where rank is the chromosome position after sorting, prob rankð Þ is the
probability of survival, and q is a selection coefficient.
A shape optimization of the photo-thermoelastic semiconductor structure
presented in Figure 6 is considered. Only the parts of the boundary, where the tem-
perature field T0 and the heat flux q0 are prescribed, undergo the shapemodification.
The optimal shape of the photo-thermoelastic semiconductor structure for
isotropic, transversely isotropic, orthotropic, and anisotropic is presented in
Figure 7. Table 1 contains the genetic algorithm parameters which were applied.
Figure 4.
Implementation of simple crossover.
Figure 5.
Implementation of arithmetic crossover.
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The efficiency of our numerical modeling technique has been improved using
GA, FFD, and NURBS to decrease the computation time of solving three-
temperature photo-thermoelastic problems in semiconductor structures. Due to
strong nonlinearity, it is very difficult to solve the problems related to this theory
analytically. Therefore, we propose a new boundary element model for our current
complex problem. So, the validity and accuracy of the proposed technique were
confirmed by comparing graphically the one-dimensional results obtained from
BEM with those obtained using the finite difference method (FDM) of Pazera and
Figure 6.
Optimized considered photo-thermoelastic semiconductor structure.
Figure 7.
Optimal shape of photo-thermoelastic semiconductor structure. (a) Isotropic, (b) transversely isotropic,
(c) orthotropic, and (d) anisotropic.
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Chromosome number 100
Iteration number 150
Design parameter number 5
Uniform mutation probability 0.015
Boundary mutation probability 0.0075
Simple crossover probability 0.075




Parameters of genetic algorithm.
Figure 8.
Variation of the three temperatures Te,Ti, and Tp with time τ.
Figure 9.
Variation of the thermal stress σ11 with time τ.
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Jędrysiak [38] and finite element method (FEM) of Xiong and Tian [39] which have
been reduced as a special case from the current problem. For comparison reasons,
the 2D-3T radiative heat conduction is replaced by heat conduction. Figure 8 shows
the variations of the temperature Te, Ti, Tp and θ ¼ Te þ Ti þ Tp with the time τ. The
differences between time distributions of electron temperature Te, ion temperature
Ti, phonon temperature Tp, and total temperature θ can be seen from this figure.
Figures 9–11 show the variations of the thermal stresses σ11, σ12, and σ22 with the
time τ. It can be seen from these figures that the BEM results are in excellent
agreement with the FDM and FEM results.
Figure 10.
Variation of the thermal stress σ12 with time τ.
Figure 11.
Variation of the thermal stress σ22 with time τ.
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8. Conclusion
The aim of this study is to propose a new theory called nonlinear fractional
generalized photo-thermoelasticity involving three temperatures and implement a
new boundary element technique for modeling and optimization of the three-
temperature nonlinear fractional generalized photo-thermoelastic interaction prob-
lems in anisotropic semiconductor structures associated with the proposed theory.
This technique is implemented based on genetic algorithm (GA), free-form defor-
mation (FFD) method, and nonuniform rational B-spline curve (NURBS) as the
global optimization techniques for solving complex problems associated with the
proposed theory. FFD is an efficient and accurate technique for treating optimiza-
tion problems with complex shapes. In the formulation of the considered problem,
solutions are obtained for specific arbitrary parameters which are the control point
positions in the considered problem; the profiles of the considered objects are
determined by FFD method, where the FFD control points positions are treated as
genes; and then the chromosomes profiles are defined with the gene sequence. The
population is founded by a number of individuals (chromosomes), where the
objective functions of individuals are determined by the BEM. The optimal shape of
the photo-thermoelastic semiconductor structure for isotropic, transversely isotro-
pic, orthotropic, and anisotropic is obtained. The proposed technique can be applied
to a wide range of modeling and optimization problems related with our proposed
theory. The numerical results verify the validity and accuracy of our proposed
boundary element technique. Also, the BEM is more powerful and simple to use
than the FDM or FEM, because it reduces the computational cost. The present
numerical results for our general and complex problem may provide interesting
information for mechanical engineers, material science researchers, computer sci-
entists, and designers of semiconductor devices.
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Chapter 2
Using Discrete Geometric Models 
in an Automated Layout
Leonid V. Markin
Abstract
The application of discrete (voxel) geometric models in computer-aided design 
problems is shown. In this case, the most difficult formalized task of computer-
aided design is considered—computer-aided layout. The solution to this problem 
is most relevant when designing products with a high density of layout (primarily 
transport equipment). From a mathematical point of view, these are placement 
problems; therefore, their solution is based on the use of a geometric modeling 
apparatus. The basic provisions and features of discrete modeling of geometric 
objects, their place in the system of geometric modeling, the advantages and 
disadvantages of discrete geometric models, and their primary use are described. 
Their practical use in solving some of the practical problems of automated layout is 
shown. This is the definition of the embeddability of the placed objects and the task 
of tracing and evaluating the shading. Algorithms and features of their practical 
implementation are described. A numerical assessment of the accuracy and per-
formance of the developed geometric modeling algorithms shows the possibility of 
their implementation even on modern computers of medium power. This allows us 
to hope for the integration of the developed layout algorithms into modern systems 
of solid-state geometric modeling in the form of plug-ins.
Keywords: geometric model, discreteness, layout, computer-aided design, voxel 
(receptor), embeddability, trace, shadowing, algorithm, heuristics, multivalued logic
1. Introduction
In the process of designing any technical structures according to literature data, 
80–90% of the processed information is geometric information about the shape 
of the designed product. In some cases, the requirements for the accuracy of the 
description must be very high, for example, when modeling the flow around objects 
or automating technological processes (to ensure specified gaps during assembly of 
products or reproduction-oriented products on equipment with numerical program 
control). All this causes to a wide range of geometric modeling methods used in 
modern technology.
Theoretical questions of the geometric modeling method from various aspects 
were investigated in the works of Russian scientists—Valkova K.I., Ivanova G.S., 
Kotova I.I., Osipova V.A., Yakunina V.I., Rvacheva V.L. etc.,—and the works of 
Robert Fergusson, Stephen Coons, Pierre Bezier, Charles Hermite, Isaac Jacob 
Schoenberg, Carl de Boor, Ken Versprille, Eugene Lee, Steve Ginsberg, and others. 
Their works contain both classical and computer-oriented methods of assignment, 
calculation, and reproduction of geometric forms of the designed objects.
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Of course, such an abundance of methods is focused on the description of the 
geometric shape of heterogeneous technical objects. To classify the geometric 
models used in the description of design objects, it is advisable to use the approach, 
proposed by Semenkov O.I.-Osipov V.A. in [1], which is based on the structure 
of the synthesis of geometric objects from their constituent elements. This classi-
fier divides all geometric objects (GO) into two large groups—geometric objects 
of complex technical form and geometric objects of complex technical structure. 
Objects of the first group are limited to compartments of surfaces, each of which 
is described by sufficiently complex analytical equations or systems of equations. 
These include aircraft fuselages, car bodies, ship hulls, turbine blades, etc. The 
objects of the second group are combined on the basis of set-theoretic operations 
(union, intersection, negation) are described, as a rule, relatively simple geometric 
shapes. In Markin [2], we proved that based on the specifics of the solved project 
tasks, the number of such groups should be increased to four (Figure 1).
The abundance of geometric forms of objects in engineering, construction, 
design, etc. requires a library of geometric modeling methods adapted to describe 
the specific features of the shape of geometric objects. Therefore, in addition to the 
classification of geometric objects, there are classification systems of geometric 
modeling methods themselves, which can be divided into three classes (Figure 2).
Sculptural methods are used to create geometric models of such objects, and 
the exact analytical description of which is unknown and can hardly be obtained. 
In addition to design, sculptural methods are widely used in engineering (avia-
tion, shipbuilding, and automotive), when the shape of the surface is corrected 
not only for esthetic reasons but also on the basis of aerodynamic or hydrodynamic 
experiment (Figure 3a). However, in the end we get an analytical expression of the 
geometric shape of these objects with varying degrees of accuracy.
The implementation of this method is based on a fairly large library of surface 
approximation methods using splines, B-splines, NURBS, Koon’s surfaces, Hermite, 
Lagrange, Bezier, etc.
Analytical approximation methods are used to describe the shape of objects 
consisting of complex surfaces of the second and higher orders. Since the direct 
computational processing of surfaces of such a complex geometric shape is dif-
ficult, they are approximated by areas of surfaces of lower order (planes, cylinders, 
spheres, etc.) (Figure 3b).






• Algebra-logical (R-function method)
• The method of “decomposition into elements”
• The method of constructive geometry of the elementary volume
An illustration of these methods of geometric modeling is shown in Figure 3b 
and c.
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2.  Computer-aided design problems focused on discrete geometric 
models
Deniskin et al. [3] showed that at present the problem of computer representa-
tion of the geometric shape of objects of any complexity can be considered suf-
ficiently solved. However, in some design tasks, the requirement of accuracy of 
Figure 2. 
Classification of methods for modeling geometric objects.
Figure 3. 
Examples of technical objects implemented by sculptural methods: (a) analytical approximation methods;  
(b) exact methods; kinematic (c) and parametric (d).
Figure 1. 
Classification of geometric objects by level of complexity: (a) primitives, (b) objects of complex technical 
structures, (c) objects of complex technical forms, and (d) objects of complex technical form and structure.
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the description of the form is not the main one. An example of such tasks is the 
automation of layout calculations. In modern technology, the quality of the layout 
(i.e., placing the necessary equipment and payload) largely determines the quality 
of the design.
The development of technology, primarily transport and, especially, aerospace, 
increasing the density of the layout makes designers constantly improve the meth-
ods of design automation. For illustration, two aircrafts of different eras are shown 
with approximately the same takeoff mass. (30 tons)—ANT-20 (30 years of the 
last century—Figure 4a) and a modern Su-24 (Figure 4b). At the same time, much 
more various onboard equipment is installed on a modern aircraft.
Many requirements must be complied when designing the layout (both 
automated and traditional methods)—ensuring maximum density, but with the 
exception of mutual crossing of the hosted objects—to provide a predetermined 
position of the center of mass of the composed object and the minimum bulk of 
communications between placed objects, with the exception of the proximity of 
incompatible objects (such as “hot at work” and “cold”). An additional requirement 
is to ensure the ergonomics of the layout (the possibility of installation and mainte-
nance of equipment). It is also necessary to ensure the reliability of the functioning 
of the assembled equipment, which depends on the levels of vibration, pressure 
drop, temperature, etc., which in turn is determined by the location of this in the 
designed vehicle.
Taking into account so many of these factors that determine the quality of layout 
solutions requires either a lot of engineering experience of the developer or the 
use of information technology in solving this problem. For objects with a high-
density layout, even the most careful placement on the drawing does not exclude 
the possibility of cases of their mutual intersection. To avoid this situation allows 
the creation of the physical layout, which in scale or life-size simulated layout of a 
solution. However, despite the attractiveness of physical models, their production 
is long and expensive. Therefore, the development of methodological, algorithmic, 
and software processes of automated placement is an actual practical task. Since 
object placement problems are geometric problems (in geometry they are called 
positional), their solution should be sought in an extensive library of geometric 
modeling methods.
Even the first experiments of computerization of design process at the deci-
sion of separate private problems have shown their high efficiency. Work on the 
automation of placement was no exception. The first publications in this area 
belong to the 60 of the last century and are associated with the names of Russian 
scientists, L.V. Kantorovich and V.A. Zalgaller, on the cutting of materials by linear 
programming methods. However, the transition from 2D objects to 3D objects 
Figure 4. 
Aircraft about the same takeoff weight of different eras: (a) 30 years of the last century and (b) current.
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and the complexity of the shape of the placed objects from linear strips to real 
objects of modern technology caused an avalanche of complexity of the math-
ematical description of the placement process. In our opinion, the main efforts of 
scientists-geometers were directed to the study of various aspects of the computer 
description of the form of technical objects, which are alternative to many classical 
methods of descriptive geometry. Therefore, now there are no problems to describe 
the geometric shape of objects of almost any complexity with the necessary 
accuracy.
The development of methods for automated placement of objects according to 
specified criteria was much less fortunate. In placement problems, it is important 
not to accurately describe the geometric shape of the objects being placed, as to 
solve two critical issues:
• Detection of cases of mutual intersection of the placed objects.
• Generation of options for placing objects in a given space, providing an 
effective layout. The implementation of the known algorithms of automated 
placement is based on polygonal models and computational methods of 
“brute force,” which does not allow them to be implemented in practice for 
objects of complex structures, even with the modern power of computer 
equipment.
It can be objected that the use of modern CAD systems allows to carry out mod-
eling of quite complex objects and at the same time to track possible cases of their 
crossing by means of the CAD system (Figure 5). But in this case, we are not talking 
about computer-aided design, but only about checking the layout variant already 
generated taking into account the experience and intuition of the designer.
The problem of computer representation of geometric objects of any complex-
ity can now be considered sufficiently solved. However, other requirements are 
imposed on automated layout models, of which the accuracy of the form descrip-
tion is not the main thing. We have to choose which is better—an accurate geometric 
model, automatic layout of which is impossible, or a coarser geometric model, but 
allows the possibility of automated layout.
Figure 5. 
Modeling layout in CAD systems.
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3. Discrete (voxel) geometric models
It is known that the most accurate formal description of a three-dimensional 
object as a geometric body is its identification with the area of space occupied by 
it (a point set). However, in this formulation, the problem of the formation of a 
geometric object (GO) can be considered only theoretically. This concept can be 
used in practice if as the initial element of the set (E3) take not an infinitesimal 
point but, for example, a cube with dimensions (l × l × l). In this case, the condition 
of congruence of all cubes filling the space must be satisfied, and any two cubes 
must not have common internal points.
The space in this case is called discrete, and the geometric model formed in 
such a space, respectively, is discrete or voxel model. The term voxel formed from 
the words volumetric and pixel—elements of the three-dimensional image. Voxels 
are analogous to pixels in a two-dimensional to three-dimensional space. Voxel 
models are often used for visualization and analysis of medical and scientific 
information, as well as in computer graphics (most often in games (Figure 6)). 
Polygonal models inside are empty (and often this is enough—why do we, for 
example, know what is inside a computer character?). Voxel models are com-
pletely filling their insides—volumetric voxel cubes, which can contain additional 
information about the object.
The discrete method of geometric modeling (in relation to technical applica-
tions) was described in the early 70 years of the last century by the Belarusian 
scientist, Zozulevich in [4], but in those years it did not spread due to the limited 
capabilities of computers in memory and performance. Although he and the team 
of his employees solved certain applied problems using this method, it was impos-
sible to count on the effective use of voxel models with computers of those years 
with 16-bit architecture and 32–128 kb of RAM.
The basis of such models is an approximate representation of a geometric object 
in a field or voxel space. For the flat case, the voxel field is a uniform rectangular 
network m × n, each cell of which is considered as a separate voxel, which can have 
two states—“0” or “1.” Mathematically, the voxel geometric model is described by 
Figure 6. 
Voxel models in medicine ((a) the result of computed tomography) and in computer graphics ((b) in computer 
games).
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the set А = {аi,j}, where the voxel is considered unexcited if the object boundary does 
not pass through it and it does not belong to the inner region (Figure 7).
3D objects are described by a three-dimensional matrix А = {аi,j,k} with dimen-
sion a of m × n × p (Figure 8). Obviously, the accuracy of the description of the 
geometric shape of the object depends on the chosen discreteness of the voxel 
matrix.
The author of the method Prof. Zozulevich D.M. called his method “receptor” 
by analogy with the receptors of the human brain; each of which can be either 
excited or not. Other names of this method are also known—“matrix,” “binary,” 
“enumeration of space elements,” etc. In its geometric essence, the receptor (voxel) 
method is a special case of the analytical approximation method, which is used to 
describe three-dimensional objects that include complex surfaces of the second and 
higher orders. Since computational processing of such surfaces is difficult, they are 
approximated by areas of surfaces of lower order (planes, cylinders, etc.).
Research and development of voxel geometric models for various applications 
was carried out in the works of Russian scientists Gorelik AG, Gerasimenko YP, 
Klishin VV, Romance YA, Pashchenko OB, and Toloka AV, as well as a number of 
foreign authors—Gargantini I, Requcha AAG, Si Thu Lin, Nyi Nyi Htun, Kyi Min 
Han, Ye Win Tun, and a several others.
Here, it should be noted that very close in research ideology of Nazarova KM, 
Ratkova SI, etc., in which as basic object shape is not classic receptor in the form of 
a cube or parallelepiped, and more complex shapes—for example hexahedron.
The voxel method has both advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage 
is the homogeneity of computational algorithms and a very simple detection of 
cases of intersection of objects with each other.
The obvious disadvantages include the discreteness of the model and the need 
for large amounts of computer memory for its implementation. However, now the 
increase of computer memory to any volume is neither technical nor economic.
Another drawback is that the voxel geometric model is never primordial. Placed 
and already placed products are described by the designer, usually parametric geo-
metric models (i.e., specifying the type of object and its parameters—a sphere with 
radius R, a parallelepiped with dimensions a × b × c, etc.). Examples of parametric 
models are shown in Figure 9. Therefore, there is a need for an additional software 
module “parametric model”↔“voxel model.” However, now there are ways to form 
a voxel matrix directly on the solid-state model created in any of the CAD systems 
(Figure 10).
Figure 7. 
Voxel model of a 2D object.
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3. Discrete (voxel) geometric models
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Figure 6. 
Voxel models in medicine ((a) the result of computed tomography) and in computer graphics ((b) in computer 
games).
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sion a of m × n × p (Figure 8). Obviously, the accuracy of the description of the 
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Klishin VV, Romance YA, Pashchenko OB, and Toloka AV, as well as a number of 
foreign authors—Gargantini I, Requcha AAG, Si Thu Lin, Nyi Nyi Htun, Kyi Min 
Han, Ye Win Tun, and a several others.
Here, it should be noted that very close in research ideology of Nazarova KM, 
Ratkova SI, etc., in which as basic object shape is not classic receptor in the form of 
a cube or parallelepiped, and more complex shapes—for example hexahedron.
The voxel method has both advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage 
is the homogeneity of computational algorithms and a very simple detection of 
cases of intersection of objects with each other.
The obvious disadvantages include the discreteness of the model and the need 
for large amounts of computer memory for its implementation. However, now the 
increase of computer memory to any volume is neither technical nor economic.
Another drawback is that the voxel geometric model is never primordial. Placed 
and already placed products are described by the designer, usually parametric geo-
metric models (i.e., specifying the type of object and its parameters—a sphere with 
radius R, a parallelepiped with dimensions a × b × c, etc.). Examples of parametric 
models are shown in Figure 9. Therefore, there is a need for an additional software 
module “parametric model”↔“voxel model.” However, now there are ways to form 
a voxel matrix directly on the solid-state model created in any of the CAD systems 
(Figure 10).
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Figure 10. 
Stages of construction of voxel model of an electric drill: (a) initial drawing, (b) solid model from CAD 
system, and (c) voxel model.
Figure 8. 
Voxel model of a 3D object.
Figure 9. 
Setting parameters of geometric objects in traditional drawings (a) and computer modeling (b).
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4.  Examples of computer-aided design problems using voxel geometric 
models
4.1 Problem “rearrangement”
Consider the problem of placing additional equipment in the technical compart-
ment of the vehicle (the problem of pre-assembly). This problem is often found in 
the practice of design and from a geometric point of view is reduced to the problem 
of analyzing the geometric shape of empty spaces among previously placed objects.
We will solve the problem of additional placement in the following statement—
there is a closed area (e.g., the technical compartment of the aircraft) with the equip-
ment already partially placed in it (Figure 11a). There is a set of equipment that needs to 
be “repositioned” (Figure 11b). The possibilities of “additional placement” are deter-
mined by the shape and size of still unfilled spaces between already composed objects.
For a person, such a task “re-arrangement” of objects will seem quite easy—he 
can easily “by eye” determine how several volumes relate to each other and which 
object fits in another and which does not. To do this, he mentally classifies the 
object by shape (almost a ball, almost a cylinder) and then mentally correlates their 
sizes. Unfortunately, this operation of pattern recognition, which is so simple for a 
person, is of considerable complexity even for modern computers.
The most important issue is the class of geometric objects allowed to be placed. 
Typically, from a geometric point of view, such equipment is either primitives or a 
combination of primitives. Assume that the objects to be placed are a composition 
of primitives that describe the shape of the instrumentation quite well (this can be 
seen in Figure 11b). The technical literature provides data that the composition of 
primitives effectively describes 95% of the instrument equipment.
The advantage of the voxel geometric model is the ability to identify empty 
spaces in the layout for subsequent placement of objects not yet placed in them. If 
there is an empty space among the assembled objects, then on the corresponding 
section of the voxel matrix it is relatively easy to identify as “clumps” of zero voxels. 
For this purpose, an algorithm was developed to determine the center of a certain 
free area (flat) and its dimensions.
To do this, scan the rows and columns to identify the largest cluster of inextri-
cably located receptors and identify their centers. To analyze the individual cross 
Figure 11. 
Technical compartment of the aircraft: (a) “redeployable” and equipment (b).
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section of the object, we use the transition from the geometric shape of the object 
(in the form of a discrete set of receptors) to the “feature space” adopted in the 
theory of pattern recognition. Such a feature space for us will be the hodograph of 
the function of the radius of the vector from the center of the section (Figure 12):
  F =  R i ( φ i ) 
where Ri is the current radius-vector length for the i receptor and φi is the  
current radius-vector angle for the ith receptor.
After constructing the function Ri (φi), its analysis begins. If the shape of this 
region were a circle, the function would be an ideal straight line whose height would 
show us the radius of this circle (Figure 12b), if a regular polygon is a “saw” with 
the number of vertices equal to the number of sides. The coordinates of the vertices 
on φ will determine the aspect ratio of the rectangle. To do this, we use the method 
of testing statistical hypotheses, implemented as a computational software module.
On the real results of the analysis of the hodograph function, naturally superim-
posed “noise” due to the discreteness of the description of the component objects. 
An example of such real hodographs of a plane slice of the objects being assembled, 
statistically identified as slices of “polygon,” “cylinder,” and “sphere,” are shown in 
Figure 13a–c, respectively.
An illustration of the software implementation of this method is presented in 
Figure 14. The obtained results are implemented in the framework of a graphical 
shell written in C#. If we have a desire to place in this area not a parallelepiped of 
the maximum size, but, for example, a sphere of a certain radius, then it becomes a 
full participant of the scene, and after pressing the “analysis” button, a new defini-
tion of the configuration of unfilled spaces occurs.
The solution of the task was carried out within the framework of the dissertation 
research by Situ Lin (Republic of the Union of Myanmar), a postgraduate student of 
MAI and described in [5].
4.2 Task of tracing channel
The purpose of designing the channel surface is the delivery of a certain trajec-
tory of a material carrier (liquid, gas, electrical energy from one point (entry point) 
of the technical product to another (exit point)). In this case, one of the tasks of the 
layout is to solve the problems of tracing, i.e., designing communications between 
Figure 12. 
Construction of the hodograph of the radius-vector function (a) and analysis of the unfilled area of space 
(case-polygon) (b).
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already placed objects. Such problems are quite difficult to formalize and difficult to 
solve because of their inherent multi-extreme nature.
A special and much more complex type of trace is called “solid” trace, that is, 
such a case when the dimensions (connecting elements) of the trace are comparable 
to the dimensions of the components. In practice, this is the design of pipelines, air 
ducts, and other elements of transport systems (Figure 15).
To solve this problem, two main approaches to tracing are used, which are deter-
mined by the metric used. A metric is a rule that determines the distance between 
two points in a given space. The first approach is to use the Euclidean metric. In 
this case, the trace is drawn in the direction of the shortest distance between the 
Figure 13. 
View of the hodograph of the slice function from for the polygon (a), sphere (b), and cylinder (c).
Figure 14. 
Determination of the configuration of empty spaces: (a) visualization of space, (b) output of data on the size 
and position of the free area, and (c) assessment of the possibility of inscribing different shapes.
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to the dimensions of the components. In practice, this is the design of pipelines, air 
ducts, and other elements of transport systems (Figure 15).
To solve this problem, two main approaches to tracing are used, which are deter-
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two points in a given space. The first approach is to use the Euclidean metric. In 
this case, the trace is drawn in the direction of the shortest distance between the 
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entry and exit points (Figure 16a), and the length of the trace is determined by the 
Pythagorean theorem.
The second approach is to use the Manhattan metric, in which the trace is drawn 
in the direction of the coordinate axes (Figure 16b). In this case the trace is much 
longer than using the Euclidean metric, but the approach itself provides additional 
mathematical possibilities for the design of the trace. It is used for tracing large 
integrated circuits and printed circuit boards; this metric is used by industrial 
automated tracing systems P-CAD, ТороR, and others. A typical example of the 
result of wiring in such programs is shown in Figure 16c. From this figure it can be 
seen that the tracing in such systems is carried out either by the Manhattan metric 
or at 45° angles.
In our opinion, the problems of trace design according to the Manhattan metric 
are the most developed in the theory of geometric modeling of traces. This is due 
to the extreme practical importance of solving these problems in the automated 
wiring of printed circuit boards and large integrated circuits. Fundamental in this 
field are the theoretical studies of Russian scientists Abraitis LB, Bazilevich RP, 
Petrenko AP, Tetelbaum AY, Selyutina VA and others, as well as foreign scientists 
EW Dijkstra, Judea Pearl, Ira Pohl, Daniel Delling, Peter E Hart, etc.
However, the use of the Manhattan metric is unacceptable for channel design, 
since due to viscous friction, the sharp bends of the channel make it difficult to 
move liquid or gas through the channel, turning the flow energy into heat. The 
current line that determines the direction of travel through the channel is called the 
main guide line (GNL). It is the axis of the channel and is given either by the equa-
tion of the spatial curve or by a discrete set of points. However, tasking this param-
eter alone is not enough—it is necessary to specify the shape and area of individual 
cross sections of the channel (Figure 17). By controlling the position of the GNL 
Figure 16. 
Designing trace with different metrics.
Figure 15. 
An example of laying the trace: (a) electric furnace and (b) the air duct channel of the car.
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and the shapes and sizes of the cross sections, we can provide the specified designer 
characteristics of the flow of liquid or gas through the channel.
Let us complicate the task of designing. If earlier the channel was first designed 
according to the specified characteristics and then it was already placed, then we 
are trying to design a channel with the specified characteristics, “inscribed” in an 
already existing layout. Let there be a rectangular area with dimensions X × Y, in 
which the areas of prohibition are located. The entry point A and exit point B of the 
channel are specified (Figure 18). It is necessary to draw a trace between the given 
start and end points A and B. Obviously it is that in such a statement the problem 
does not always have valid solutions.
From Figure 18 it can be seen that there are quite a lot of options for its passage. 
At first glance, of all the traces in Figure 18, the one that is shorter will be better. 
However, it is known from design practice that hydraulic losses are minimal not 
in the short but in the main channel. Additional requirements are possible, for 
example, to provide a specified gap between the channel and other elements of the 
layout.
A significant problem in solving the tracing problem is to avoid obstacles, which 
are already composed objects or communications between them. The big advantage 
of the voxel approach is the ease of detecting an obstacle by voxel code (0 or 1). 
The simplest approach is to ignore obstacles before encountering them. Such an 
algorithm would look something like this: choose the direction to move toward 
the target, and move until the target is reached and the direction is free to move 
(Figure 19). Given that the transverse area of the channel can repeatedly exceed the 
size of one voxel, it is possible that a valid trace option in this layout situation is not 
at all.
The known trace algorithms closest to our approach are described in the follow-
ing [6, 7]:
• Dijkstra’s algorithm
• Algorithm A* “A the asterisk”
The simplest approach implemented in these algorithms is to ignore obstacles 
before encountering them. The structure of the choice of direction of movement is 
determined by the rule to move back to choose a different direction in accordance 
with the strategy of the traversal.
This allows us to argue that these algorithms contain elements of artificial intel-
ligence (AI), since the solution is chosen according to the predicative principle of 
“If”-“Then.”
In the works of Dijkstra EW, Donald Ervin Knuth, Thomas H Cormen, etc., 
various obstacle avoidance strategies (heuristics) based on both random search and 
artificial intelligence algorithms are analyzed. Each of them has both its limita-
tions and areas of preferred application. Examples of different trace algorithms 
are shown in Figure 20a. Figure 20a shows that although the well-known Dijkstra 
algorithm was able to pave the way from the start to the end points, it did not do 
it rationally, making an extremely many unnecessary movements and repeatedly 
unnecessarily changing the direction of travel.
Voxel algorithm A* operates in a more reasonable way (Figure 20b) and is 
commonly used to find the optimal shortest path. But this algorithm is not able to 
take into account the given gap (δ-neighborhood)—the route may pass too close to 
the areas of prohibition. Thus, the search for the path of the trace by the algorithm 
A* gives the best results but does not always provide a solution to the problem. In 
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ligence (AI), since the solution is chosen according to the predicative principle of 
“If”-“Then.”
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Figure 19. 
The principle of obstacle avoidance in the construction of voxel method.
Figure 17. 
Geometric parameters that determine the shape of the channel.
Figure 18. 
Finding a rational path between two endpoints A and B in a 2D formulation without taking into account the 
size of the trace and the restrictions on smoothness.
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addition, the algorithm A* is not able to design trajectories with a given degree of 
smoothness, since such a task has never been set before.
As it was already noted earlier, the strongest side of the algorithm A*, which led to its 
choice by us as a prototype, is the possibility of optimal and heuristic trajectory search. 
The literature shows that in many cases heuristic search works better than other search 
strategies. The heuristic function of the algorithm determines the choice of the  
search direction to the target vertex. If the heuristic function is valid (that is, does not 
exceed the minimum cost of the graph to the target vertex), then the algorithm A* is 
guaranteed to find the shortest path. The modified algorithm A* uses a set of heuristics 
that provide for multidirectional search. The search for direction is conducted not as 
usually on 4 and 8 directions (respectively in a plane and space (Figure 21a and b)) and 
in 8 directions, if the construction of the channel occurs in the plane and 26 adjacent 
vertices in the design of the spatial channel (Figure 21c and d).
To implement the proposed trace algorithm, the Advanced Pathfinder System 
(APS) program was written in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010, using the C# program-
ming language. The solution of the task was carried out within the framework of 
the dissertation research by Nyi Nyi Htun (Republic of the Union of Myanmar), a 
postgraduate student of MAI and described in [8]. With this program, you can:
1. Use the improved algorithm A* and find a rational trace between two points in 
2D and 3D spaces, taking into account the areas of prohibitions.
2. Carry out smoothing of the trace received at the previous stage either on any set 
radius or on the maximum possible radius with the subsequent check of accom-
plishment of a condition that the minimum radius is not less than the set Rmin.
3. Ensure that the trace passes at the specified minimum distance δ from already 
placed objects and areas of prohibition.
Testing showed significantly higher performance of our modified algorithms 
than the original one. It should be recognized that the described program, which 
implements the voxel method of body tracing, is not integrated into any existing 
CAD system, so the geometric information is entered into the program in para-
metric form. This reduces the performance of the build process. Integration of this 
program with any CAD system in the form of a separate built-in calculation module 
is an actual technical task.
Figure 20. 
Examples of tracing when bypassing various obstacles in 2D staging.
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Figure 20. 
Examples of tracing when bypassing various obstacles in 2D staging.
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4.3 Task of solar layout
When designing the SC, the question on estimation of the effective area of solar 
panels arises, taking into account their inevitable shading by each other and other 
structural elements of the spacecraft SC (Figure 22). All this significantly limits the 
functionality of the SC. When designing SC or ground-mounted solar power plants, 
we have to decide on the area of solar panels—if there are a small number of panels, 
then the solar energy absorption will be small, and if there are too many, they will 
work inefficiently, shading each other (not to mention the additional costs for them 
and increasing the mass of the entire SC). Therefore, the solution of this question 
can be considered as an optimization problem of mathematical programming.
Voxel geometric models do not require complex formulas or logical construc-
tions for their implementation. However, their practical implementation has its own 
specific complexity. In addition to the need to convert the initial parametric model 
specified by the constructor into a receptor model, the complexity is conditioned 
by the need to take into account the position and value of each voxel (out of many 
millions in the voxel matrix), as well as to create a mechanism for visualizing the 
results. The solution of the task was carried out within the framework of the disser-
tation research by Kui Min Khan (Republic of the Union of Myanmar), a postgradu-
ate student of MAI and described in [9].
An essential feature of our approach is that we will not use the classical voxel 
matrix (filled with “0” and “1”) in the calculations, but a multi-digit one, in which 
additional codes will be added. Specifically, it will be three-digit—“0,” free space, 
“1,” space occupied by the space station residential module, and “2,” space occupied 
of solar panels (Figure 23).
Using a multi-digit voxel geometric model allows you to proceed directly to the 
calculations of shading. We will move a slice of the voxel matrix with thickness of 1 
Figure 21. 
Increasing the directions of the path search in the original and modified algorithms.
Figure 22. 
Partial shading of solar panels in space on the International Space Station (ISS).
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voxel (Figure 24a) as a cutting plane along the coordinate plane from the beginning 
to the end of the voxel matrix (Figure 24b).
In Figure 25a, it can be seen that on each slice we can put each specific voxel 
in accordance with either “1” (if it coincides with the body of the SC) or “2” (if 
it coincides with solar panels). If there is no match with any elements of the SC, 
the value of the voxel on the slice remains the initially set value of “0.” Looking 
at a single-layer slice of the voxel matrix from the direction of the energy flow W 
(Figure 25b), we see the layer filled with nonzero code that allows to calculate the 
total area of space (number “0”), the total area of the habitable modules of the SC 
(number “1”), and, most interestingly for us, the total area of solar panels (number 
“2”). Next, everything seems to be simple—summing up the area of voxel with 
codes “2” on all sections, we get the area of unshaded zones of solar panels.
In this calculation model, there are situations when along the thickness of the 
solar panel may be not one, but several layers of the voxel matrix (for example,  
4 layers), resulting in the unreasonable increase of the effective area of solar panels 
by four times. It is also necessary to exclude unreasonable repeat account of already 
screened objects. To do this, we introduce an additional code “3” in the voxel 
matrix, which will exclude the account of the areas of the corresponding voxels. The 
essence of the model change is that once absorbed part of the energy flow should 
no longer be taken into account. Therefore, starting with some slice of the voxel 
matrix, everything that follows this slice, the element with the code “2,” is forcibly 
Figure 23. 
Representation of SC by multi-digit voxel matrix.
Figure 24. 
Single-layer slice of the voxel matrix (a), moving this slice along the voxel matrix (b).
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Representation of SC by multi-digit voxel matrix.
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Single-layer slice of the voxel matrix (a), moving this slice along the voxel matrix (b).
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filled with the prohibiting code “3,” which does not allow the use of voxels with this 
code in any calculations.
However, the shading of solar panels in the W direction, reducing their 
efficiency, is possible not only by other solar panels but, in some cases, by other 
elements of the SC (e.g., the body). Therefore, we make another change in our 
model—filling the entire voxel matrix in the direction of W with codes “3” after 
the first detection on the slice of any element of the SC. As in the previous case, 
the entire remaining part of the voxel matrix in the direction of the energy flow W 
is filled with codes “3,” which excludes the participation of voxels with this code 
in the calculation of the effective area of solar panels S. Therefore, in the modi-
fied (4-digit) voxel model, voxels with the code “3” do not participate in any area 
calculations.
Figure 26. 
Scanning stages of 3D model SC with inclined position for calculation of sectional areas of solar panels and SC 
body.
Figure 25. 
Single-layer slice of the receptor matrix (a), the view of this slice toward the flow (b).
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On the basis of the geometric model described above, a software package was 
created, implemented in the C# language, allowing to simulate the effective area of 
solar concentrators. At the same time, a graphical shell is developed that visualizes 
the calculation process and the calculated parameters of the effective area.
The work of the software package is as follows. After entering the information 
about the geometric dimensions of the station and solar panels (in parametric 
form), a layer-by-layer scan of the sections begins. A 2D matrix is formed in each 
layer, the form of which was previously shown in Figure 24b, from the 3D matrix, 
in which our entire object (SC) is immersed. In each section (slice) of the voxel 
matrix, the areas of the current section of the solar panels, the effective (cumula-
tive) sectional area of the solar panels, and the cumulative sectional area of the 
body of the space station are calculated (although this parameter has no practical 
value for us). Figure 26a shows that the cutting plane of voxel matrix has not yet 
reached the model of SC, so all the sectional areas are zero.
Figure 26b shows that the cutting plane already passes on the SC itself, crossing 
both the solar panels and the SC body, so specific calculated values are obtained in 
each section of slice area, which will be visualized in the corresponding program 
windows. And finally, Figure c shows that the cutting plane completely passed 
through all 3D model of SC, therefore both current and the cumulative sums of the 
areas will not change any more in the program windows. Thus, we have solved the 
task—to determine the total visible area (from a certain angle) both of the body of 
the space station and its solar panels.
5. To evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of voxel model
The advantage of the voxel method is the simplicity of determining many 
geometric parameters and solving many geometric problems of processing three-
dimensional objects. However, when using voxel model, the shape of the object is 
described approximately. The desire to increase the accuracy of the description in r 
times leads to an increase in the necessary computer memory for the implementa-
tion of the method in times where q is the dimension of the modeling space.
To determine the appropriate accuracy of the representation of 3D objects voxel 
matrix as a test example, consider the most unfavorable for the accuracy of the 
description of the case of the ball. Let us assume that a ball with a radius of 500 mm 
is inscribed in a voxel matrix with a variable number of voxel, which varies in the 
range from 1000 to 25,000 (Figure 27a).
For Figure 27b, the results of the calculation of the value of the most probable 
absolute error depending on the number of voxels for this matrix with dimensions 
1 m × 1 m × 1 m are given. It can be seen from this graph that the error of the voxel 
model shape description is expected to depend on the voxel size, which, in turn, 
is determined by the number of voxels in the matrix. There is a threshold (in our 
case it is about 5000 voxels), with a decrease in which the absolute accuracy of 
the description of the form is sharply reduced. In [10] it is shown that for the most 
typical sizes of technical objects, even with a not very high number of voxels (about 
5000 on each axis), the relative accuracy of the description remains quite high 
(below 0.05%), which is quite enough for most technical applications.
Since receptor models are discrete by definition, the discussion of the results 
raises the question not only about the accuracy of their description but also about 
the computational resources required for their implementation. Studies show that 
with a seemingly huge number of computational operations, they are performed 
surprisingly quickly. This is probably due to the homogeneity of the calculations 
and the use of only the RAM of the computer for their execution. The time of 
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Figure 28. 
CPU time required to determine empty spaces depending on the number of objects already placed.
Figure 29. 
Calculated characteristics of voxel geometric model accuracy in designing a channel between obstacles.
Figure 27. 
Results of calculation of the error of the shape description by the voxel matrix.
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computer processing of voxel models is determined by both the hardware capabili-
ties of the computer and the parameters of a particular scene—the number of voxels 
and the number of objects already placed. In Figure 28 the estimation of processor 
time in solving the problem of recognition of a flat area with a fixed number of 
voxels (1000 × 1000) is given. Figure 28 shows that the CPU time is still relatively 
small (fractions of a second), even for a medium-power computer. For a spatial 
scene, the time to obtain a solution increases by about an order of magnitude, but 
still remains acceptable for interactive mode. But it should be borne in mind that for 
voxel geometric models are possible methods of decomposition and parallelization 
of calculations, which will significantly speed up the calculation time.
Evaluation of the accuracy and performance of the channel design between 
obstacles in the test example using a voxel matrix size 1 m × 1 m × 1 m is shown in 
Figure 29. They also show acceptable practice accuracy and simulation time.
6. Conclusions
Discrete methods of geometric modeling, which include voxel, can effectively 
track the cases of intersection of simulated objects in space, which makes it advis-
able to use them in automated layout problems. Voxel models allow you to create 
intelligent algorithms for automated placement. This eliminates the need to use 
multiple methods of search of accommodation options.
The unsolved problem of using voxel geometric models in the problems of 
automated layout is their integration into modern CAD systems, which limits their 
widespread introduction into the practice of computer-aided design.
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Effective Pitch Value Detection in
Noisy Intelligent Environments
for Efficient Natural Language
Processing
Damjan Vlaj, Andrej Žgank and Marko Kos
Abstract
The performance of applications based on natural language processing depends
primarily on the environment in which these applications are applied. Intelligent
environments will be one of the major applications used to process natural lan-
guage. The methods for speaker’s gender classification can adapt and improve the
performance of natural language processing applications. That is why, this chapter
will present an effective speaker’s pitch value detection in noisy environments,
which then allows more robust speaker’s gender classification. The chapter presents
the algorithm for the speaker’s pitch value detection and performs the comparison
in various noisy environments. The experiments are carried out on the part of the
publically available Aurora 2 speech database. The results showed that the auto-
matically determined pitch values deviate, on average, only by 8.39 Hz from the
reference pitch value. A well-defined pitch value allows a functional speaker’s
gender classification. In this chapter, presented speaker’s gender classification
works well, even at low signal to noise ratios. The experiments show that the
speaker’s gender classification performance at SNR 0 dB is higher than 91% when
the automatically determined pitch value is used. Speaker’s gender classification can
then be used further in the processes of natural language processing.
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1. Introduction
Human-computer interfaces (HCIs) are frequently those parts of modern infor-
mation and communications technology (ICT) systems, which play a crucial role in
the case when the products are entering the market [1]. HCI is, from a user’s
perspective, perceived as the entity which can control the system’s functionality
and, thus, improve the quality of experience [2]. One of the ICT systems where HCI
has made significant development progress in the last decade is the smart home and
smart city solution [3, 4]. Human communication with these systems can be carried
out in the form of the spoken interaction, which is the most natural and frequent
modality for users. Some of the commercially available spoken virtual agents are
Alexa by Amazon, Siri by Apple, Google Now by Alphabet, and Cortana by
Microsoft. These commercial virtual agents support major languages but are lacking
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Abstract
The performance of applications based on natural language processing depends
primarily on the environment in which these applications are applied. Intelligent
environments will be one of the major applications used to process natural lan-
guage. The methods for speaker’s gender classification can adapt and improve the
performance of natural language processing applications. That is why, this chapter
will present an effective speaker’s pitch value detection in noisy environments,
which then allows more robust speaker’s gender classification. The chapter presents
the algorithm for the speaker’s pitch value detection and performs the comparison
in various noisy environments. The experiments are carried out on the part of the
publically available Aurora 2 speech database. The results showed that the auto-
matically determined pitch values deviate, on average, only by 8.39 Hz from the
reference pitch value. A well-defined pitch value allows a functional speaker’s
gender classification. In this chapter, presented speaker’s gender classification
works well, even at low signal to noise ratios. The experiments show that the
speaker’s gender classification performance at SNR 0 dB is higher than 91% when
the automatically determined pitch value is used. Speaker’s gender classification can
then be used further in the processes of natural language processing.
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1. Introduction
Human-computer interfaces (HCIs) are frequently those parts of modern infor-
mation and communications technology (ICT) systems, which play a crucial role in
the case when the products are entering the market [1]. HCI is, from a user’s
perspective, perceived as the entity which can control the system’s functionality
and, thus, improve the quality of experience [2]. One of the ICT systems where HCI
has made significant development progress in the last decade is the smart home and
smart city solution [3, 4]. Human communication with these systems can be carried
out in the form of the spoken interaction, which is the most natural and frequent
modality for users. Some of the commercially available spoken virtual agents are
Alexa by Amazon, Siri by Apple, Google Now by Alphabet, and Cortana by
Microsoft. These commercial virtual agents support major languages but are lacking
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support for under-resourced languages [5]. Another shortcoming is the lack of
support for real spontaneous and emotionally driven conversation, which could
improve the quality of the experience further [2].
Spoken virtual agents are using various natural language processing (NLP)
techniques to communicate efficiently with humans (Figure 1). In this case, the
NLP algorithms depend on the text input, which is produced via automatic speech
recognition (ASR). Besides the direct text input, the ASR and its submodules can
provide the NLP with additional meta-information, which can be used to improve
the virtual agents’ response to the user’s communication. Some categories of such
meta-information are emotions, stress level [6], effects of spontaneous speech,
speakers’ change [7]. As an example, change of speaker influences dialogue model-
ling, which can be seen as an essential part of language generation with NLP
approaches. Advanced ASR systems can apply spontaneous speech modelling to
reduce the ratio of errors produced by a subsequent NLP system, which has to
process such an error-prone spontaneous input. Another example is the case when
the NLP system is a part of an eHealth solution, where changes in stress level alter
the NLP response of the virtual agent directly, either in the way of triggering some
relaxing scenarios or forwarding this data in the form of NLP-generated informa-
tion to caregivers [3].
An important characteristic of the human speech signal is pitch value, which can
be used for both of the cases of ASR-NLP interaction mentioned above [8]. Pitch
value can be used as one of the parameters, obtained during the feature extraction,
which is the first step of speech recognition. Particularly, tonal languages (i.e.
Mandarin) are such where pitch value information plays a crucial role in an ASR
system. Moreover, the pitch value can improve speech recognition accuracy signif-
icantly in the case of spontaneous and accented speech, which is common in real-
life human interaction with virtual agents. Pitch value can also be included as part
of meta-information for NLP approaches, as it can be used to estimate emotions,
Figure 1.
Diagram of conversational human-computer interaction in an intelligent environment.
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stress, and speaker information. The objective of this chapter is to present the
importance of pitch value calculation from the point of view of automatic speech
recognition (ASR) as a first building block of a natural language processing-based
spoken virtual agent. Improved pitch value calculation can have a significant impact
on the performance of an NLP system and, thus, also, in general, improve the
quality of experience of virtual agents or other systems based on spoken human-
computer interaction.
This chapter is organised as follows. The literature review is given in Section 2.
This chapter will give a general view of the determination of the pitch value in the
speech in Section 3. The pitch value determination method is presented in Section 4.
The experimental design and results are given in Section 5. This chapter concludes
with the discussion in Section 6 and conclusion in Section 7.
2. Literature review
Effective pitch value estimation (or fundamental frequency F0, as it is also
referred to) for various tasks and applications has been addressed for many years. It
is one of the fundamental problems in speech processing because pitch value esti-
mation is used in several different applications (e.g. speech recognition, speech
perception, speech transformation, language acquisition, speech analysis, speaker
identification) [9]. Good review work regarding pitch value extraction was
presented by Gerhard [10]. Pitch value can be estimated in the time, spectral, or
cepstral domains. It can also be extracted using auditory models. One of the time
domain approaches was presented in [11]. For pitch detection, the authors proposed
a so-called Yin estimator. The inspiration was the yin-yang philosophical principle
of balance, which represents the authors attempt to achieve a balance between
autocorrelation and cancellation, which are both implemented in the proposed
algorithm. The problem of using the autocorrelation approach for pitch value esti-
mation is that the peaks can also occur at sub-harmonics. Because of this phenom-
enon, it is difficult to determine which peak represents the actual fundamental
frequency and which is a sub-harmonic. Yin estimation tries to solve these problems
by using a difference function, which attempts to minimise the difference between
the original waveform and its delayed copy. Another time domain approach is
presented in [12]. The proposed approach is dealing with time domain pitch value
estimation for telephone speech. Telephone speech is specific because it has reduced
bandwidth and, consequently, the fundamental frequency can be very weak or even
missing. In such circumstances, traditional methods based on autocorrelation can-
not provide good results. To reduce the effect of narrower bandwidth, the authors
propose a nonlinear filter which restores the weak or missing frequency band. After
that, the combined autocorrelation function is calculated based on the original and
nonlinearly processed speech. Results show 1% improvement for clean studio
speech and 3% improvement for telephone speech. The experiments were
performed on a Keele pitch database [13].
Pitch value can also be derived in the spectral domain, where one of the popular
principles for this task is the use of tuneable filters. In [14], the author presented a
method based on a narrow user-tuneable band-pass filter, which is swept across the
frequency spectrum. The fundamental frequency is detected when maximum value
is present on the output of the filter. The F0 is then equal to the central frequency of
the filter. The author of the paper also suggests that the difference could be detected
between an evenly spaced spectrum and a richly harmonic single note. Another
method using multiple comb-filter approaches was presented in [15]. The authors
are investigating the problem of multiple fundamental frequencies estimation in a
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support for under-resourced languages [5]. Another shortcoming is the lack of
support for real spontaneous and emotionally driven conversation, which could
improve the quality of the experience further [2].
Spoken virtual agents are using various natural language processing (NLP)
techniques to communicate efficiently with humans (Figure 1). In this case, the
NLP algorithms depend on the text input, which is produced via automatic speech
recognition (ASR). Besides the direct text input, the ASR and its submodules can
provide the NLP with additional meta-information, which can be used to improve
the virtual agents’ response to the user’s communication. Some categories of such
meta-information are emotions, stress level [6], effects of spontaneous speech,
speakers’ change [7]. As an example, change of speaker influences dialogue model-
ling, which can be seen as an essential part of language generation with NLP
approaches. Advanced ASR systems can apply spontaneous speech modelling to
reduce the ratio of errors produced by a subsequent NLP system, which has to
process such an error-prone spontaneous input. Another example is the case when
the NLP system is a part of an eHealth solution, where changes in stress level alter
the NLP response of the virtual agent directly, either in the way of triggering some
relaxing scenarios or forwarding this data in the form of NLP-generated informa-
tion to caregivers [3].
An important characteristic of the human speech signal is pitch value, which can
be used for both of the cases of ASR-NLP interaction mentioned above [8]. Pitch
value can be used as one of the parameters, obtained during the feature extraction,
which is the first step of speech recognition. Particularly, tonal languages (i.e.
Mandarin) are such where pitch value information plays a crucial role in an ASR
system. Moreover, the pitch value can improve speech recognition accuracy signif-
icantly in the case of spontaneous and accented speech, which is common in real-
life human interaction with virtual agents. Pitch value can also be included as part
of meta-information for NLP approaches, as it can be used to estimate emotions,
Figure 1.
Diagram of conversational human-computer interaction in an intelligent environment.
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stress, and speaker information. The objective of this chapter is to present the
importance of pitch value calculation from the point of view of automatic speech
recognition (ASR) as a first building block of a natural language processing-based
spoken virtual agent. Improved pitch value calculation can have a significant impact
on the performance of an NLP system and, thus, also, in general, improve the
quality of experience of virtual agents or other systems based on spoken human-
computer interaction.
This chapter is organised as follows. The literature review is given in Section 2.
This chapter will give a general view of the determination of the pitch value in the
speech in Section 3. The pitch value determination method is presented in Section 4.
The experimental design and results are given in Section 5. This chapter concludes
with the discussion in Section 6 and conclusion in Section 7.
2. Literature review
Effective pitch value estimation (or fundamental frequency F0, as it is also
referred to) for various tasks and applications has been addressed for many years. It
is one of the fundamental problems in speech processing because pitch value esti-
mation is used in several different applications (e.g. speech recognition, speech
perception, speech transformation, language acquisition, speech analysis, speaker
identification) [9]. Good review work regarding pitch value extraction was
presented by Gerhard [10]. Pitch value can be estimated in the time, spectral, or
cepstral domains. It can also be extracted using auditory models. One of the time
domain approaches was presented in [11]. For pitch detection, the authors proposed
a so-called Yin estimator. The inspiration was the yin-yang philosophical principle
of balance, which represents the authors attempt to achieve a balance between
autocorrelation and cancellation, which are both implemented in the proposed
algorithm. The problem of using the autocorrelation approach for pitch value esti-
mation is that the peaks can also occur at sub-harmonics. Because of this phenom-
enon, it is difficult to determine which peak represents the actual fundamental
frequency and which is a sub-harmonic. Yin estimation tries to solve these problems
by using a difference function, which attempts to minimise the difference between
the original waveform and its delayed copy. Another time domain approach is
presented in [12]. The proposed approach is dealing with time domain pitch value
estimation for telephone speech. Telephone speech is specific because it has reduced
bandwidth and, consequently, the fundamental frequency can be very weak or even
missing. In such circumstances, traditional methods based on autocorrelation can-
not provide good results. To reduce the effect of narrower bandwidth, the authors
propose a nonlinear filter which restores the weak or missing frequency band. After
that, the combined autocorrelation function is calculated based on the original and
nonlinearly processed speech. Results show 1% improvement for clean studio
speech and 3% improvement for telephone speech. The experiments were
performed on a Keele pitch database [13].
Pitch value can also be derived in the spectral domain, where one of the popular
principles for this task is the use of tuneable filters. In [14], the author presented a
method based on a narrow user-tuneable band-pass filter, which is swept across the
frequency spectrum. The fundamental frequency is detected when maximum value
is present on the output of the filter. The F0 is then equal to the central frequency of
the filter. The author of the paper also suggests that the difference could be detected
between an evenly spaced spectrum and a richly harmonic single note. Another
method using multiple comb-filter approaches was presented in [15]. The authors
are investigating the problem of multiple fundamental frequencies estimation in a
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noisy environment. This can happen when many persons speak at the same time
with the presence of background noise. Their work is done for two speakers. The
pitch value of the first speaker is determined by detecting the autocorrelation of the
multi-scale product (AMP) of the mixture signal. After that, a multiple comb filter
is applied to filter out the dominant signal. A residual signal is obtained after the
subtraction of the remaining signal from the mixture signal. Next, the AMP is
applied to the residual signal to estimate the pitch value of the second speaker.
Results of the proposed method show that the method is robust and effective.
Experiments were performed on the Cooke database [16]. The pitch estimation
algorithm, which is robust against high levels of noise, called PEFAC, was proposed
by Gonzales and Brookes [17]. The algorithm is able to identify voiced frames and
estimate pitch reliably, even at negative signal-to-noise ratios. The proposed prin-
ciple uses nonlinear amplitude compression to reduce narrowband noise for more
robust pitch estimation. Two Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) are trained for
voiced speech detection and are used for voiced/unvoiced speech classification. The
proposed algorithm was evaluated on a part of the TIMIT database and on the
CSLU-VOICES corpus and compared with other widely used algorithms. The tests
show better performance, especially for negative SNR. The authors in [18] proposed
robust harmonic features for classification-based pitch estimation. The proposed
pitch estimation algorithm is composed of pitch candidate generation and target
pitch selection stages. Two types of spectrum are proposed for extracting pitch
candidates. One is the original noisy long-term speech spectrum, and the other is
the long-term sub-harmonic summation (SBH) spectrum. If the SNR is low in the
part where the F0 is present, the F0 spectral peak could disappear. In this case, SBH
serves as a complementary source for pitch candidate extraction. In the second step
of the proposed algorithm, pitch candidate classification using a neural network is
performed, based on multidimensional pitch-related robust harmonic features. The
five proposed features are based on the energy intensity and spectrum envelope
properties of the speech. Experiments were performed on the Keele database and
CSTR database. Performance of the proposed algorithm was tested against five of
the common pitch estimation algorithms, including SAcC, JinWang, PEFAC, RAPT,
and Yin. The results show better performance than the compared algorithms across
various types and levels of noise.
Another domain where methods for pitch value extraction exist is the cepstral
domain. A cepstrum is a form of spectrum where the output is the Fourier transform
of the logarithmic spectral magnitude of the original waveform. The author in [19]
proposed a method which needed a jury of experienced listeners for pitch value
estimation judgement. Cepstrum was computed digitally and then transformed on
microfilm by plotter. The method was proposed in 1967, when computer use for
processing was still minimal. Another cepstrum-based method for fundamental fre-
quency estimation was presented in [20]. Pitch information is extracted using a
modified cepstrum-based method, after which the cepstrum is refined using a pitch
value tracking, correction, and smoothing algorithm. In the presented work, a
cepstrum-based voicing detector is also discussed. Voicing decisions are made using a
multi-featured voiced/unvoiced (V/UV) classification algorithm, based on statistical
analysis of the zero-crossing rate, energy of short-time segments, and cepstral peaks.
Experiments were performed on speech data taken from TIMIT database. Results
show considerable improvement relative to the conventional cepstrum methods. The
proposed algorithm also tends to be robust against additive noise.
Pitch value can also be derived using auditory models, as the author presented in
[21]. They proposed a multi-channel pitch determination algorithm (PDA), which is
composed of an automatic channel selection module and a pitch value extraction
module that relies on the pseudo-periodic histogram for the pitch value search.
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The proposed PDA outperformed the reference system (auditory modelling AMPEX)
for 0 dB SNR telephone speech and car speech. The automatic selection of channels
was effective on the very noisy telephone speech but performed less successfully in
the car speech. Another model-based approach was proposed by Shi et al. [22]. Their
approach uses Bayesian pitch tracking, which is based on the harmonic model. Good
robustness against noise was achieved by using the parametric harmonic model. A
fully Bayesian approach was applied to avoid overfitting of the first-order Markov
chains. Results show that the proposed algorithm has good robustness against voicing
state changes, as it carries past information on pitch over the unvoiced or silent
regions. Experiments were performed on Keele and Parkinson’s disease databases.
Amongst other things, pitch estimation is a very important feature for the
speaker’s gender classification, as it is one of the more distinguishable properties
between male and female speakers. Information about the speaker’s gender is useful
for tasks like speaker clustering or demographic data collection. In work presented
in [23], the author used formant and energy-based features and several different
pitch-based features for speaker’s gender classification on emotionally coloured
speech. Some of the features used are min., max., average pitch values, interquartile
pitch range. Experiments were performed on the Danish emotional speech (DES)
database, Sahad emotional speech (SES) database, and German emotional speech
(GES) database. A probabilistic neural network (PNN) is a feedforward neural
network, which is widely used in classification, support vector machines (SVM),
K-nearest neighbour (K-NN), and GMM were compared for classification perfor-
mances of naive Bayes. Results show over 90% gender classification accuracy,
where the SVM classifier gave the best results.
The next section will give a general view of the determination of the pitch
value in the speech signal and present what needs to be done to determine the pitch
value at all.
3. Generally on the pitch value determination
Determining the speaker pitch value from the captured audio signal is possible,
both in time and frequency domain representation of the signal. Determination is
possible only in parts of the signal that contain a voiced speech signal. Representatives
of the voiced speech signal are vowels, diphthongs, and semivowels that contain
much more energy than the consonants, which are also present in the speech signal.
Figure 2 shows the time and frequency domain presentation of the vowel /eh/ and the
consonant /s/ of the word “seven” in the captured audio signal. There is a considerable
difference in the amplitude between the vowel /eh/ and the consonant /s/ in both the
time and frequency domains. The amplitude of the vowel /eh/ (Figure 2(a)) is about
100 times greater than the consonant amplitude /s/ (Figure 2(c)). Figure 2(a) also
has a well-seen repetitive signal pattern from which it is possible to determine a pitch
value, whilst, for Figure 2(c), this cannot be said. In the time domain, the pitch value





where fsamp is the sampling frequency of the captured audio signal, and τ is
the difference between the peaks. The determination of the last value is presented
in Figure 2(a). In this case, the value τ is (133�96) = 37 samples, whilst the
sampling frequency is 8000 Hz. From this, it follows that the pitch value is equal
to 216.2 Hz. The determination of the pitch value in the frequency domain is
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noisy environment. This can happen when many persons speak at the same time
with the presence of background noise. Their work is done for two speakers. The
pitch value of the first speaker is determined by detecting the autocorrelation of the
multi-scale product (AMP) of the mixture signal. After that, a multiple comb filter
is applied to filter out the dominant signal. A residual signal is obtained after the
subtraction of the remaining signal from the mixture signal. Next, the AMP is
applied to the residual signal to estimate the pitch value of the second speaker.
Results of the proposed method show that the method is robust and effective.
Experiments were performed on the Cooke database [16]. The pitch estimation
algorithm, which is robust against high levels of noise, called PEFAC, was proposed
by Gonzales and Brookes [17]. The algorithm is able to identify voiced frames and
estimate pitch reliably, even at negative signal-to-noise ratios. The proposed prin-
ciple uses nonlinear amplitude compression to reduce narrowband noise for more
robust pitch estimation. Two Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) are trained for
voiced speech detection and are used for voiced/unvoiced speech classification. The
proposed algorithm was evaluated on a part of the TIMIT database and on the
CSLU-VOICES corpus and compared with other widely used algorithms. The tests
show better performance, especially for negative SNR. The authors in [18] proposed
robust harmonic features for classification-based pitch estimation. The proposed
pitch estimation algorithm is composed of pitch candidate generation and target
pitch selection stages. Two types of spectrum are proposed for extracting pitch
candidates. One is the original noisy long-term speech spectrum, and the other is
the long-term sub-harmonic summation (SBH) spectrum. If the SNR is low in the
part where the F0 is present, the F0 spectral peak could disappear. In this case, SBH
serves as a complementary source for pitch candidate extraction. In the second step
of the proposed algorithm, pitch candidate classification using a neural network is
performed, based on multidimensional pitch-related robust harmonic features. The
five proposed features are based on the energy intensity and spectrum envelope
properties of the speech. Experiments were performed on the Keele database and
CSTR database. Performance of the proposed algorithm was tested against five of
the common pitch estimation algorithms, including SAcC, JinWang, PEFAC, RAPT,
and Yin. The results show better performance than the compared algorithms across
various types and levels of noise.
Another domain where methods for pitch value extraction exist is the cepstral
domain. A cepstrum is a form of spectrum where the output is the Fourier transform
of the logarithmic spectral magnitude of the original waveform. The author in [19]
proposed a method which needed a jury of experienced listeners for pitch value
estimation judgement. Cepstrum was computed digitally and then transformed on
microfilm by plotter. The method was proposed in 1967, when computer use for
processing was still minimal. Another cepstrum-based method for fundamental fre-
quency estimation was presented in [20]. Pitch information is extracted using a
modified cepstrum-based method, after which the cepstrum is refined using a pitch
value tracking, correction, and smoothing algorithm. In the presented work, a
cepstrum-based voicing detector is also discussed. Voicing decisions are made using a
multi-featured voiced/unvoiced (V/UV) classification algorithm, based on statistical
analysis of the zero-crossing rate, energy of short-time segments, and cepstral peaks.
Experiments were performed on speech data taken from TIMIT database. Results
show considerable improvement relative to the conventional cepstrum methods. The
proposed algorithm also tends to be robust against additive noise.
Pitch value can also be derived using auditory models, as the author presented in
[21]. They proposed a multi-channel pitch determination algorithm (PDA), which is
composed of an automatic channel selection module and a pitch value extraction
module that relies on the pseudo-periodic histogram for the pitch value search.
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The proposed PDA outperformed the reference system (auditory modelling AMPEX)
for 0 dB SNR telephone speech and car speech. The automatic selection of channels
was effective on the very noisy telephone speech but performed less successfully in
the car speech. Another model-based approach was proposed by Shi et al. [22]. Their
approach uses Bayesian pitch tracking, which is based on the harmonic model. Good
robustness against noise was achieved by using the parametric harmonic model. A
fully Bayesian approach was applied to avoid overfitting of the first-order Markov
chains. Results show that the proposed algorithm has good robustness against voicing
state changes, as it carries past information on pitch over the unvoiced or silent
regions. Experiments were performed on Keele and Parkinson’s disease databases.
Amongst other things, pitch estimation is a very important feature for the
speaker’s gender classification, as it is one of the more distinguishable properties
between male and female speakers. Information about the speaker’s gender is useful
for tasks like speaker clustering or demographic data collection. In work presented
in [23], the author used formant and energy-based features and several different
pitch-based features for speaker’s gender classification on emotionally coloured
speech. Some of the features used are min., max., average pitch values, interquartile
pitch range. Experiments were performed on the Danish emotional speech (DES)
database, Sahad emotional speech (SES) database, and German emotional speech
(GES) database. A probabilistic neural network (PNN) is a feedforward neural
network, which is widely used in classification, support vector machines (SVM),
K-nearest neighbour (K-NN), and GMM were compared for classification perfor-
mances of naive Bayes. Results show over 90% gender classification accuracy,
where the SVM classifier gave the best results.
The next section will give a general view of the determination of the pitch
value in the speech signal and present what needs to be done to determine the pitch
value at all.
3. Generally on the pitch value determination
Determining the speaker pitch value from the captured audio signal is possible,
both in time and frequency domain representation of the signal. Determination is
possible only in parts of the signal that contain a voiced speech signal. Representatives
of the voiced speech signal are vowels, diphthongs, and semivowels that contain
much more energy than the consonants, which are also present in the speech signal.
Figure 2 shows the time and frequency domain presentation of the vowel /eh/ and the
consonant /s/ of the word “seven” in the captured audio signal. There is a considerable
difference in the amplitude between the vowel /eh/ and the consonant /s/ in both the
time and frequency domains. The amplitude of the vowel /eh/ (Figure 2(a)) is about
100 times greater than the consonant amplitude /s/ (Figure 2(c)). Figure 2(a) also
has a well-seen repetitive signal pattern from which it is possible to determine a pitch
value, whilst, for Figure 2(c), this cannot be said. In the time domain, the pitch value





where fsamp is the sampling frequency of the captured audio signal, and τ is
the difference between the peaks. The determination of the last value is presented
in Figure 2(a). In this case, the value τ is (133�96) = 37 samples, whilst the
sampling frequency is 8000 Hz. From this, it follows that the pitch value is equal
to 216.2 Hz. The determination of the pitch value in the frequency domain is
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presented in Figure 2(b). The pitch value can be determined by detecting the first
maximum value on the frequency axis, and it is calculated as:
F0 ¼ Fbin
f samp
2� Fallbins , (2)
where fsamp is the sampling frequency of the captured audio signal, Fbin is the
first maximum value on the frequency axis, and Fallbins is the number of all bins on
the frequency axis. In Figure 2(b), the value Fbin is 7 bins, the value Fallbins is 128
bins, and the sampling frequency is 8000 Hz. So, it follows that the pitch value is
218.8 Hz. The difference between the two calculated pitch values on the same frame
of the speech signal is less than 3 Hz. In the areas of the speech signal, where the
consonants are located, it is not possible to determine the pitch value. Therefore, it
is very important to define the boundaries of the voiced signal correctly in the
whole speech signal. The voice activity detection (VAD) algorithm determines the
presence of a voiced speech signal.
The VAD algorithm usually detects the presence of the entire speech signal in
the captured audio signal. Such a solution is used in ASR systems to improve speech
recognition accuracy. In methods for pitch value extraction, however, it is impor-
tant that the VAD algorithm detects parts that contain only voiced parts of the
speech signal. Figure 3 shows the result of the voiced speech detection for the word
“seven”, which is obtained with the VAD algorithm.
Once the voiced parts of the speech signal are defined, then the determination of
the pitch value can be made on these parts of the signal. However, another problem
occurs when detecting the pitch value of a particular speaker. The pitch value of the
speaker changes through pronunciation and is not constant at all times. If, as an
Figure 2.
Time and frequency domain presentation of the vowel /eh/ and the consonant /s/ of the word “seven” in the
captured speech audio signal. (a) Voiced vowel /eh/ in time domain, (b) voiced vowel /eh/ in frequency
domain, (c) unvoiced consonant /s/ in time domain and, (d) unvoiced consonant /s/ in frequency domain.
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example, the pronunciation of the word “seven” is taken, which is presented in
Figure 3, the phonetic record of the word “seven” is /s eh v ah n/. In the word
“seven”, there are two vowels, namely /eh/ and /ah/, which represent the voiced
part of the speech, in which the pitch value can be determined. For vowel /eh/, the
pitch value of 216.2 Hz is determined, whilst for the vowel / ah /, the value is
222.2 Hz. As can be seen, the pitch values differ although they are very close.
Because these vowels are very similar, there are no significant differences. Other-
wise, there is a difference by the pronunciation of the word “zero”. The phonetic
record of the word “zero” is /z ih r ow/. The pitch values are determined on the
vowels /ih/ and /ow/. The first vowel has a pitch value of 266.6 Hz, whilst the other
has a value of 190.5 Hz. As can be seen, there are substantial differences between
the calculated values although the vocals are part of one word spoken by one
speaker. Such significant differences for isolated words occur but not often. How-
ever, even more significant fluctuations in pitch value detection occur in longer
sentences, as the speakers, in particular, of a declarative sentence, start to speak
loudly and more quietly towards the end of the sentence. This type of speech,
however, contributes to a greater fluctuation of the pitch value for one speaker.
Therefore, in the presented chapter, the comparative tests are made on short words,
such as isolated digits.
The next section will present the process of determining the pitch value, which
works well in different noise environments and also for low signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs).
Figure 3.
VAD detection for only voiced parts of the speech signal for the word “seven”: (a) audio signal in the time
domain, (b) audio signal in the frequency domain, and (c) VAD decision.
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tant that the VAD algorithm detects parts that contain only voiced parts of the
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“seven”, which is obtained with the VAD algorithm.
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example, the pronunciation of the word “seven” is taken, which is presented in
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“seven”, there are two vowels, namely /eh/ and /ah/, which represent the voiced
part of the speech, in which the pitch value can be determined. For vowel /eh/, the
pitch value of 216.2 Hz is determined, whilst for the vowel / ah /, the value is
222.2 Hz. As can be seen, the pitch values differ although they are very close.
Because these vowels are very similar, there are no significant differences. Other-
wise, there is a difference by the pronunciation of the word “zero”. The phonetic
record of the word “zero” is /z ih r ow/. The pitch values are determined on the
vowels /ih/ and /ow/. The first vowel has a pitch value of 266.6 Hz, whilst the other
has a value of 190.5 Hz. As can be seen, there are substantial differences between
the calculated values although the vocals are part of one word spoken by one
speaker. Such significant differences for isolated words occur but not often. How-
ever, even more significant fluctuations in pitch value detection occur in longer
sentences, as the speakers, in particular, of a declarative sentence, start to speak
loudly and more quietly towards the end of the sentence. This type of speech,
however, contributes to a greater fluctuation of the pitch value for one speaker.
Therefore, in the presented chapter, the comparative tests are made on short words,
such as isolated digits.
The next section will present the process of determining the pitch value, which
works well in different noise environments and also for low signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs).
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VAD detection for only voiced parts of the speech signal for the word “seven”: (a) audio signal in the time
domain, (b) audio signal in the frequency domain, and (c) VAD decision.
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4. The proposed pitch value detection procedure
As already mentioned, when determining the pitch values, it is primarily neces-
sary to determine where the voiced speech areas are in the captured audio signal.
The next subsection will present the VAD algorithm that was used to detect the
voiced part of the speech for the pitch value determination process. After that, the
description of the procedure will be presented which defines the pitch value in the
voiced areas of the speech signal.
4.1 Voice activity detection algorithm
The voice activity detection (VAD) algorithm could have an improper effect on
the results of pitch value detection. For this reason, the boundaries are determined
of the beginning and end of the presence of a voiced signal in a speech signal on a
clean signal only, without the presence of noise. The resulting boundaries were then
also used for audio recordings with added different noisy signals with different SNR
values. In order to explain the process of determining the VAD decision on the clean
speech signal, Figure 4 will be used, in which the audio signal is presented in the
time domain (Figure 4(a)) and the frequency domain (Figure 4(b)) for the spoken
word “four”. Figure 4(c–e) present frame energy values and zero-crossing measure
values with the corresponding threshold values.
The values of frame energy Ef are presented in Figure 4(c) as a blue line. The






where s[i] is a sample of an audio signal, and N the number of samples in the
frame, which, in our case, is 300 samples. The energy threshold Eth (the red line in
Figure 4(c)) is defined for a whole audio signal and is calculated as:
Eth ¼
max E f




where max (Ef) is the maximum frame energy value, and min (Ef) is the mini-
mum frame energy value in the whole audio signal.
The frame zero-crossing measure value, denoted with ZCf, presents how many
times the signal in the frame crosses the value zero or changes the sign. The zero-
crossing measure value gives us additional information for the VAD decision, since it
is widely known that a large zero-crossing measure value in the frame represents the
frame that contains noise or frame in the audio signal which contains unvoiced
speech. For example, phoneme /f/ is a consonant, which belongs to unvoiced speech.
Figure 4(d) shows the frame zero-crossing measure value (blue line). It can be
concluded from Figure 4(d) that the ZCf values in the regions of unvoiced speech
and noise signal are indeed large and much larger than those in the region of a voiced
speech signal. The zero-crossing threshold value ZCth can be set, which determines
the segments of unvoiced speech and segments of voiced speech signal as:
ZCth ¼
max ZC f




where max (ZCf) is the maximum zero-crossing measure value, and min (ZCf) is
the minimum zero-crossing measure value in the whole audio signal. The zero-
crossing threshold value ZCth is presented in Figure 4(d) as a red line.
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The VAD decision is based on frame energy value Ef, frame zero-crossing mea-
sure value ZCf, threshold energy value Eth, and zero-crossing threshold value ZCth,
as presented in Eq. (6). The proposed VAD algorithm detects voiced speech frames,
since only in these frames of the speech signal, the pitch value can be determined.
Figure 4(e) shows the VAD decision on the whole audio signal.
VADf ¼
1; E f >Eth
� �
∧ ZC f <ZCth
� �
0; E f ≤Eth
� �





VAD decision on clean speech signal for the word “four”: (a) audio signal in the time domain, (b) audio signal
in the frequency domain, (c) frame energy values and energy threshold value, (d) zero-crossing measure values
and zero-crossing threshold value, and (e) VAD decision.
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The VAD decision is based on frame energy value Ef, frame zero-crossing mea-
sure value ZCf, threshold energy value Eth, and zero-crossing threshold value ZCth,
as presented in Eq. (6). The proposed VAD algorithm detects voiced speech frames,
since only in these frames of the speech signal, the pitch value can be determined.
Figure 4(e) shows the VAD decision on the whole audio signal.
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4.2 Pitch value detection
The time domain representation of the audio signal is used to determine the
pitch value. The pitch value is determined in each frame which was previously
detected by the VAD algorithm as a voiced part of the speech signal. To explain the
process of determining the pitch value, Figure 5 will be used, in which the part of
the speech signal is presented where the word “three” is pronounced. The presen-
tation on the vowel /iy/ will be made, which is located at the end of the pronunci-
ation of this word.
The first step in the pitch calculation procedure is to define the highest maxi-
mum value between positive samples values and the lowest minimum value
between negative samples values. The red line in Figure 5(a) presents the highest
maximum and the lowest minimum values of the samples in the frame. The next
step is to define the positive and negative peaks. Only the samples that are greater
than 75% of the maximum or minimum value are used and searched for the current
peak maximum or minimum. The maximums are searched in the direction of the
Figure 5.
The time domain representation of one frame on phoneme /ah/: (a) search for peaks in a voiced speech signal
frame, (b) extraction of peaks, where 10 samples left and right around the peak are set to 0, and (c) all samples
smaller than 75% of maximum and minimum values are set to 0.
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highest maximum to 75% of their value. Whenever a positive or negative peak is
found, the 10 samples left and right from the current positive or negative peak is set
to 0. The result of this procedure is shown in Figure 5(b). When all the positive and
negative peaks are found, all other samples below 75% of the highest maximum or
lowest minimum are set to 0. The result can be seen in Figure 5(c).
The next step is to find the difference or the number of samples between the
peaks. In Figure 5(c), the difference is represented by the variable τ. Differences
are calculated between all adjacent peaks. Table 1 shows positive and negative
peaks’ positions in the presented frame and calculated differences between adjacent
peaks. The difference between the last two minimum peaks is greater (look at
Figure 5(a)); it can be seen that the minimum peak was detected incorrectly. An
error occurred because the amplitude of the signal had changed slightly in that part.
Just as the differences between the peaks for this represented frame can be deter-
mined, the same is done for all the frames containing the voiced speech signal.
Thus, for each audio recording, a set of positive τpos and negative τneg differences is
obtained between the peaks. The most commonly detected difference in each audio
recording is then used to calculate the pitch value. The pitch value is determined, so
that a positive pitch value F0pos is obtained, with the most commonly detected
positive difference between adjacent peaks and negative pitch value F0neg being
obtained with the most commonly detected negative difference between nearby
peaks. The positive pitch value is calculated as presented in Eq. (7), and the negative










If the two pitch values are the same, then the pitch value was probably deter-
mined correctly. However, if they differ, the correct pitch value is the smallest, and

















Positive and negative peaks’ positions on the vowel /iy/, which is presented graphically in Figure 5.
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highest maximum to 75% of their value. Whenever a positive or negative peak is
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Why this decision is made can be presented in the example given in Figure 6.
Figure 6(b) shows that the negative peaks are determined incorrectly. However,
for positive peaks, it is evident that they are correctly defined. From this, it follows
that the differences between the positive peaks are more significant than those
amongst the negative peaks. To select the difference between positive peaks, con-
sequently, the smaller pitch value is chosen.
5. Experimental design and results
In this section, the speech database is presented which was used for experiments
on determining the pitch value in different noisy environments. Since the speech
database used does not have reference pitch values, Subsection 5.2 will show how
the reference pitch value is determined for the individual recording in the speech
database. Finally, the results will be presented of the experiments on pitch value
detection and gender classification.
5.1 Aurora 2 speech database
The experiments were carried out using the Aurora 2 speech database [24],
which is designed to evaluate the performance of speech recognition algorithms
under noisy conditions. In this chapter, the comparative tests were made only on
short words, which are, in this case, isolated digits. Tests on isolated digits were
chosen because, on short speech segments, the pitch value does not fluctuate so
much. The speech material from the test set of the Aurora 2 speech database was
Figure 6.
Problems that may occur in peak detection: (a) time domain representation of vowel /ih/ in word “six” and (b)
detected peaks’ positions.
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used for the experiments on pitch value detection. Three different test sets were
defined for the testing. Four subsets with 298, 279, 283, and 284 utterances were
obtained by splitting 1144 utterances from 52 male and 52 female speakers. The
recordings of all speakers were present in each subset. Individual noise signals at
SNRs of 20 dB, 15 dB, 10 dB, 5 dB, 0 dB, and � 5 dB were added, and the clean case
without added noise was taken as the seventh condition.
The first test set is called test set A. In this test set, four noises: a suburban train,
babble, a car, and an exhibition hall were added to the four subsets. The second test
set is called test set B. This test was created in the same way as test set A, the only
difference is that four different noises were used, which are a restaurant, a street, an
airport, and a train station. The third test set is called test set C, and it contained
only the first two of four subsets, with 298 and 279 utterances. Here, speech and
noise are filtered using the Motorola Integrated Radio Systems (MIRS) characteris-
tic [25], before being added to the SNRs of 20 dB, 15 dB, 10 dB, 5 dB, 0 dB
and � 5 dB. The MIRS filter represents a frequency characteristic that simulates the
behaviour of a telecommunication terminal, which meets the official requirements
for the terminal input frequency response as specified, e.g., in the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute - Special Mobile Group (ETSI-SMG)
technical specification [25]. The suburban train and street were used as added noise
signals. The purpose of this set was to show the influence on pitch value when a
different frequency characteristic is present in the speech signal.
Both parts, training and test material of the Aurora 2 speech database, were used
for the experiments on gender classification. The gender classification experiments
used the same test material as the experiments on pitch value detection. As men-
tioned earlier, there are 1144 audio recordings in the test set. These audio recordings
are divided into 570 recordings containing male and 574 recordings containing
female speakers. Most of the gender classification tests were based on GMMs. The
training of GMMs requires training material, which was taken from the training
part of the Aurora 2 speech base. The concept of the Aurora 2 speech database
experiments includes two training modes, which are defined as training on clean
data only and as training on clean and noisy (multi-condition) data. From the
Aurora 2 speech database, 8440 utterances were chosen for training on clean data,
which contained the recordings with 4220 male and 4220 female speakers. The
same 8440 recordings were used for multi-condition training. They were divided
into 20 subsets, each of which included 422 utterances. The 20 subgroups
represented four different noise scenarios (a suburban train, babble, a car, and an
exhibition hall) at five different SNRs.
5.2 Definition of the reference pitch values
The Aurora 2 speech database does not provide information about the pitch
value in each audio recording. Therefore, the reference values on 1144 audio
recordings were determined manually using graphical representations of audio
recordings in the time domain. The area of voiced speech in the audio recording was
determined using the VAD algorithm presented in Subsection 4.1. The reference
values were determined on isolated digits, which were spoken in American English.
Table 2 lists isolated digits with phonetic transcription. Phonemes written in bold
represent the vowels on which the determination of the reference pitch values was
made. In determining the reference pitch value, the difference between the two
peakswas defined,which, asmuch as possible, have similar amplitude. In Figure 4(a),
this would be around 2800 samples. To determine the reference pitch value for a given
audio recording Eq. (1) is used. The sampling frequency of audio recordings in the
Aurora 2 speech database is 8 kHz.
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noise are filtered using the Motorola Integrated Radio Systems (MIRS) characteris-
tic [25], before being added to the SNRs of 20 dB, 15 dB, 10 dB, 5 dB, 0 dB
and � 5 dB. The MIRS filter represents a frequency characteristic that simulates the
behaviour of a telecommunication terminal, which meets the official requirements
for the terminal input frequency response as specified, e.g., in the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute - Special Mobile Group (ETSI-SMG)
technical specification [25]. The suburban train and street were used as added noise
signals. The purpose of this set was to show the influence on pitch value when a
different frequency characteristic is present in the speech signal.
Both parts, training and test material of the Aurora 2 speech database, were used
for the experiments on gender classification. The gender classification experiments
used the same test material as the experiments on pitch value detection. As men-
tioned earlier, there are 1144 audio recordings in the test set. These audio recordings
are divided into 570 recordings containing male and 574 recordings containing
female speakers. Most of the gender classification tests were based on GMMs. The
training of GMMs requires training material, which was taken from the training
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experiments includes two training modes, which are defined as training on clean
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Aurora 2 speech database, 8440 utterances were chosen for training on clean data,
which contained the recordings with 4220 male and 4220 female speakers. The
same 8440 recordings were used for multi-condition training. They were divided
into 20 subsets, each of which included 422 utterances. The 20 subgroups
represented four different noise scenarios (a suburban train, babble, a car, and an
exhibition hall) at five different SNRs.
5.2 Definition of the reference pitch values
The Aurora 2 speech database does not provide information about the pitch
value in each audio recording. Therefore, the reference values on 1144 audio
recordings were determined manually using graphical representations of audio
recordings in the time domain. The area of voiced speech in the audio recording was
determined using the VAD algorithm presented in Subsection 4.1. The reference
values were determined on isolated digits, which were spoken in American English.
Table 2 lists isolated digits with phonetic transcription. Phonemes written in bold
represent the vowels on which the determination of the reference pitch values was
made. In determining the reference pitch value, the difference between the two
peakswas defined,which, asmuch as possible, have similar amplitude. In Figure 4(a),
this would be around 2800 samples. To determine the reference pitch value for a given
audio recording Eq. (1) is used. The sampling frequency of audio recordings in the
Aurora 2 speech database is 8 kHz.
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5.3 Results of pitch value determination
All the presented results in this subsection were achieved with automatic pitch
value determination for each audio recording. The automatic pitch value determi-
nation was based on the procedure given in Subsection 4.2. The area of the voiced
speech signal was determined on a clean speech signal with the VAD algorithm
presented in Subsection 4.1. The results of the VAD algorithm were used in all
recordings, including those to which different noises were added at different SNR
values. The present work did not use the VAD algorithm on noisy audio recordings
because it is necessary to present how well the pitch value determination algorithm
works, even in noisy environments. If the VAD algorithm is also used on noisy
audio recordings, the VAD algorithm could have an overwhelming effect on the
pitch value determination results.
Table 3 gives the results of the absolute deviation of the automatically obtained
pitch value in a positive or negative direction concerning the reference pitch value.
Word (isolated digit) Phonetic transcription
one w ah n
two t uw
three th r iy
four f ao r
five f ay v
six s ih k s
seven s eh v ah n
eight ey t
nine n ay n
zero z ih r ow
oh ow
Table 2.
The lists of isolated digits with phonetic transcription.
Test set Noise/[dB] Clean SNR 20 SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0 SNR �5 Average
A Subway 1.41 2.51 2.60 3.39 4.54 9.96 24.12 6.93
Babble 1.46 2.60 3.09 3.68 6.12 10.87 32.17 8.57
Car 1.56 3.18 3.14 4.09 5.42 14.95 30.57 8.99
Exhib. 1.83 2.76 3.46 3.71 4.59 10.96 24.86 7.45
B Rest. 1.41 2.29 2.90 3.71 5.90 11.56 25.80 7.65
Street 1.46 2.61 2.95 3.76 4.99 14.63 25.60 8.00
Airport 1.56 2.28 2.73 3.09 6.10 11.17 24.05 7.28
Train 1.83 2.65 3.40 3.77 7.36 11.53 25.40 7.99
C Subway 3.49 3.64 3.57 4.86 5.56 14.96 36.78 10.41
Street 3.73 4.10 4.27 4.53 8.07 15.52 33.88 10.58
Overall 1.97 2.86 3.21 3.86 5.86 12.61 12.61 8.39
Table 3.
Pitch value deviation results F0dev in [Hz] in the positive or negative direction for the individual test set
according to the reference pitch value.
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For each audio recording, the F0 value was determined automatically and compared
with the reference pitch value F0ref. The result F0dev is a deviation from the refer-
ence value presented in Hz and was calculated as:
F0dev ¼ F0 � F0ref
  (10)
The test set A in the subway set has 298 audio recordings for each SNR noise
level. The presented result is the average error value in Hz over all of the 298 audio
recordings in each noise level. The same results were obtained for all remaining
noise sets.
Tables 4–7 give the results obtained as a percentage. Table 4 specifies how
many percentages of audio recordings have the same value as the automatically
obtained pitch value relative to the reference pitch value. Table 5 shows how many
percentages of audio recordings had an error between 1 and 10 Hz, corresponding
Test set Noise/[dB] Clean SNR 20 SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0 SNR �5 Average
A Subway 63.09 54.70 51.34 50.00 42.28 34.90 16.11 44.63
Babble 72.04 60.22 56.99 50.18 41.94 32.97 16.85 47.13
Car 63.96 56.89 53.36 49.47 43.11 28.27 16.96 44.57
Exhib. 63.73 54.23 45.07 45.42 35.21 29.58 17.61 41.55
B Rest. 63.09 55.37 53.69 51.01 44.63 31.88 20.13 45.69
Street 72.04 56.63 56.99 45.88 41.22 27.96 16.49 45.32
Airport 63.96 59.01 52.65 54.06 41.34 40.64 24.03 47.96
Train. 63.73 54.58 50.00 45.07 41.55 33.10 19.37 43.91
C Subway 46.31 46.31 44.63 40.27 35.23 26.17 9.40 35.47
Street 44.44 44.44 44.09 44.44 32.62 26.52 13.98 35.79
Overall 61.68 54.30 50.94 47.66 40.00 31.26 17.10 43.27
Table 4.
Percentage of the pitch values for the individual test set that matched the reference pitch value fully.
Test set Noise/[dB] Clean SNR 20 SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0 SNR �5 Average
A Subway 36.24 39.60 42.62 39.93 45.64 43.96 41.28 41.32
Babble 27.24 36.56 35.13 41.94 43.73 44.44 31.54 37.22
Car 35.34 36.75 39.93 40.64 42.40 43.11 33.22 38.77
Exhib. 35.56 41.55 48.94 45.42 53.17 48.24 37.68 44.37
B Rest. 36.24 40.60 39.60 40.60 42.28 44.97 32.55 39.55
Street 27.24 36.92 36.92 44.44 48.39 44.09 42.29 40.04
Airport 35.34 37.10 41.70 37.10 42.76 38.87 28.27 37.30
Train. 35.56 42.25 42.96 46.13 43.31 42.96 38.03 41.60
C Subway 45.64 43.96 46.98 47.99 49.66 43.96 30.87 44.15
Street 44.09 43.37 46.24 42.65 46.59 40.50 27.60 41.58
Overall 35.85 39.87 42.10 42.68 45.79 43.51 34.33 40.59
Table 5.
Percentage of the pitch values for the individual test set that the error of the pitch value was between 1 and
10 Hz according to the reference pitch value.
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5.3 Results of pitch value determination
All the presented results in this subsection were achieved with automatic pitch
value determination for each audio recording. The automatic pitch value determi-
nation was based on the procedure given in Subsection 4.2. The area of the voiced
speech signal was determined on a clean speech signal with the VAD algorithm
presented in Subsection 4.1. The results of the VAD algorithm were used in all
recordings, including those to which different noises were added at different SNR
values. The present work did not use the VAD algorithm on noisy audio recordings
because it is necessary to present how well the pitch value determination algorithm
works, even in noisy environments. If the VAD algorithm is also used on noisy
audio recordings, the VAD algorithm could have an overwhelming effect on the
pitch value determination results.
Table 3 gives the results of the absolute deviation of the automatically obtained
pitch value in a positive or negative direction concerning the reference pitch value.
Word (isolated digit) Phonetic transcription
one w ah n
two t uw
three th r iy
four f ao r
five f ay v
six s ih k s
seven s eh v ah n
eight ey t
nine n ay n
zero z ih r ow
oh ow
Table 2.
The lists of isolated digits with phonetic transcription.
Test set Noise/[dB] Clean SNR 20 SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0 SNR �5 Average
A Subway 1.41 2.51 2.60 3.39 4.54 9.96 24.12 6.93
Babble 1.46 2.60 3.09 3.68 6.12 10.87 32.17 8.57
Car 1.56 3.18 3.14 4.09 5.42 14.95 30.57 8.99
Exhib. 1.83 2.76 3.46 3.71 4.59 10.96 24.86 7.45
B Rest. 1.41 2.29 2.90 3.71 5.90 11.56 25.80 7.65
Street 1.46 2.61 2.95 3.76 4.99 14.63 25.60 8.00
Airport 1.56 2.28 2.73 3.09 6.10 11.17 24.05 7.28
Train 1.83 2.65 3.40 3.77 7.36 11.53 25.40 7.99
C Subway 3.49 3.64 3.57 4.86 5.56 14.96 36.78 10.41
Street 3.73 4.10 4.27 4.53 8.07 15.52 33.88 10.58
Overall 1.97 2.86 3.21 3.86 5.86 12.61 12.61 8.39
Table 3.
Pitch value deviation results F0dev in [Hz] in the positive or negative direction for the individual test set
according to the reference pitch value.
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For each audio recording, the F0 value was determined automatically and compared
with the reference pitch value F0ref. The result F0dev is a deviation from the refer-
ence value presented in Hz and was calculated as:
F0dev ¼ F0 � F0ref
  (10)
The test set A in the subway set has 298 audio recordings for each SNR noise
level. The presented result is the average error value in Hz over all of the 298 audio
recordings in each noise level. The same results were obtained for all remaining
noise sets.
Tables 4–7 give the results obtained as a percentage. Table 4 specifies how
many percentages of audio recordings have the same value as the automatically
obtained pitch value relative to the reference pitch value. Table 5 shows how many
percentages of audio recordings had an error between 1 and 10 Hz, corresponding
Test set Noise/[dB] Clean SNR 20 SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0 SNR �5 Average
A Subway 63.09 54.70 51.34 50.00 42.28 34.90 16.11 44.63
Babble 72.04 60.22 56.99 50.18 41.94 32.97 16.85 47.13
Car 63.96 56.89 53.36 49.47 43.11 28.27 16.96 44.57
Exhib. 63.73 54.23 45.07 45.42 35.21 29.58 17.61 41.55
B Rest. 63.09 55.37 53.69 51.01 44.63 31.88 20.13 45.69
Street 72.04 56.63 56.99 45.88 41.22 27.96 16.49 45.32
Airport 63.96 59.01 52.65 54.06 41.34 40.64 24.03 47.96
Train. 63.73 54.58 50.00 45.07 41.55 33.10 19.37 43.91
C Subway 46.31 46.31 44.63 40.27 35.23 26.17 9.40 35.47
Street 44.44 44.44 44.09 44.44 32.62 26.52 13.98 35.79
Overall 61.68 54.30 50.94 47.66 40.00 31.26 17.10 43.27
Table 4.
Percentage of the pitch values for the individual test set that matched the reference pitch value fully.
Test set Noise/[dB] Clean SNR 20 SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0 SNR �5 Average
A Subway 36.24 39.60 42.62 39.93 45.64 43.96 41.28 41.32
Babble 27.24 36.56 35.13 41.94 43.73 44.44 31.54 37.22
Car 35.34 36.75 39.93 40.64 42.40 43.11 33.22 38.77
Exhib. 35.56 41.55 48.94 45.42 53.17 48.24 37.68 44.37
B Rest. 36.24 40.60 39.60 40.60 42.28 44.97 32.55 39.55
Street 27.24 36.92 36.92 44.44 48.39 44.09 42.29 40.04
Airport 35.34 37.10 41.70 37.10 42.76 38.87 28.27 37.30
Train. 35.56 42.25 42.96 46.13 43.31 42.96 38.03 41.60
C Subway 45.64 43.96 46.98 47.99 49.66 43.96 30.87 44.15
Street 44.09 43.37 46.24 42.65 46.59 40.50 27.60 41.58
Overall 35.85 39.87 42.10 42.68 45.79 43.51 34.33 40.59
Table 5.
Percentage of the pitch values for the individual test set that the error of the pitch value was between 1 and
10 Hz according to the reference pitch value.
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to the reference pitch value. Tables 6 and 7 give results similar to Table 5, but
Table 6 represents the percentage of audio recordings with errors between 11 and
20 Hz, and Table 7 represents the percentage of audio recordings with errors above
21 Hz.
5.4 Results on gender classification
The gender classification experiments presented in this chapter will show how
important the correct pitch value detection is for the gender classification. The tests
were performed on the Aurora 2 voice database, and as presented in Subsection 5.1,
1144 audio recordings were available, of which 570 were with a male speaker and
574 with a female speaker. Seven experiments were performed. The first six tests
Test set Noise/[dB] Clean SNR 20 SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0 SNR �5 Average
A Subway 0.67 4.36 5.03 7.38 8.39 8.39 12.75 6.71
Babble 0.00 1.43 4.66 4.66 7.89 11.11 11.11 5.84
Car 0.00 3.89 4.59 5.65 7.77 9.89 12.01 6.26
Exhib. 0.00 2.82 3.17 7.04 8.10 10.92 15.14 6.74
B Rest. 0.67 3.02 5.37 5.37 8.05 10.74 14.77 6.86
Street 0.00 4.30 3.58 6.45 6.45 9.68 11.83 6.04
Airport 0.00 1.41 3.53 6.71 9.19 7.07 16.25 6.31
Train. 0.00 1.76 4.93 5.99 7.04 10.21 8.80 5.53
C Subway 5.03 6.71 5.70 8.05 10.40 10.74 15.10 8.82
Street 8.60 8.60 5.73 8.60 10.75 12.90 13.62 9.83
Overall 1.50 3.85 4.65 6.61 8.43 10.17 13.18 6.91
Table 6.
Percentage of the pitch values for the individual test set that the error of the pitch value was between 11 and
20 Hz according to the reference pitch value.
Test set Noise/[dB] Clean SNR 20 SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0 SNR �5 Average
A Subway 0.00 1.34 1.01 2.68 3.69 12.75 29.87 7.33
Babble 0.72 1.79 3.23 3.23 6.45 11.47 40.50 9.63
Car 0.71 2.47 2.12 4.24 6.71 18.73 37.81 10.40
Exhib. 0.70 1.41 2.82 2.11 3.52 11.27 29.58 7.34
B Rest. 0.00 1.01 1.34 3.02 5.03 12.42 32.55 7.91
Street 0.72 2.15 2.51 3.23 3.94 18.28 29.39 8.60
Airport 0.71 2.47 2.12 2.12 6.71 13.43 31.45 8.43
Train. 0.70 1.41 2.11 2.82 8.10 13.73 33.80 8.95
C Subway 3.02 3.02 2.68 3.69 4.70 19.13 44.63 11.55
Street 2.87 3.58 3.94 4.30 10.04 20.07 44.80 12.80
Overall 1.01 2.06 2.38 3.15 5.87 15.14 35.49 9.30
Table 7.
Percentage of the pitch values for the individual test set that the error of the pitch value was greater than 21 Hz
according to the reference pitch value.
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used GMMs, and in the seventh test, the gender classification was determined based
on the pitch value. Two separate models were trained for gender classification, one
for the male speaker and one for the female speaker. GMMs were trained using the
procedures described in [26]. The training of the GMMs was done on the training
material of the Aurora 2 speech base, which contains two training modes (clean
and multi-condition). The clean training material was used for the first three of the
six GMMs training processes. The results of these experiments are presented in
Figure 7. For the other three, the multi-condition content was used, the results of
which are shown in Figure 8. The results in both figures are given as accuracy




� 100 %½ � (11)
where H is the sum of all correct classifications for male and female, divided by
the number of all classifications N, which is 2865 for all noisy conditions.
The MFCC_E_D_A features were used for the first and fourth tests, where the
entire audio recording was used for training without using segmentation. The
MFCC_E_D_A features consisted of 12 Mel frequency cepstral coefficients C1-C12,
logarithmic energy, and the first and second derivatives of those coefficients. The
determination of the MFCC_E features is described in [27]. The procedure of
calculating the first and second derivatives is described in [26]. MFCC_E_D_A
features were also used for the second and fifth tests, but, in this case, segmentation
was used, based on the VAD algorithm presented in Subsection 4.1. In this case,
only parts of the audio recordings that contain only parts of the voiced speech signal
from the audio recordings were used for training. For the third and sixth tests, an
additional feature was used, namely the pitch value determined in each frame. In
this case, the 12th coefficient C12 was replaced by the pitch value. So, for these two
tests, the MFCC_Pitch_E_D_A features were used to train the GMM models. In this
case, segmentation was also used, so that only parts of audio recordings that
contained only voiced speech signals were used for training. The last, seventh test,
however, was performed based on determining the pitch value F0 for each audio
recording. The results of this test are given as the last set of columns in both
Figures 7 and 8. The pitch value limit was set at 155 Hz, so that the speaker’s gender
classification was defined as:
Figure 7.
Gender classification using the clean condition training mode of the Aurora 2 speech database.
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to the reference pitch value. Tables 6 and 7 give results similar to Table 5, but
Table 6 represents the percentage of audio recordings with errors between 11 and
20 Hz, and Table 7 represents the percentage of audio recordings with errors above
21 Hz.
5.4 Results on gender classification
The gender classification experiments presented in this chapter will show how
important the correct pitch value detection is for the gender classification. The tests
were performed on the Aurora 2 voice database, and as presented in Subsection 5.1,
1144 audio recordings were available, of which 570 were with a male speaker and
574 with a female speaker. Seven experiments were performed. The first six tests
Test set Noise/[dB] Clean SNR 20 SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0 SNR �5 Average
A Subway 0.67 4.36 5.03 7.38 8.39 8.39 12.75 6.71
Babble 0.00 1.43 4.66 4.66 7.89 11.11 11.11 5.84
Car 0.00 3.89 4.59 5.65 7.77 9.89 12.01 6.26
Exhib. 0.00 2.82 3.17 7.04 8.10 10.92 15.14 6.74
B Rest. 0.67 3.02 5.37 5.37 8.05 10.74 14.77 6.86
Street 0.00 4.30 3.58 6.45 6.45 9.68 11.83 6.04
Airport 0.00 1.41 3.53 6.71 9.19 7.07 16.25 6.31
Train. 0.00 1.76 4.93 5.99 7.04 10.21 8.80 5.53
C Subway 5.03 6.71 5.70 8.05 10.40 10.74 15.10 8.82
Street 8.60 8.60 5.73 8.60 10.75 12.90 13.62 9.83
Overall 1.50 3.85 4.65 6.61 8.43 10.17 13.18 6.91
Table 6.
Percentage of the pitch values for the individual test set that the error of the pitch value was between 11 and
20 Hz according to the reference pitch value.
Test set Noise/[dB] Clean SNR 20 SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0 SNR �5 Average
A Subway 0.00 1.34 1.01 2.68 3.69 12.75 29.87 7.33
Babble 0.72 1.79 3.23 3.23 6.45 11.47 40.50 9.63
Car 0.71 2.47 2.12 4.24 6.71 18.73 37.81 10.40
Exhib. 0.70 1.41 2.82 2.11 3.52 11.27 29.58 7.34
B Rest. 0.00 1.01 1.34 3.02 5.03 12.42 32.55 7.91
Street 0.72 2.15 2.51 3.23 3.94 18.28 29.39 8.60
Airport 0.71 2.47 2.12 2.12 6.71 13.43 31.45 8.43
Train. 0.70 1.41 2.11 2.82 8.10 13.73 33.80 8.95
C Subway 3.02 3.02 2.68 3.69 4.70 19.13 44.63 11.55
Street 2.87 3.58 3.94 4.30 10.04 20.07 44.80 12.80
Overall 1.01 2.06 2.38 3.15 5.87 15.14 35.49 9.30
Table 7.
Percentage of the pitch values for the individual test set that the error of the pitch value was greater than 21 Hz
according to the reference pitch value.
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used GMMs, and in the seventh test, the gender classification was determined based
on the pitch value. Two separate models were trained for gender classification, one
for the male speaker and one for the female speaker. GMMs were trained using the
procedures described in [26]. The training of the GMMs was done on the training
material of the Aurora 2 speech base, which contains two training modes (clean
and multi-condition). The clean training material was used for the first three of the
six GMMs training processes. The results of these experiments are presented in
Figure 7. For the other three, the multi-condition content was used, the results of
which are shown in Figure 8. The results in both figures are given as accuracy




� 100 %½ � (11)
where H is the sum of all correct classifications for male and female, divided by
the number of all classifications N, which is 2865 for all noisy conditions.
The MFCC_E_D_A features were used for the first and fourth tests, where the
entire audio recording was used for training without using segmentation. The
MFCC_E_D_A features consisted of 12 Mel frequency cepstral coefficients C1-C12,
logarithmic energy, and the first and second derivatives of those coefficients. The
determination of the MFCC_E features is described in [27]. The procedure of
calculating the first and second derivatives is described in [26]. MFCC_E_D_A
features were also used for the second and fifth tests, but, in this case, segmentation
was used, based on the VAD algorithm presented in Subsection 4.1. In this case,
only parts of the audio recordings that contain only parts of the voiced speech signal
from the audio recordings were used for training. For the third and sixth tests, an
additional feature was used, namely the pitch value determined in each frame. In
this case, the 12th coefficient C12 was replaced by the pitch value. So, for these two
tests, the MFCC_Pitch_E_D_A features were used to train the GMM models. In this
case, segmentation was also used, so that only parts of audio recordings that
contained only voiced speech signals were used for training. The last, seventh test,
however, was performed based on determining the pitch value F0 for each audio
recording. The results of this test are given as the last set of columns in both
Figures 7 and 8. The pitch value limit was set at 155 Hz, so that the speaker’s gender
classification was defined as:
Figure 7.
Gender classification using the clean condition training mode of the Aurora 2 speech database.
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Gender ¼ Male F0 ≤ 155
Female F0 > 155

(12)
The pitch value limit determination was based on the manual determination of
the pitch values on the audio recordings obtained from the Aurora 2 speech data-
base. Table 8 gives the minimum, maximum, and average values for the pitch value
for the male and female speakers, which were obtained from the manual determi-
nation of the pitch values on the audio recordings of the Aurora 2 speech database.
The limits for the pitch values for a male speaker are between 78 and 171 Hz, whilst
the limits for the pitch value for the female speaker are between 131 and 276 Hz. As
can be seen, there is some overlapping of the pitch values. The 155 Hz pitch value
limit is based on an analysis of the number of errors that could occur if the pitch for
the male speaker is above 155 Hz and the pitch value for the female speaker below
155 Hz. The analysis value was also performed on the remaining pitch values
between 131 Hz and 171 Hz, but the proposed pitch value limit produced the
smallest number of errors.
6. Discussion
The results presented in this chapter show that the proposed automatic pitch
value determination algorithm works well. For more than half of the audio record-
ings with the SNR higher or equal to 15 dB, the determined pitch value compared
with the reference pitch value was correct (see Table 4 for overall value). Interest-
ing is that, on average, 17.10% full match of pitch value was achieved for audio
Figure 8.
Gender classification using the multi-condition training mode of the Aurora 2 speech database.
Gender Minimum Maximum Average
Male 78.43 Hz 170.21 Hz 120.86 Hz
Female 131.14 Hz 275.86 Hz 206.16 Hz
Table 8.
The manual determination of the pitch values on the audio recordings obtained from the Aurora 2 speech
database.
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recordings with the SNR value �5 dB. If it is taken into account that pitch differ-
ences up to 10 Hz are still an acceptable error, then, from Tables 4 and 5, it can
be concluded that, on average, in all noisy environments with different SNR
values, the algorithm can correctly detect 83.86% of the pitch values for all audio
recordings.
It is evident from Tables 6 and 7 that, even in the case of a clean signal, there are
errors greater than 11 and 21 Hz compared with reference pitch value. This is due
mainly to the problem described in Section 3, since the pitch value can change
during the pronunciation of some words, especially if there are several different
vowels in the word. At the beginning of the word, one pitch value is determined,
whilst another value can be detected at the end of the word. As described in
Subsection 5.2, the reference pitch value is determined on one vowel. If the word
contains multiple vowels, various pitch values can be determined. In our case, the
proposed pitch determination algorithm selected the pitch value that was the most
often determined from the differences between the detected peaks of the voiced
speech signal.
For a clean signal, the deviation of the pitch value was, on average, below 2 Hz
(see Table 3). As can be seen from the same table, the maximum deviation of the
average values in Hz was made by the test set C. In this test set, the audio recordings
were filtered with an MIRS filter, which simulates the behaviour of the telecom-
munications terminal. The frequency response of the MIRS filter is presented in
[25]. If the values of test set A for the subway noise set and test set C for the subway
noise set for a clean signal are compared, the average deviation value from the
reference value is 2.08 Hz when the audio recordings were filtered with the MIRS
filter. In Figure 9, an example of the word “five” before (test set A) and after (test
set C) is filtered with the MIRS filter. As can be seen, the amplitude of the speech
signal is about one-third smaller after the filter was used.
Figure 10 shows the process of determining the peaks in a voiced speech signal.
As can be seen, there are errors in peak detection, especially when the signal was
filtered with the MIRS filter (test set C).
Based on the good determination of the pitch value, the obtained results can
be used in the gender classification. As can be seen from the results presented
Figure 9.
The audio signal in the time domain of the word “five” before (blue line) and after (red line) it was filtered
with the MIRS filter.
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Gender ¼ Male F0 ≤ 155
Female F0 > 155

(12)
The pitch value limit determination was based on the manual determination of
the pitch values on the audio recordings obtained from the Aurora 2 speech data-
base. Table 8 gives the minimum, maximum, and average values for the pitch value
for the male and female speakers, which were obtained from the manual determi-
nation of the pitch values on the audio recordings of the Aurora 2 speech database.
The limits for the pitch values for a male speaker are between 78 and 171 Hz, whilst
the limits for the pitch value for the female speaker are between 131 and 276 Hz. As
can be seen, there is some overlapping of the pitch values. The 155 Hz pitch value
limit is based on an analysis of the number of errors that could occur if the pitch for
the male speaker is above 155 Hz and the pitch value for the female speaker below
155 Hz. The analysis value was also performed on the remaining pitch values
between 131 Hz and 171 Hz, but the proposed pitch value limit produced the
smallest number of errors.
6. Discussion
The results presented in this chapter show that the proposed automatic pitch
value determination algorithm works well. For more than half of the audio record-
ings with the SNR higher or equal to 15 dB, the determined pitch value compared
with the reference pitch value was correct (see Table 4 for overall value). Interest-
ing is that, on average, 17.10% full match of pitch value was achieved for audio
Figure 8.
Gender classification using the multi-condition training mode of the Aurora 2 speech database.
Gender Minimum Maximum Average
Male 78.43 Hz 170.21 Hz 120.86 Hz
Female 131.14 Hz 275.86 Hz 206.16 Hz
Table 8.
The manual determination of the pitch values on the audio recordings obtained from the Aurora 2 speech
database.
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recordings with the SNR value �5 dB. If it is taken into account that pitch differ-
ences up to 10 Hz are still an acceptable error, then, from Tables 4 and 5, it can
be concluded that, on average, in all noisy environments with different SNR
values, the algorithm can correctly detect 83.86% of the pitch values for all audio
recordings.
It is evident from Tables 6 and 7 that, even in the case of a clean signal, there are
errors greater than 11 and 21 Hz compared with reference pitch value. This is due
mainly to the problem described in Section 3, since the pitch value can change
during the pronunciation of some words, especially if there are several different
vowels in the word. At the beginning of the word, one pitch value is determined,
whilst another value can be detected at the end of the word. As described in
Subsection 5.2, the reference pitch value is determined on one vowel. If the word
contains multiple vowels, various pitch values can be determined. In our case, the
proposed pitch determination algorithm selected the pitch value that was the most
often determined from the differences between the detected peaks of the voiced
speech signal.
For a clean signal, the deviation of the pitch value was, on average, below 2 Hz
(see Table 3). As can be seen from the same table, the maximum deviation of the
average values in Hz was made by the test set C. In this test set, the audio recordings
were filtered with an MIRS filter, which simulates the behaviour of the telecom-
munications terminal. The frequency response of the MIRS filter is presented in
[25]. If the values of test set A for the subway noise set and test set C for the subway
noise set for a clean signal are compared, the average deviation value from the
reference value is 2.08 Hz when the audio recordings were filtered with the MIRS
filter. In Figure 9, an example of the word “five” before (test set A) and after (test
set C) is filtered with the MIRS filter. As can be seen, the amplitude of the speech
signal is about one-third smaller after the filter was used.
Figure 10 shows the process of determining the peaks in a voiced speech signal.
As can be seen, there are errors in peak detection, especially when the signal was
filtered with the MIRS filter (test set C).
Based on the good determination of the pitch value, the obtained results can
be used in the gender classification. As can be seen from the results presented
Figure 9.
The audio signal in the time domain of the word “five” before (blue line) and after (red line) it was filtered
with the MIRS filter.
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in Figures 7 and 8, well-defined pitch values contributed significantly to the
accuracy of the speaker’s gender classification in both training modes (see the
third set of columns in both figures). In both Figures, the fourth set of column
presents results, where only the pitch value is used to classify speaker gender.
The results show clearly that, even at low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR = 5 dB),
the pitch value determination allowed good classification of the speaker’s gender.
Speaker gender classification accuracy is above 96% for SNR5. In this case, the
performance was better than the performance using GMMmodels. However,
when using GMMs, the speaker’s gender classification results can be better if
more training material is used. If only the pitch value is used for classification, using a
different speech database will likely require a new pitch limit value to be defined. The
results show, however, that the pitch value used as an additional coefficient for the
features contributed greatly to the accuracy of the speaker’s gender classification.
However, once a useful speaker’s gender classification is made, then this can be
used in intelligent environments, where the performance of natural language
processing can be improved.
7. Conclusion
An effective determination of the pitch values, which works well in various
noise environments, is presented in this chapter. At the beginning of this chapter,
Figure 10.
The signals before (blue line) and after (red line) were filtered with the MIRS filter: (a) time domain
representation of vowel /ay/ in the word “five” and (b) detected peaks positions.
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an overview is made of the pitch values used in the technologies of natural language
processing. After that, the general procedures are presented for determining the
pitch value in the time and frequency domains. The main part of this chapter is the
presentation of the proposed procedure for determining the pitch values. The
experiments were carried out on a part of the Aurora 2 speech database. Only
isolated digits were used in the tests. Isolated digits represent short words on which
the pitch value can be determined without major changes during the speech pro-
nunciation. As presented in this chapter, this may also happen in short words and
even more often with longer sentences. The results showed that automatically
determined pitch values for all noisy environments deviated, on average, by 8.39 Hz
compared with the reference pitch values.
A well-defined pitch value allows a functional speaker’s gender classification.
The pitch value determination procedure presented in this chapter provides a good
speaker’s gender classification, even at low signal-to-noise ratios. Thus, when the
automatically determined pitch value is used, the speaker’s gender classification
performance at SNR 0 dB is higher than 91%. A speaker’s gender classification can
be then used further in the processes of natural language processing.
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Aouatef Mahani and Ahmed Riad Baba Ali
Abstract
Classification is a data mining task. It aims to extract knowledge from large
datasets. There are two kinds of classification. The first one is known as complete
classification, and it is applied to balanced datasets. However, when it is applied to
imbalanced ones, it is called partial classification or a problem of classification in
imbalanced datasets, which is a fundamental problem in machine learning, and it
has received much attention. Considering the importance of this issue, a large
amount of techniques have been proposed trying to address this problem. These
proposals can be divided into three levels: the algorithm level, the data level, and the
hybrid level. In this chapter, we will present the classification problem in
imbalanced datasets, its domains of application, its appropriate measures of
performances, and its approaches and techniques.
Keywords: classification, imbalanced datasets, sampling, data mining, classifier
1. Introduction
Classification is the most popular task of data mining. It consists of assigning to
each instance a class chosen from a set of predefined classes, according to the value
of certain predictive attributes [1]. Its problem is to correctly classify an instance
with indeterminate class. This classification can be done by several methods that are
divided into two categories. The first category is based on the use of a model or a
classifier such as decision trees and classification rules. However, the second cate-
gory is based on the internal functioning of the learning algorithm such as neural
networks [2] and support vector machines (SVMs). All these methods use large
datasets to extract knowledge.
The used datasets are organized in the form of tables. The tables’ columns are
called the attributes, and they represent the characteristics of the dataset. Tradi-
tionally, the last attribute is called a class attribute. The tables’ rows represent the
data, and they are called instances. The number of instances varies from one class to
another. So, the number of instances of one class is larger than that of the second
class in some existing datasets. Therefore, datasets are divided into two categories:
balanced and imbalanced datasets. In the latter, instances are divided into two sets:
majority instances which are the most frequent and minority instances which are
the less frequent.
Rule-based classification algorithms have a bias toward majority classes [3].
They tend to discover the rules with high values of accuracy and coverage. These
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1. Introduction
Classification is the most popular task of data mining. It consists of assigning to
each instance a class chosen from a set of predefined classes, according to the value
of certain predictive attributes [1]. Its problem is to correctly classify an instance
with indeterminate class. This classification can be done by several methods that are
divided into two categories. The first category is based on the use of a model or a
classifier such as decision trees and classification rules. However, the second cate-
gory is based on the internal functioning of the learning algorithm such as neural
networks [2] and support vector machines (SVMs). All these methods use large
datasets to extract knowledge.
The used datasets are organized in the form of tables. The tables’ columns are
called the attributes, and they represent the characteristics of the dataset. Tradi-
tionally, the last attribute is called a class attribute. The tables’ rows represent the
data, and they are called instances. The number of instances varies from one class to
another. So, the number of instances of one class is larger than that of the second
class in some existing datasets. Therefore, datasets are divided into two categories:
balanced and imbalanced datasets. In the latter, instances are divided into two sets:
majority instances which are the most frequent and minority instances which are
the less frequent.
Rule-based classification algorithms have a bias toward majority classes [3].
They tend to discover the rules with high values of accuracy and coverage. These
rules are usually specific to majority instances, whereas specific rules that predict
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minority instances are usually ignored or treated as noise. Consequently, minority
instances are often misclassified. Generally, because most classifiers are designed to
minimize the global error rate [4], many problems occur. First, they perform poorly
on imbalanced datasets, and they either produce general rules or very specific ones.
In the first case, the classifier has a bias toward majority instances, and it ignores the
minority ones. In the second case, the classifiers tend to overfit the training data
which provokes poor classification accuracy on unseen data. Next, the cost of
misclassifying a minority instance is usually more expensive than misclassifying a
majority one [5, 6]. Finally, in many applications misclassifying a rare event can
result in more serious problems than a common event [7]. For example, in case of
cancerous cell detection in medical diagnosis, misclassifying non-cancerous cells
may lead to some additional clinical tests, but misclassifying cancerous cells leads to
very serious health risks.
The class imbalance problem is a fundamental problem in machine learning, and
it has receivedmuch attention [8–14]. This problem is known as partial classification
[15], nugget discovery [16], classification problem with imbalanced datasets [17],
or datasets with rare classes [18]. Considering the importance of this issue, a large
amount of techniques have been developed trying to address this problem. These
proposals can be divided into three groups which depend on how they deal with
class imbalance. First, the algorithm-level approaches can either propose specific
algorithms or modify the existing ones. Second, the data-level techniques introduce
an additional processing step to decrease the effect of skewed class distribution such
as undersampling and oversampling methods. Finally, the hybrid-level methods
combine algorithm level and data level such as boosting and cost-sensitive learning.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the classification problem
in imbalanced datasets. In Section 3, we present some domains in which the datasets
appear. In Section 4, we present the evaluation metrics used in classification prob-
lem in imbalanced datasets. In Section 5, we detail the different approaches and
techniques used to handle classification in imbalanced datasets. Finally, in Section
6, we make our concluding remarks.
2. Presentation of the classification problem
In the binary imbalanced datasets, the number of instances of one class is higher
than that of the second class. Consequently, the first class is known as majority class
and the second class as minority one. Therefore, this dataset contains two kinds of
instances: majority and minority.
The distribution of instances in imbalanced binary datasets is measured by the
imbalanced ratio (IR) [19] which is defined in Eq. (1):
IR ¼ Number of majority instances
Number of minority instances
(1)
According to the value of IR, the imbalanced datasets are divided into three
classes [20]: datasets with low imbalance (IR is between 1.5 and 3), datasets with
medium imbalance (IR is between 3 and 9), and datasets with high imbalance (IR is
higher than 9).
3. Application domains
The imbalanced datasets appear in the following several domains.
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3.1 Risk management
Every year, the telecommunication industry suffers billions of dollars in
unrecoverable debts. Therefore, uncollectible control is a major problem in the
industry. One solution is to use large amounts of historical data to build models that
are used to assess risk for each customer client or for each transaction to support
risk management that reduces the level of unrecoverable debt. However, in a
dataset, nonpayment of customers includes a few percent of the population [21].
3.2 Medical diagnosis
Clinical datasets store large amounts of patient information. Data mining tech-
nique is applied on these datasets to uncover the relationships and trends between
clinical and pathological data. It aims to understand the evolution and characteris-
tics of certain diseases. However, in these datasets, cases of disease are rarer than
the normal population [22].
3.3 Intrusion detection in networks
Network-based computer systems are increasingly playing a vital role in modern
societies. Attacks on computer systems and networks are growing. Different cate-
gories of network attacks exist; some are numerous, and others are rare. For exam-
ple, the KDD-CUP’99 dataset contains four categories of network attacks: denial of
service (DoS), monitoring (probe), root to local (R2L), and user to root. (U2R). The
last two attacks are intrinsically rare [23].
4. Evaluation metrics
The classical performance measures used for evaluating the performances of
classifiers when used with balanced datasets are not appropriate for imbalanced
datasets. This is because they have a strong bias toward majority class and are
sensitive to class skews [24–27]. For example, the accuracy measure is not appro-
priate for the problem of imbalanced datasets [28]. If we consider a dataset which
contains only 1% of minority instances and 99% of majority instances, the accuracy
is 99% if all majority instances are well classified. However, misclassified 1%
minority instances may lead to an enormous cost, and 99% accuracy could be a
disaster for a medical diagnosis. Consequently, other metrics are necessary for
measuring the performances of classifiers.
Some measures are extracted directly from the confusion matrix. They measure
the classification performance of the majority and minority classes independently.
Some others are combined to measure the performance of a classifier. They are
described below.
4.1 Precision
It is a measure of accuracy [29]. It represents the percentage of well-classified
minority instances in relation to all instances whose predicted class is a minority. It
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minority instances are usually ignored or treated as noise. Consequently, minority
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on imbalanced datasets, and they either produce general rules or very specific ones.
In the first case, the classifier has a bias toward majority instances, and it ignores the
minority ones. In the second case, the classifiers tend to overfit the training data
which provokes poor classification accuracy on unseen data. Next, the cost of
misclassifying a minority instance is usually more expensive than misclassifying a
majority one [5, 6]. Finally, in many applications misclassifying a rare event can
result in more serious problems than a common event [7]. For example, in case of
cancerous cell detection in medical diagnosis, misclassifying non-cancerous cells
may lead to some additional clinical tests, but misclassifying cancerous cells leads to
very serious health risks.
The class imbalance problem is a fundamental problem in machine learning, and
it has receivedmuch attention [8–14]. This problem is known as partial classification
[15], nugget discovery [16], classification problem with imbalanced datasets [17],
or datasets with rare classes [18]. Considering the importance of this issue, a large
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algorithms or modify the existing ones. Second, the data-level techniques introduce
an additional processing step to decrease the effect of skewed class distribution such
as undersampling and oversampling methods. Finally, the hybrid-level methods
combine algorithm level and data level such as boosting and cost-sensitive learning.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the classification problem
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IR ¼ Number of majority instances
Number of minority instances
(1)
According to the value of IR, the imbalanced datasets are divided into three
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3. Application domains
The imbalanced datasets appear in the following several domains.
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3.1 Risk management
Every year, the telecommunication industry suffers billions of dollars in
unrecoverable debts. Therefore, uncollectible control is a major problem in the
industry. One solution is to use large amounts of historical data to build models that
are used to assess risk for each customer client or for each transaction to support
risk management that reduces the level of unrecoverable debt. However, in a
dataset, nonpayment of customers includes a few percent of the population [21].
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clinical and pathological data. It aims to understand the evolution and characteris-
tics of certain diseases. However, in these datasets, cases of disease are rarer than
the normal population [22].
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gories of network attacks exist; some are numerous, and others are rare. For exam-
ple, the KDD-CUP’99 dataset contains four categories of network attacks: denial of
service (DoS), monitoring (probe), root to local (R2L), and user to root. (U2R). The
last two attacks are intrinsically rare [23].
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sensitive to class skews [24–27]. For example, the accuracy measure is not appro-
priate for the problem of imbalanced datasets [28]. If we consider a dataset which
contains only 1% of minority instances and 99% of majority instances, the accuracy
is 99% if all majority instances are well classified. However, misclassified 1%
minority instances may lead to an enormous cost, and 99% accuracy could be a
disaster for a medical diagnosis. Consequently, other metrics are necessary for
measuring the performances of classifiers.
Some measures are extracted directly from the confusion matrix. They measure
the classification performance of the majority and minority classes independently.
Some others are combined to measure the performance of a classifier. They are
described below.
4.1 Precision
It is a measure of accuracy [29]. It represents the percentage of well-classified
minority instances in relation to all instances whose predicted class is a minority. It
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4.2 Recall
It is the percentage of minority instances which are well classified as belonging
to the minority class. In literature, this metric has several names such as sensitivity,




It is the percentage of majority instances which are well classified as belonging to
the majority class. This measure is also known as true negative rate (TNrate) or
negative accuracy. It is defined in Eq. (4):
Specificity ¼ TN
TN þ FP (4)
4.4 False-positive rate (FPrate)
It is the percentage of majority instances misclassified as belonging to the
minority class. It is defined in Eq. (5):
FPrate ¼ FP
FPþ TN (5)
4.5 False-negative rate (FNrate)
It is the percentage of minority instances misclassified as belonging to the
majority class. It is defined in Eq. (6):
FNrate ¼ FN
FN þ TP (6)
4.6 G-mean
It indicates the balance between classification performances on the majority and
minority classes [30]. A poor performance in the prediction of the positive instances
will lead to a low G-mean value even if the negative instances are correctly classified
by the model [31]. It has been used by several researchers for evaluating classifiers
on imbalanced datasets [31–33]. G-Mean takes recall and specificity into account







It is defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall [34]. Its value
increases proportionally with the increase of precision and recall; a high value of F-
measure indicates that the model performs better on the minority class. This metric
is defined in Eq. (8):
F�Measure ¼ 2 ∗Recall ∗Precision
Recallþ Precision (8)
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4.8 Receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC)
The ROC curve [34, 35] is a technique for visualization, organization, and
selection of classifiers based on their performances. It has long been used in signal
detection to represent the trade-off between the success rate and false alarm rate of
classifiers. It is a two-dimensional graph where TPrate is plotted on the y-axis and
FPrate is plotted on the x-axis.
For a discrete classifier, the pair (FPrate, TPrate) is produced that corresponds
to one point in the ROC space. However, a probabilistic classifier produces a con-
tinuous numerical value. Therefore, a threshold may be used to produce a series of
points in the ROC space to produce a curve instead of one point.
4.9 Area under the ROC curve (AUC)
From the ROC curve, we define another measure called area under the curve
(AUC) [35, 36] defined in Eq. (9) to compare the performance of two classifiers. If
the area associated with classifier C1 is greater than that associated with classifier
C2, then the performances of C1 are better than C2:
AUC ¼ TPrateþ TNrate
2
¼ 1þ TPrate� FPrate
2
(9)
5. Approaches and techniques
The several approaches have been proposed to handle the classification problem
in imbalanced datasets. These approaches are divided into three levels [20]: data
level, algorithm level, and hybrid level.
5.1 Data level methods
It consists of resampling the data in order to decrease the effect caused by the
imbalance [3]. They are classified into three groups [3]: oversampling,
undersampling, and hybrid methods.
5.1.1 Oversampling methods
Oversampling is used to increase the size of an imbalanced dataset by duplicating
some minority instances. This duplication can be done by the following methods.
5.1.1.1 Random oversampling
It duplicates some minority instances chosen randomly [3]. Therefore, the mul-
tiple copies of minority instances increase the overlapping between these instances
[37]. In particular, the overlapping appears when the produced classifier contains
more specific rules for multiple copies of the same instance. As a result, the accu-
racy of learning is high in this scenario, and the performance of the classifier for the
test is generally low [38].
5.1.1.2 Synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE)
SMOTE [39] is a synthetic method with data generation. It has achieved several
successes in various fields [3]. It creates a synthetic example xnew for each minority
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instance xi as follows. It determines the K-nearest neighbors (which are minority
instances whose Euclidean distance between them and xi is the smallest) of xi. Then,
it selects randomly one of K-nearest neighbors yi. Finally, it applies Eq. (10), where
δ is a random number ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore, we understand that xnew is a point of the
segment joining xi and yi:
xnew ¼ xi þ yi � xi
 
∗ δ (10)
SMOTE will not ignore the minority instances because it generalizes decision
regions for them. But SMOTE has two problems [40]: overgeneralization and vari-
ance. The first problem is due to the blind generalization of the minority area
without taking into account the majority class, which increases the number of
overlapping between classes. The second problem concerns the number of gener-
ated synthetic instances which is set in advance without taking into account the IR.
5.1.1.3 MSMOTE
SMOTE does not consider the distribution of minority instances and those that
are noisy in a dataset. For this reason, MSMOTE [41] divides the minority instances
into three groups: security, border, and latent noises.
An instance is secretary, if the number of its K-nearest neighbors belonging to
the minority class is greater than those belonging to the majority class.
An instance is border, if the number of its K-nearest neighbors belonging to the
minority class is lower than those belonging to the majority class.
An instance is latent noise, if all its K-nearest neighbors have the majority class.
MSMOTE generates synthetic instances for all security instances in the same
way as SMOTE. However, for each border instance, it selects the most nearest
neighbor to generate a synthetic example. But, it does not generate synthetic
instances for noisy instances, because they decrease the classifier’s performances.
5.1.1.4 Borderline-SMOTE
Border instances and those nearby are more likely to be misclassified than those
that are far from the border, and they are the most important for classification.
Based on this analysis, the border instances contribute little in the classification.
Therefore, the Borderline-SMOTE [42] method has been proposed to apply
oversampling to border minority instances instead of applying it to all minority
instances. To do this, it constructs a set of border minority instances known as
DANGER. Then, it applies SMOTE for each instance of the DANGER set.
5.1.1.5 Adaptive synthetic sampling approach (ADASYN)
ADASYN [43] uses a function called density as an automatic criterion to take a
decision about the number of synthetic instances that may be generated of each
minority instance.
5.1.2 Undersampling methods
It consists of reducing the data size by deleting some majority instances with the
objective of equalizing the number of instances of each class [44]. There are several
approaches of undersampling that differ in the way of selection of majority
instances that will be deleted.
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5.1.2.1 Random undersampling (RUS)
RUS [4, 44] removes some majority instances selected randomly. But it can
potentially hinder learning [37, 38, 45]; the deleted majority instances can cause the
classifier to ignore important concepts related to the majority class.
5.1.2.2 Informed undersampling
It is proposed to avoid the loss of information caused by RUS [46]. Among the
algorithms of this kind of undersampling, we have the following.
5.1.2.2.1 EasyEnsemble
It aims to a better exploitation of majority instances ignored by RUS. At first, it
divides the training dataset into minority set P and majority set N of sizes n and p,
respectively [46]. Then, it builds T subsets N1, N2… , NT of size p by applying
random sampling with replacement on N. After that, it generates T classifiers H1,
H2… , HT. The classifier Hi is produced by applying AdaBoost on Ni and P, and it
contains the concepts of all majority and minority instances. Finally, it constructs
the final classifier H by combining the T generated classifiers.
5.1.2.2.2 BalanceCascade
The training dataset is composed of the sets P of minority instances of size p and
N of majority instances of size n [46]. BalanceCascade constructs at each iteration
the classifier Hi from all the set P and the subset E chosen randomly from N, with |
E| = p. Then, it updates N by deleting all majority instances which are well classified
by Hi. This algorithm explores the majority instances in a supervised way because
the set of majority instances is updated after generation of each classifier.
5.1.2.2.3 Informed undersampling with KNN
This technique [44] is based on the distribution characteristics of data by apply-
ing KNN algorithm [47]. The following three methods of this technique have been
proposed:
NearMiss-1 selects majority instances as follows:
• For each majority instance xi.
• For each minority instance xj: Computes the distance dij between xi and xj.
• Identify the three nearest neighbors xk (1 ≤ k ≤ 3) for xi that represents
minority instances.





• Select majority instances xi whose average distance to the three closest
minority class instances is the smallest.
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NearMiss-2 method has the same steps as the previous method. But, it selects the
majority instances whose average distance to the three farthest minority class
instances is the smallest.
NearMiss-3 selects a given number of the closest majority instances for each
minority instance to guarantee that every minority instance is surrounded by some
majority instances.
5.1.2.3 Undersampling with data cleaning techniques
The data cleaning techniques were applied to eliminate the overlapping between
classes. In the following four subsections, we represent some methods.
5.1.2.3.1 Tomek links
Tomek links method [48] may be used as an undersampling method. It deletes
the noisy majority instances and those that are close to the border. The obtained
training dataset after removing the Tomek links is organized into set of clusters.
This method may be used as a data cleaning technique to delete majority and
minority instances.
5.1.2.3.2 Condensed nearest neighbor (CNN) rule
CNN [49] is an instance reduction algorithm proposed by Hart. It deletes the
redundant majority instances. An instance is considered as redundant if it can be
deduced from other instances. CNN uses the initial training dataset E to construct
the consistent dataset E’ that contains instances that correctly classify all instances
of E using 1-NN algorithm. Its steps are:
1.Copy the first majority instance x and all the minority instances of the training
dataset E into the sub dataset E’.
2.While there are misclassified instances in E, do:
a. Classify the instance y (belonging to E) using E’ and 1-NN.
b. Add y to E’, if it is misclassified.
CNN is sensitive to noise. However, noisy instances are more susceptible
to be misclassified [50], and they will misclassify the instances of test
dataset [50, 51].
5.1.2.3.3 Neighborhood cleaning rule (NCL)
NCL is an undersampling technique introduced by Laurikkala [52] to balance a
dataset by applying data reduction. Its main advantage is that it takes into account
the quality of the data with a focus on data cleaning more than reduction. It
removes noisy majority instances using the edited nearest neighbor (ENN) algo-
rithm, which is an instance reduction algorithm developed byWilson [53]. It is used
to delete all instances whose class differs at least twice from the class of its three
nearest neighbors.
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5.1.2.3.4 One-sided sampling (OSS)
OSS [17] is the result of using CNN followed by Tomek links. CNN is applied to
remove redundant majority instances. However, Tomek links deletes the noisy
majority instances and border minority instances.
5.1.2.4 Evolutionary undersampling (EUS)
EUS [20] results from the application of prototype selection [54] and genetic
algorithm. It has eight models that depend on the objective that EUS aims to reach.
For the first objective, there are two purposes. The first one is to balance a dataset
without losing the accuracy, and then EUS is known as evolutionary balancing
undersampling (EBUS). In the second one, EUS aims to obtain an optimal power of
classification without taking in the consideration the balance of a dataset; it is called
evolutionary undersampling guided by classification measures (EUSCM). For the
second objective, there are two possibilities: majority selection (MS) instances only
or global selection (GS) of both majority and minority instances.
5.1.3 Hybrid methods
These methods combine undersampling and oversampling. They aim to
eliminate the overfitting [3] caused by oversampling methods. For examples,
SMOTE+Tomek links [17] applies Tomek links after generation of synthetic mino-
rity instances by SMOTE, and SMOTE+ENN [17] uses ENN to delete minority and
majority instances. For this, each misclassified instance of training dataset by its
three nearest neighbors is deleted.
5.2 Algorithm level
Most approaches are based on either modifying the existing complete classifica-
tion algorithms in order to adapt them to the imbalanced datasets or proposing
specific ones.
5.2.1 Modification of the existing algorithms
5.2.1.1 Decision trees
A decision tree [55–58] is the most popular form of rule-based classifiers. It
allows to model simply, graphically, and quickly a phenomenon more or less com-
plex. Its readability, speed of execution, and the few necessary hypotheses a priori
explain its current popularity. All the methods of constructing a decision tree have
these operators: deciding if a node is terminal, selection of a test to associate to a
node, and assignation a class to a leaf.
The existing methods of construction the decision trees differ by the choices
made for different operators. CART [59] and C4.5 [60] are the most popular
algorithms for decision trees.
In the construction phase of a tree, C4.5 selects the node attribute that maxi-
mizes the information gain [60], that is, a high value of confidence. However, this
measure is not suitable for imbalanced datasets because the most confident rules do
not imply that they are the most significant, and some of the most significant rules
may not be the most confident (may not have high confidence). The same problem
arises for CART, which uses the Gini function [60]. These algorithms focus on the
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antecedent to find the class. Also, they use sensitive measures to the class distribu-
tion. For these reasons, some approaches have been proposed which apply
nonsensitive measures [61] or modify the construction phase.
For example, class confidence proportion decision tree (CCPDT) approach is a
robust and insensitive approach. It generates rules that are statistically significant
[62]. It focuses on each class to find the most significant antecedent. In this way, all
instances are partitioned according to their classes. Therefore, the instances that
belong to the different classes will not have an impact on the others. For this, the
new class confidence (CC) measure has been proposed to find the most interesting
antecedents of each class. It is defined in Eq. (12):
CC X ! yð Þ ¼ Supp X∪yð Þ
Supp yð Þ ¼
TP
TPþ FN (12)
However, obtaining rules which have a high CC value is still insufficient to solve
the problem. So, it is necessary to make sure that the classes implied by these rules
not only have great confidence but are more interesting than their alternative
classes. As a result, the new class confidence proportion (CCP) measure has been
proposed. It is defined in Eq. (13):
CCP X ! yð Þ ¼ CC X ! yð Þ
CC X ! yð Þ þ CC X ! yð Þ (13)
Therefore, the CCPDT approach modifies the C4.5 algorithm by replacing the
entropy (the attribute partition criterion) by CCP.
5.2.1.2 Support vector machines (SVMs)
The Kernel-based learning methods are inspired by the statistical theory of
learning and the dimensions of Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) [63], such as support
vector machines (SVMs). These latter are supervised learning methods. They are
used for classification in binary datasets in order to find a classifier that separates
the data and maximizes the distance between these two classes. This classifier is
linear, and it is called hyperplane. SVMs aim to find the most optimal hyperplane,
which passes in the middle of the points of two classes and that maximizes the
margin in order to minimize the classification error [64].
In imbalanced datasets, the ideal hyperplane is close to the majority instances,
and the decision boundary is very close to the minority instances. In this case, the
support vectors representing the minority instances are far from the ideal hyper-
plane. Thus, their contribution to the final hypothesis is little [32, 65, 66]. To solve
this problem, several methods have been proposed that differ from the mechanism
used. For example, in [67] the following three approaches were presented:
• Boundary movement (BM) that modifies the coefficient b in the kernel
function.
• Biased penalties (BP) introduce different penalty factors for the minority and
majority classes in objective function in the Lagrangian formulation. These
factors reflect the importance of classes during the learning phase.
• Border class alignment (BCA) expands the border around the minority class
much more than the border around the majority class.
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5.2.2 Specific algorithms
The specific algorithms have been proposed to deal with classification problem
in imbalanced datasets. Among them, we present RLSD and LUPC.
5.2.2.1 Rule learning for skewed datasets (RLSD)
RLSD [62] is an efficient algorithm for handling imbalanced datasets. Its dis-
covery process leads from a specific search to a general search. First, it discovers
rules for minority instances used in learning. Then, it compares them with majority
instances. It has the following three research phases:
1.Discretization phase consists of dividing the values of a numerical attribute
into a small number of intervals. Each interval is mapped by a discrete symbol.
2.Rule generation phase is a frequent data discovery process for minority
instances. This algorithm summarizes this phase:
Input: the set of minority instances P and the maximum number of allowed rules
Output: the set of rules: Rules.
Begin
1. Initially, the rule set is empty : Rules :=Ø;
2. for each minority instance pϵP do
2.1. The rule R:=p;
2.2. Consider R as an initial rule;
2.3. If R does not belong to Rules then
2.3.1. Merge R:
For each rule RE ϵ Rules:
If R and RE have common conditions then generate the new
rule NR with common conditions and apply the procedure
Add_Rules to add NR to Rules.
2.3.2. Apply the procedure Add_Rules to add R to Rules.
3. for each rule RE ϵ Rules do if TPrate(RE)<Min_TPrate then delete RE
End.
The procedure Add_Rules adds the concerned rule R to the set of rules if it does
not belong to this set. After that, if the number of rules exceeds M, then it deletes a
rule selected randomly.
3.The evaluation and rule selection phase: in rule evaluation step, RLSD
calculates the accuracy of each generated rule by the correspondence with each
majority instance. A rule is deleted if its precision (defined in Eq. (3)) is less
than the minimum precision. In rule selection step, RLSD selects the rule with
the highest F-measure value (defined in Eq. (8)). Then, it deletes all minority
instances covered by this rule. After that, F-measure is recalculated for the
remaining rules using the rest of minority instances. This process is repeated
until there are no more minority instances or there is no rule that covers the
remaining minority instances.
5.2.2.2 Learning minority classes in unbalanced datasets (LUPC)
The main feature of LUPC [67] is the combination of the separate and conquer
rule induction method [68] and the association rules [69].
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It lets an imbalanced dataset of size D composed of the set of positive (minority)
instances Pos and the set of negative (majority) instances Neg.
LUPC uses three measures of performances: accuracy [70] (acc), error rate (err)
[64], and positive cover ratio (PCR). They are defined in Eqs. (14)–(16):
acc Rð Þ ¼ Cov
þ Rð Þj j
Cov Rð Þj j (14)
err Rð Þ ¼ 1� acc Rð Þ (15)
PCR Rð Þ ¼ Cov
þ Rð Þj j
Dj j (16)
where the coverage (Cov) [70] of the rule R is the percentage of instances that
are covered by this rule. It is defined in Eq. (17):
Cov Rð Þ ¼ number of covered instances
∣D∣
(17)
Cov+(R) is the number of covered instances that have the same class as that of R.
A rule is αβ-strong if the conditions given in Eqs. (18) and (19) are checked,
where parameters α and β are the thresholds, with 0 ≤ α and β ≤1.
A rule is non-αβ-forte if the condition given in Eq. (20) is checked:
acc Rð Þ≥ α (18)
PCR Rð Þ≥ β (19)
Cov� Rð Þ≥ 1� α
α
∗Covþ Rð Þ (20)
The steps of LUPC are:
Input: The sets Pos and Neg, the minimum threshold of accuracy : min_acc
and the minimum PCR: min_cov
Output: The set of rules: Rules_sets.
Begin
Rules_sets:=Ø ;
α, β :=Initialize(Pos, min_acc, min_cov) ;
while (Pos 6¼ Ø and (α, β)6¼(min_acc, min_cov))
Rule R := Best rule(Pos, Nég, α ,β) ;
If (R 6¼Ø) then
Pos := Pos – { instances covered by R }
Rules_sets := Rules_sets U R ;
else
Reduce(α,β) ;
Rules_sets:=Post traitement(Rules_sets) ; // It is optional
end.
The procedure “Initialize” depends on the user-specified bias on PCR or accu-
racy. It initializes α and β as min_acc and min_cov, respectively. Otherwise, α is
initialized to 0.95 or min_acc if min_acc is greater than 0.95, and β is initialized to
the maximum value of PCR of the attribute-value pairs available on the minority
instances. To find the best rule, LUPC follows these steps:
1.Construct the set of attribute-value pairs: build the set E1 of all pairs, where
each available pair (attribute, value) for positive instances is considered as a
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part of condition whose class is C+. Choose the set E2 (is a subset of E1) of the
candidate pairs: each pair belonging to E1 is considered as a candidate pair if
it covers more than α * β * |D| minority instances. Identify the αβ-strong pairs:
each candidate pair will be checked on the Neg instances to see if it is αβ-
strong. Order the αβ-strong pairs either by their precision or by their PCR.
Choose η attribute-value pair candidates which are αβ-strong, and add them to
the set of attribute-value pairs. In the case where the number of αβ-strong
pairs < η, then add the pairs that are not αβ-strong and that have either a high
accuracy or a high PCR.
2.Generate the set of candidate rules that contains γ rules belonging to the set of
attribute-value pairs as follows:
• Order all attribute-value pairs according to the accuracy and/or PCR.
• If the number of αβ-strong pairs is greater than or equal to γ, then add γ
pairs to the set of candidate rules otherwise:
◦ First, put the αβ-strong pairs and the non-αβ-strong pairs in the set of
candidate rules. Then, delete non-αβ-strong rules whose PCR is lower
than β. After that, improve the set of candidate rules by iteratively
executing the following procedure:
1.Generate new rules by combining each non-αβ-strong rule of
the set of candidate rules with the pairs which are in the set of
attribute-value pairs.
2. If the generated rules become αβ-strong, then they will be
inserted in the first part of the set of candidate rules.
3.The procedure stops if there is no change in the non-αβ-strong
rules or the number of rules in the set of candidate rules is
greater than γ.
4.Reject the rules that satisfy the condition given in Eq. (20).
The values of α and β are gradually reduced by the rate Δa and Δc, respectively.
The default quantities used are Δa = 2% and Δc = 1%.
5.3 Hybrid level
Some methods of the complete classification cannot deal with the classification
in imbalanced datasets without being combined with other techniques. Among
these methods, we present ensemble methods, the cost-sensitive learning, and some
other approaches based on metheuristics.
5.3.1 Ensemble methods
Ensemble methods build a series of N classifiers and combine them to
produce the final classifier C* using voting strategies. They aim to obtain a high
precision classifier. They are divided into two classes: boosting and bagging.
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5.3.1.1 Boosting
Boosting algorithms [64] focus on difficult instances to classify without differ-
entiating their classes. According to Prof. Zhou Zhi-Hua [71], the boosting algo-
rithms are very efficient and able to deal with classification in imbalanced datasets,
because the minority instances are likely to be misclassified, and therefore, they will
have weights higher in the following iterations.
However, Mikel G. et al. [72] considered that the integration of data sampling
methods can reduce the additional costs of automatically detecting the optimal
distribution of representative classes and samples and also reduce the bias of a
specific learning algorithm. Among these methods, we have SMOTEBoost,
RUSBoost, and DataBoost-IM.
5.3.1.1.1 SMOTEBoost
It alters the distribution of the training dataset by adding minority instances
generated by SMOTE [73] in order to provide it to the algorithm AdaBoost.M2 [74].
5.3.1.1.2 RUSBoost
It operates in a similar way to SMOTEBoost, but it applies random
undersampling on the training dataset [75].
5.3.1.1.3 DataBoost-IM
It combines AdaBoost.M1 [76] with a data generation strategy [31]. It differs
from the two previous algorithms, because it performs the balancing process for
majority and minority instances after identifying the difficult instances. Its steps are
as follows:
1.Produce the classifier C to detect the misclassified instances which are called
seeds.
2.Order the seeds in ascending order of their weight.
3.Construct the sets MAJ and MIN, which contain Mj majority instances and Mm
minority instances, respectively, that have the highest weights.
4.Generate N synthetic instances for each majority seed and M synthetic
instances for each minority seed.
5.Update the weights taking into consideration the newly added synthetic
instances.
5.3.1.2 Bagging
It constructs N classifiers on N distinct datasets [77]. Each dataset is known as
bag; it is obtained by random sampling with replacement.
In imbalanced datasets, the number of majority instances in a bag is also high.
The main factor to apply on bagging to adapt it to this kind of datasets is the way of
collecting the instances. We distinguish three main algorithms in this family:
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5.3.1.2.1 OverBagging
The distribution of instances may be taken into consideration in order to equal-
ize the number of minority instances Nmin and the number of majority instances
Nmaj [78]. Instead of constructing the bags randomly, we apply the oversampling
according to the following two possibilities. In the first one, the minority instances
are duplicated by oversampling, and majority instances are added directly, or they
are selected by random sampling with replacement to increase the diversity. In the
second one, the SMOTEBagging [78] is applied, where A%*Nmaj minority instances
are selected by random drawing with replacement and the remaining instances are
generated by SMOTE. The factor A is called resampling rate. It is equal to 10% in
the first iteration and 100% in the last (it is multiple of 10).
5.3.1.2.2 UnderBagging
The number of majority instances is reduced to the number of minority
instances in each bag [79]. All minority instances may be in the same bag. But for
increasing the diversity, they can be selected by random sampling with
replacement.
5.3.1.2.3 UnderOverBagging
It follows the two previous methodologies, but it is identical to
SMOTEBagging [79].
5.3.2 Cost-sensitive learning methods
Most classification algorithms ignore various misclassification errors and con-
sider that all these errors have the same cost. In many real-world applications, this
hypothesis is not true because the difference between different classification errors
can be quite large.
Cost-sensitive learning methods [80, 81] have been given a lot of attention in
recent years to address this problem. They have been divided into two categories:
direct cost-sensitive learning [80] and cost-sensitive meta learning [80, 82]. They
are also used for imbalanced datasets such as boosting and SVMs.
5.3.2.1 Cost-sensitive learning with boosting
In each iteration of boosting, the weights of misclassified instances increase by
the same ratio whatever their classes. However, in imbalanced datasets, the number
of misclassified minority instances is higher. Hence, it is necessary to distinguish
between different sorts of instances in the weight attribution phase. Therefore, the
higher weights may be attributed to the minority instances in order to be well
classified. To achieve this goal, misclassification costs are introduced into the
weight update equation. Among these algorithms [83, 84], we have AdaC1, AdaC2,
and AdaC3. They differ in the way of introducing the misclassification costs into the
weight update formula within the exponential part and into the equation of the
calculation of classifier performance.
5.3.2.2 Cost-sensitive learning with support vector machines (SVMs)
SVMs [63] have been integrated with sampling methods to deal with the classifi-
cation problem in imbalanced datasets. Among these methods, we have the following.
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5.3.2.2.1 SMOTE with different costs (SDC)
SDC results from the application of SMOTE with different error costs (DEC)
[32]. This method aims to shift the decision boundary far from minority instances
and to increase their number. To achieve the first objective, Veropoulos et al. [85]
proposed the use of different costs for the minority and majority classes. The
minority instances are also duplicated by SMOTE to make them densely distributed
in order to guarantee the most well-defined boundary.
5.3.2.2.2 Ensembles of over�/undersampling SVMs
These methods [86] balance the training dataset by preprocessing and providing
it to SVM for building an optimal classifier. For instance, the ensemble of
undersampling SVMs (EUS-SVM) applies SVM, N times on N different training
datasets. It contains all minority instances and some majority instances selected by
random sampling. The final classifier is built by the combination of N produced
classifiers.
5.3.3 Approaches based on metheuristics
5.3.3.1 Undersampling by genetic algorithm (USGA)
This approach [87] applies an intelligent method to the extraction of the classi-
fication rules from imbalanced binary datasets based on three phases.
In phase 1, a learning algorithm is developed based on a genetic algorithmwith the
aim of extracting the first classifier noted C1, which covers only majority instances
when available. Majority instances, which are well classified by the rules of C1, are
removed. This approach balances the imbalanced dataset and prevents the loss of
information contained in the deleted majority instances, which are replaced by the
classification rules of C1. The number of deleted majority instances depends on the
value of IR; the process is carried out until the IR is equal to 1. The genetic algorithm
is used to find the “best” rule for the majority class from the imbalanced dataset. The
quality of each rule is evaluated by satisfying specificity (defined in Eq. (4)). A rule is
the best if it has a high number of well-classified majority instances.
In phase 2, the same procedure is applied to the obtained balanced dataset using
a fivefold cross-validation to construct the classifier C2, which contains rules that
represent both majority and minority instances. In this phase, the quality of each
rule is evaluated by maximizing the accuracy (Eq. (14)).
In the third phase, they merge C1 and C2 to produce the classifier C3 at first, and
then they process the obtained classifier C3 by eliminating the specific and contra-
dictory rules.
5.3.3.2 ACOSampling
ACOSampling [13] is a method of undersampling based on ant colony
optimization [88]. It handles imbalanced DNA microarray datasets. It consists of
extracting the balanced dataset S0 for the original dataset S as follows:
• For T times, it divides the dataset S into two datasets, training and validation.
• Each training dataset Si is processed by applying modified ACO algorithm [88]
to filter less informative majority instances and search the corresponding
optimal training dataset Si0.
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• The statistical results from the T optimal training datasets are given in the form
of a list of frequencies, where each frequency indicates the importance of the
corresponding majority instance. The extracted instances are those with high
frequency, which will be combined with all minority instances to construct the
final balanced training dataset S0.
• It produces one classifier by support vector machines using S0.
6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented the classification problem in imbalanced
datasets, which are composed of two kinds of instances: majority instances and
minority ones. We have also presented the different approaches and techniques
used to handle this problem which are divided in three levels: data level, algorithm
level, and hybrid level.
In future work, we are planning to present a state of the art about different
approaches and techniques used to handle the classification problem in multi-class
imbalanced datasets. Also, we will extend our proposed approach to this kind of
datasets.
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Since the appearance of text mining, the Arabic language gained some interest in 
applying several text mining tasks over a text written in the Arabic language. There 
are several challenges faced by the researchers. These tasks include Arabic text 
summarization, which is one of the challenging open areas for research in natural 
language processing (NLP) and text mining fields, Arabic text categorization, 
and Arabic sentiment analysis. This chapter reviews some of the past and current 
researches and trends in these areas and some future challenges that need to be 
tackled. It also presents some case studies for two of the reviewed approaches.
Keywords: text mining, Arabic language, Arabic text categorization, Arabic 
sentiment analysis, Arabic text summarization
1. Introduction
The massive increase in the amount and availability of online documents made 
retrieving and searching for information a difficult job and a problem for web users. 
The need for efficient and powerful tools to automatically categorize or summarize 
text has emerged. To overcome this problem, several methods and techniques have 
been proposed. One of these solutions is using different text mining tasks. Basically, 
text mining can be defined as the process of extracting knowledge from the massive 
amount of textual data. For this purpose, researchers in the fields of information 
retrieval, natural language processing, and data mining have investigated several 
types of text mining tasks and methods. These tasks include text categorization [1, 2] 
and text summarization [3].
2. Features of the Arabic language
The Arabic language is a popular language and is a member of the Semitic 
language family. It is the most widely spoken language of almost 330 million people 
and as a native language in more than 25 countries in an area spread from the 
Arabian Gulf in the East to the Atlantic Ocean in the West. Arabic is a highly struc-
tured and derivational language, where morphology plays a very important role [4].
The Arabic language ranks fifth among the top 30 languages spoken worldwide.
The Arabic language has three diversities, which include classical Arabic, 
modern standard Arabic (MSA), and colloquial Arabic. The classical Arabic is 
usually used for religious and historical scripts. The MSA can be found in today’s 
written Arabic text in most formal channels. The colloquial or dialectical Arabic is 
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the spoken language in informal and social media channels. In addition, the dialects 
vary from one Arab country to another.
The Arabic language has its own script with 28 alphabet letters, and some letters 
have different shapes according to their position in the word. The Arabic text is 
written from right to left, and there is no capitalization for letters. The Arabic 
language includes three main parts of speech: noun, verb, and particle [5].
Arabic natural language and text mining applications must deal with several 
complex problems pertinent to the nature and structure of the Arabic language. For 
example, the tokenization process for the Arabic text is not a straightforward job 
because the language is morphologically rich and the words are compact, where a 
word can correspond to an entire phrase or sentence.
For these reasons, the Arabic language needs careful preprocessing since it has 
some features that are different from other languages. Besides, these challenges 
may affect the results of any text analysis process such as classification or sentiment 
analysis [6].
3. Arabic text categorization
In recent years, and with the rapid increase in the size of information on the 
Web, text categorization has attracted the attention of many researchers to use the 
text categorization (classification) as a way to simplify the access to useful informa-
tion. Text categorization as one of the main text mining tasks can be defined as the 
process of assigning a predefined category (label) to an unlabeled document (text) 
based on its content [7]. Text categorization has been used for several applications 
such as improving the performance of information retrieval systems, as spam filter-
ing, and in medical information systems [8].
In practice, the typical text categorization system includes four main phases, 
where each phase may further include several other steps. These phases include the 
text preprocessing phase, which has several steps that aim to prepare the text to be 
ready to be processed by the categorization model. Usually, this phase includes some 
other classic natural language processing techniques such as parsing, tokenization, 
stop word removal, and term weighting, stemming, and part of speech tagging.
Text tokenization is the process of breaking up a sequence of strings into pieces 
such as words, keywords, phrases, symbols, and other elements called tokens. 
The result of tokenization process is tokens or terms which make it easy to count 
the number of the same terms in each document or any other calculation process 
required for calculating the weight of each term in each document.
Stop word removal is the process of removing punctuation marks, formatting 
tags, digits, prepositions, pronouns, conjunction, and auxiliary verbs. Stop words 
can be defined as a set of words that contains high frequency in the document 
collection and will not help us in the categorization process. The removal of stop 
words has many advantages, such as reducing the size of the document collection 
and allowing for deciding the most frequent term in each document. The Arabic 
language includes several types of stop words. Besides, general words, numbers, 
and symbols and special characters are also considered as stop words in several 
applications. Arabic text may also contain words, letters, or sentences from 
another language such as English. Most applications removed them from the text 
before processing.
Stemming is defined as the process that returns the segment of the word left 
after removing some prefixes and suffixes from the word. This process is usually 
used to reduce the size of the term set of each document in the collection of training 
documents used in the categorization process [5].
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Term selection is defined as the process of selecting the best terms to reduce 
the term space. In term selection, each term is assigned a weight value based on a 
weighting scheme in a given text, and then the text is represented as a vector of the 
weighted terms, and this weight value is used to select the most important terms.
Term weighting: in this process, the terms in the text are weighted using the 
vector space model. In the vector space model, each term in the text is assigned a 
weight value based on a method called term frequency-inverse document frequency 
(TF-IDF). This method is considered one of the most popular methods used to 
compute term weights [9]. In term frequency-inverse document frequency method, 
the TF refers to the number of occurrences of term i in a document j, whereas IDF 
can be computed as follows:
  IDF i,j = log ( N _ n i ) (1)
where N is the total number of documents in the collection; ni is the number of 
documents in the collection that contain the term i.
After the term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF) are com-
puted for each term, the term weight (Wi,j) is obtained using the following equation:
  W i,j =  TF i,j ×  IDF i,j (2)
3.1 Some related works for Arabic text categorization
In the last few years, the importance of text categorization for the Arabic 
language has attracted many researchers. In this section, we just briefly review 
some of them. For example, and starting from 2006, some works have used the 
K-nearest neighbor method for the categorization of Arabic text [10, 11]. Duwairi in 
[12] compared the three classifiers: Naïve Bayes (NB), K-nearest neighbor (K-NN), 
and distance-based algorithms for categorizing Arabic text; then Mesleh in [13] 
proposed an approach using support vector machine (SVM).
Duwairi et al. [14] applied the K-nearest neighbor algorithm for the categoriza-
tion of Arabic text to compare among three stemming techniques: full stemming, 
light stemming, and word clusters.
Both Thabtah et al. [15] Noaman et al. [16] proposed approaches based on Naïve 
Bayesian method for Arabic text categorization. For this purpose, the authors used 
chi-square for feature selection and Naïve Bayesian for categorization. Gharib et al. 
[17] applied a support vector machine (SVM) to deal with the problem.
In 2011, several researches were published dealing with Arabic text categoriza-
tion, and some of them used the same classical methods used before but for differ-
ent datasets [18] and using different preprocessing methods such as stemming [19].
Some researchers provide a comparative study of some existing approaches. For 
example, the work presented in [20] compares the sequential minimal optimization 
(SMO), Naïve Bayesian, and decision tree (C4.5) algorithms to find the most appli-
cable method for the classification of the stemmed and the non-stemmed Arabic 
text. Both [21] and [22] have proposed Hybrid approaches proposed that combined 
the K-nearest neighbor method and the binary particle swarm optimization. In the 
same year, an interesting approach based on association rule mining is proposed by 
Al-Radaideh et al. in [1].
In 2012, a neural network-based method was proposed by [23]. The authors used 
learning vector quantization (LVQ ) algorithm and Kohonen self-organizing map 
(SOM) to find similarities in text for the purpose of categorization.
The researches continue proposing different methods to handle the categori-
zation problem of the Arabic text. In 2015, a survey and a comparative study of 
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before processing.
Stemming is defined as the process that returns the segment of the word left 
after removing some prefixes and suffixes from the word. This process is usually 
used to reduce the size of the term set of each document in the collection of training 
documents used in the categorization process [5].
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Term selection is defined as the process of selecting the best terms to reduce 
the term space. In term selection, each term is assigned a weight value based on a 
weighting scheme in a given text, and then the text is represented as a vector of the 
weighted terms, and this weight value is used to select the most important terms.
Term weighting: in this process, the terms in the text are weighted using the 
vector space model. In the vector space model, each term in the text is assigned a 
weight value based on a method called term frequency-inverse document frequency 
(TF-IDF). This method is considered one of the most popular methods used to 
compute term weights [9]. In term frequency-inverse document frequency method, 
the TF refers to the number of occurrences of term i in a document j, whereas IDF 
can be computed as follows:
  IDF i,j = log ( N _ n i ) (1)
where N is the total number of documents in the collection; ni is the number of 
documents in the collection that contain the term i.
After the term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF) are com-
puted for each term, the term weight (Wi,j) is obtained using the following equation:
  W i,j =  TF i,j ×  IDF i,j (2)
3.1 Some related works for Arabic text categorization
In the last few years, the importance of text categorization for the Arabic 
language has attracted many researchers. In this section, we just briefly review 
some of them. For example, and starting from 2006, some works have used the 
K-nearest neighbor method for the categorization of Arabic text [10, 11]. Duwairi in 
[12] compared the three classifiers: Naïve Bayes (NB), K-nearest neighbor (K-NN), 
and distance-based algorithms for categorizing Arabic text; then Mesleh in [13] 
proposed an approach using support vector machine (SVM).
Duwairi et al. [14] applied the K-nearest neighbor algorithm for the categoriza-
tion of Arabic text to compare among three stemming techniques: full stemming, 
light stemming, and word clusters.
Both Thabtah et al. [15] Noaman et al. [16] proposed approaches based on Naïve 
Bayesian method for Arabic text categorization. For this purpose, the authors used 
chi-square for feature selection and Naïve Bayesian for categorization. Gharib et al. 
[17] applied a support vector machine (SVM) to deal with the problem.
In 2011, several researches were published dealing with Arabic text categoriza-
tion, and some of them used the same classical methods used before but for differ-
ent datasets [18] and using different preprocessing methods such as stemming [19].
Some researchers provide a comparative study of some existing approaches. For 
example, the work presented in [20] compares the sequential minimal optimization 
(SMO), Naïve Bayesian, and decision tree (C4.5) algorithms to find the most appli-
cable method for the classification of the stemmed and the non-stemmed Arabic 
text. Both [21] and [22] have proposed Hybrid approaches proposed that combined 
the K-nearest neighbor method and the binary particle swarm optimization. In the 
same year, an interesting approach based on association rule mining is proposed by 
Al-Radaideh et al. in [1].
In 2012, a neural network-based method was proposed by [23]. The authors used 
learning vector quantization (LVQ ) algorithm and Kohonen self-organizing map 
(SOM) to find similarities in text for the purpose of categorization.
The researches continue proposing different methods to handle the categori-
zation problem of the Arabic text. In 2015, a survey and a comparative study of 
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several approaches were presented by [24]. Besides, Al-Radaideh and Al-Khateeb 
[8] applied the associative classifier to classifying Arabic articles from the medical 
domain. The experimental results reported by the authors showed that the associa-
tive classification approach outperformed the Ripper, SVM, C4.5 algorithms.
One of the most frequent challenges in automatic text categorization is the 
high dimensionality of terms that may affect the performance of the categoriza-
tion model. A good solution to overcome this challenge is to use feature selection/
reduction methods that allow selecting a subset of terms that best represent the 
whole text in the best way. Ghareb et al. [25] tackled the feature selection part of 
the text categorization problem where they presented a hybrid feature selection 
approach that combines several feature selection methods with an enhanced 
version of the genetic algorithms (GA). In the same direction, the authors of [2] 
proposed three enhanced filter feature selection methods (Category Relevant 
Feature Measure, Modified Category Discriminated Measure, and Odd Ratio2) 
for text classification.
3.2 Case study
One of the recent approaches that tackled the dimensionality reduction issue 
is proposed by Al-Radaideh and AlAbrat [26]. They proposed a method that used 
the term weighting and the reduct concept of the rough set theory to reduce the 
number of terms used to generate the classification rules that represent the rough 
set classifier.
Figure 1. 
The main phases of the classic text categorization process.
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The classification process starts with the classic preprocessing phase, which 
includes the tokenization step, stop word removal, term weighting, term stemming, 
and term selection. The main phases of the text categorization process are presented 
in Figure 1. The reduct concept was used to reduce the number of selected terms. 
The next phase is the rule generation phase. For this purpose, the authors enhanced 
the quick reduct method and proposed a multiple minimal reduct extraction 
method. The generated multiple reducts were used to generate the set of classifica-
tion rules which represent the rough set classifier.
For evaluation purposes, an Arabic corpus of 2700 documents and 9 categories 
has been used. The documents in the corpus have been categorized manually by 
human experts into nine categories (art, economy, health, law, literature, politics, 
religion, sport, and technology). Documents in the corpus were evenly distributed 
on the 9 mentioned categories, with each having 300 documents.
Two experiments were reported, the first using single minimal reduct and the sec-
ond using multiple reducts. The F-measure metric for the two methods is presented 
in Table 1. In addition, the reported results showed that the proposed approach had 
achieved an overall categorization accuracy of 94% when using multiple reducts, 
which outperformed the single-reduct method which achieved an accuracy of 86%.
4. Arabic sentiment analysis
The growth in the use of the social network’s applications such as Facebook, 
Instagram, and Twitter has emerged into a huge volume of user reviews and 
opinions about the particular aspects of products or services where people like to 
share their opinions, feelings, experiences, thoughts, and preferences about these 
services, products, or events [27]. Reviewers express their feeling according to their 
understanding and observation.
In practice, this opinion can be used for identifying user interest and trends. One 
may have a positive opinion, while some others may have a negative opinion at the 
same time regarding a particular event or a service, and some express a neutral feeling.
Sentiment analysis is considered as one of the recent applications of text catego-
rization that categorize the emotions expressed in a text [27]. To handle the huge 
amount of textual reviews and opinions, an intelligent automatic method is needed 
to analyze this huge content and classify it as positive, negative, or neutral opinion. 
In literature, this automatic process is called sentiment analysis (SA). Sentiment 
analysis is defined as the task that identifies the polarity of the review or the writer’s 











The F-measure for the two approaches.
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in Table 1. In addition, the reported results showed that the proposed approach had 
achieved an overall categorization accuracy of 94% when using multiple reducts, 
which outperformed the single-reduct method which achieved an accuracy of 86%.
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The growth in the use of the social network’s applications such as Facebook, 
Instagram, and Twitter has emerged into a huge volume of user reviews and 
opinions about the particular aspects of products or services where people like to 
share their opinions, feelings, experiences, thoughts, and preferences about these 
services, products, or events [27]. Reviewers express their feeling according to their 
understanding and observation.
In practice, this opinion can be used for identifying user interest and trends. One 
may have a positive opinion, while some others may have a negative opinion at the 
same time regarding a particular event or a service, and some express a neutral feeling.
Sentiment analysis is considered as one of the recent applications of text catego-
rization that categorize the emotions expressed in a text [27]. To handle the huge 
amount of textual reviews and opinions, an intelligent automatic method is needed 
to analyze this huge content and classify it as positive, negative, or neutral opinion. 
In literature, this automatic process is called sentiment analysis (SA). Sentiment 
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attitude toward a particular topic, product, or a service is positive, negative, or 
neutral [28]. In recent years, this topic attracted many organizations where they use 
sentiment analysis to enhance the customer relationship management, improve the 
marketing process, and provide the client’s feedback.
In practice, to analyze and classify sentiments of people is a difficult task to 
handle. There are several reasons for this issue. For example, the shared reviews and 
feelings are usually not in a structured format and written in a nonstandard language. 
Therefore, this analysis requires special techniques and semantic algorithms [29].
The science behind sentiment analysis is based on algorithms that use natural 
language processing concepts to categorize pieces of written text. The algorithms 
are usually designed to identify positive and negative words, such as “beautiful,” 
“fantastic,” “disappointing,” and “terrible.” There are mainly two levels of sentiment 
analysis, document level and sentence level.
Most sentiment analyzers work by one or a hybrid of the following four main 
approaches in scoring a sentence or document for the sentiment [30]:
1. Lexicon-based methods. These methods consider a lexicon dictionary for iden-
tifying the polarity of the text. Some predefined lists of positive and negative 
words were stored with their predefined scores (weights). The methods search 
for important keywords (usually verbs and adjectives) along with modifiers 
like negation words.
2. Rule-based methods. These methods look at the presence of some vocabulary 
words in sentences and use a set of predefined manually crafted rules to cat-
egorize these sentences by sentiment.
3. Machine learning methods. These methods treat the problem of sentiment 
analysis as a classification problem. The methods require some annotated 
datasets for training. The annotated datasets are lists of texts with sentiments 
manually recognized. If we take a massive amount of such texts and feed some 
machine learning algorithms (like Naïve Bayes, neural networks, SVM, deep 
learning) with them, it will learn how to identify or predict sentiment auto-
matically. The machine learning methods usually involve some steps such as 
feature extraction from text and training and prediction processes.
4. Combined/hybrid methods. These methods use a lexicon dictionary along with 
pre-labeled dataset for developing a classification model using some machine 
learning approaches. Usually, by combining two approaches, the methods can 
improve the accuracy and precision of the sentiment analysis process.
4.1 Some related works to Arabic sentiment analysis
The majority of work on sentiment analysis has mainly targeted English text, 
whereas other languages such as the Arabic language have not received enough 
attention and focus. In recent years, several approaches were developed for Arabic 
sentiment analysis, where different works were started using different feature 
selection techniques and different dataset types from several different domains. 
Here we review some of these efforts.
For example, Abdul-Mageed et al. in [31] proposed a supervised machine learn-
ing system for sentiment analysis. They investigated different lexicon information 
to be either lemma or lexeme. The system used a sentence-level sentiment analysis. 
In the same year, Shoukry and Rafea [32] investigated using two classical machine 
learning methods: the Naïve Bayes and support vector machine classifiers.
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In 2013, Al-Kabi et al. [33] investigated different classification methods for sen-
timent analysis. The methods include support vector machine and the Naïve Bayes. 
The TF-IDF term weighting method is used in the preprocessing step. Abdulla et al. 
in [34] investigated two main approaches, the corpus approach and the lexicon 
approach, by manually building the annotated corpus from the art domain.
Al-Subaihin and Al-Khalifa [35] provided a sentiment analysis system for Arabic 
text. Two algorithms have been designed to analyze and classify the text for their 
sentiment polarity. The system allows the users to annotate large Arabic text corpus 
using a game component. Then the system uses the sentiment analyzer component 
to classify the polarity of the text.
In 2014, some researchers investigated the effects of stemming, feature correla-
tion, and n-gram models for Arabic sentiment analysis [6]. For the classification 
purpose, three classical classifiers were used, Naive Bayes, K-nearest neighbor, and 
SVM. In the same direction, Al-Radaideh and Twaiq [36] proposed to use the reduct 
concept of rough set theory as a term reduction method for the sentiment analysis 
of Arabic tweets. Both the number of the generated rules and then the number of 
reducts were used to measure the performance of the proposed method.
In 2015, a supervised ensemble-based classifier proposed by [37] combined 
different types of features such as opinion and discourse features. The classifier 
combines the three classifiers (MaxEnt, ANN, and SVM) with the majority voting 
for rules matching.
The standard Arabic corpus was always a problem for the researchers in the senti-
ment analysis domain. A prototype Arabic corpus was proposed, in 2016, by Al-Kabi 
et al. in [38]. The corpus could be used for sentiment analysis, Arabic reviews, and 
comments. The corpus consists of 250 topics related to 5 predefined domains.
Recently in 2017, Al-Radaideh and Al-Qudah [28] introduced how to use the 
concepts of rough set theory for term selection for sentiment analysis. The work 
considered an extension to work presented in [36]. The presented study used 
compared four reduct generation approaches and two rule generation methods. 
The results of the experiments showed that using rough set reduct techniques 
lead to different results, and some of them can perform better than non-rough set 
classifier. The conclusion of the work indicates that using the concepts of rough set 
theory for term selection/reduction can achieve good results.
Interesting work is presented by [39] where the authors used a standard corpus 
and made a review and performance comparison for some of the state-of-the-art 
approaches used in the multilingual sentiment analysis. One of the surprise results 
of the study is that the output accuracy of the reviewed approaches using the used 
standard corpus is far lower than the accuracies reported by the original research. 
This was justified due to the lack of details in the published works, which did not 
allow for exact reproduction of the reviewed methods. In some cases, the reported 
results by the original authors are not comparable with the results reported by [39] 
because they used different tools, experiment settings, and corpus.
After reviewing the results presented in some of the reviewed work, we could 
notice that no stable results were reported for the same methods used in the sentiment 
analysis process. This could be justified that the authors used different Arabic corpora 
with different dialectics and different stemming techniques and stop word lists.
5. Arabic text summarization
Text summarization is the process of producing a shorter version of a specific 
text. The main goal of automatic text summarization is condensing the source text 
into a shorter version (summary) preserving its information content and overall 
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attention and focus. In recent years, several approaches were developed for Arabic 
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selection techniques and different dataset types from several different domains. 
Here we review some of these efforts.
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Text summarization is the process of producing a shorter version of a specific 
text. The main goal of automatic text summarization is condensing the source text 
into a shorter version (summary) preserving its information content and overall 
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meaning. In practice, the process aims to extract the most important text segments 
(called summary) found in a single document or a set of related documents.
To generate a perfect summary and still convey the important information in 
the original text, a full understanding of the original full documents is critical. To 
understand the document is considered a hard task since it requires semantic and 
morphological analysis [3].
5.1 Categories of text summarization approaches
Text summarization methods can be categorized based on different criteria. 
These categories are summarized as follows:
1. The first category is based on the input of the summarization process. The 
category includes two types, single- and multi-document summarization. In 
the single-document summarization, only one document is used as an input 
to the text summarization process. The work of Suneetha and Fatima [40] is 
an example of this type. In the multi-document summarization, the input 
is more than one document (a cluster of related text documents), and the 
output is a single summary. The work of Kumar and Salim [41] is an example 
of this type.
2. The second category is based on the output of the summarization process, and 
here also we have two approaches, extractive and abstractive. In the extrac-
tive approach, the extractive summary is created by copying significant units 
(usually sentences) of the original document. The extractive approach involves 
two main steps: in the first step, the sentences are assigned some scores on how 
important they are, while in the second step, the highest-ranking sentences are 
extracted and presented as a summary. An example of this type is the work of 
Gupta and Lehal [42].
In the abstractive approach, an abstractive summary relies on the idea of 
understanding the original text and retelling it in fewer words; a new vocabu-
lary is added, or even novel sentences are unseen in the original sources. 
Abstractive approaches require deep natural processing such as semantic 
representation, compression of sentences, and the reformulation and use of 
natural language generation techniques, which did not yet reach a mature stage 
today. An example of this type is the work of Lloret and Palomar [43].
3. The third category is based on the content of the text, and here, two subcatego-
ries were found, indicative summary and informative summary. The indicative 
summary does not substitute the source document; it presents an indication 
about the document purpose and approach to the user so that the reader can 
choose which of the original documents to read further. An example of this 
type is the work presented in [44]. The informative summary can substitute 
the original document(s) by including informative facts that were reported in 
the original document. The work of [45] is an example of this type.
4. The fourth category is based on the generality of the summary, where two 
subcategories were found, generic and query-based summary. In the generic 
approach, the summarization system creates a summary of a document or a set 
of documents taking into account all the information found in the document. 
The work introduced in [46] is an example of this type. For the query-based 
summary, which is also known as user-focused or topic-focused, user-oriented 
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summarization systems try to build a summary relevant only to the user query. 
The work introduced in [47] is an example of this type of summarization.
5. The last category is based on the purpose of the summarization process. The 
category concerns the possible uses of the summary and the potential read-
ers of the summary. It is divided into two types: domain-independent and 
domain-dependent. Domain-independent approaches do not have any pre-
defined limitations and can accept different types of text. This kind of summa-
rization makes few assumptions about the audience or the goal for generating 
the summary; anyone may end up reading the summary. An example of this 
type is the work in [48]. For the domain-specific approach, the system only 
summarizes documents belonging to a specific domain such as the medical 
domain; these kinds of systems exert some limitations on the subject of docu-
ments. Such systems know everything about a special domain and use this 
information for summarization. An example of this type is the work of Al-
Radaideh and Bataineh [3].
5.2 The importance and usage of text summarization
Automatic text summarization systems are very significant in various domains 
such as news, medical, oil and gas, legal, and political domains. A good example, 
where text summarization could be used in the political domain, is the work 
presented in [49]. The authors introduced an automatic summarization system that 
summarizes the proceedings of the European Parliament using word clouds.
In general, text summarization is a very important text analysis and processing 
task and can be used for several purposes and several tasks. These can be summa-
rized in the following points:
1. Text summarization allows users to quickly find the specific information they 
are looking for within documents.
2. It is important for different applications in natural language processing (NLP) 
such as information retrieval, question answering, and text classification sys-
tems. These applications can save time and resources, having their actual input 
text in condensed forms [50].
3. It has become very important for assisting and interpreting text information 
in today’s fast-growing information age. This is presented in many applica-
tions for summarization such as summarizing news to short message services 
(SMS) or wireless application protocol format (WAP) for mobile phone, 
email summary, government officials’ messages, or information for people in 
business [42].
4. Search engines such as Google uses text summarization to present compressed 
descriptions of the search results, to help users to decide the relevant docu-
ments quickly [43].
5. Summarizing domain-specific text such as news articles and political docu-
ments can lead to several benefits, such as:
• It allows people who are interested in the political domain such as politi-
cians to use text summarization in making decisions and getting the needed 
information instead of reading the whole document.
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meaning. In practice, the process aims to extract the most important text segments 
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cians to use text summarization in making decisions and getting the needed 
information instead of reading the whole document.
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• Journalists in newspapers and electronic media take a long time in the 
preparation of news reports and articles due to a large number of archival 
and online documents related to the subject.
• Web users who are browsing newspapers and electronic media are over-
whelmed with political news every day. Text summarization can save their 
time by helping them to decide which news to read.
• Mobile companies can use text summarization to summarize urgent news 
and events to SMS or WAP format and text them to their clients to keep 
them up to date with the latest news.
• Workers in the news agencies can prepare news briefs with the help of the 
text summarization.
• Producers of television programs and shows can use text summarization in 
making their stories and reports.
5.3 Some work in text summarization
The work on text summarization started a long time ago and still attracts many 
researchers. Several text summarization methods for English and other languages 
have been proposed in the literature. Over time, attention has shifted from summa-
rizing scientific articles to news articles, electronic mail messages, advertisements, 
and sentiment-based text.
Research in automatic text summarization has gained importance with the 
widespread use of the Internet and the rapid increase of online information. 
Over the years, numerous automatic text summarization approaches have been 
proposed for English and other languages. For example, Silla Jr. et al. [51] tackled 
the automatic text summarization task as a classification problem. They used 
machine learning-oriented classification methods to produce summaries for 
documents based on a set of attributes describing those documents. Another 
example is the work presented in [52], where the authors proposed a summariza-
tion approach based on GA for sentence extraction. The approach used GA to 
produce a good summary that is readable, cohesive, and similar to the topic of 
the document.
Recent research focus has shifted to domain-specific summarization techniques 
that utilize the available knowledge specific to the domain of text [53] where auto-
matic text summarization techniques have been applied to various domains such as 
medical, political, news, and legal domains proving that adapting domain-relevant 
features could improve the summarization performance. For example, Chen 
et al. [54] have proposed an automated text summarization approach (known as 
AutoTextSumm) to summarize oil and gas drilling articles. The approach combines 
statistical features, domain keywords, synonym words, and sentence position to 
extract the most important points in the document.
Some researchers tackled the multilingual text summarization. For example, 
Litvak et al. [55] have proposed a single-document extractive summarization called 
MUSE (multilingual sentence extractor) to improve multilingual summarization. 
The authors applied genetic algorithms to define a perfect weighted linear combina-
tion among 31 text-scoring techniques.
Nandhini and Balasundaram [56] have proposed a genetic-based text summa-
rization system to assist in reading difficulties. The system considers informative 
score, readability score, and sentence similarity scores to weight the sentence of 
the text.
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5.4 Arabic summarization methods
The first Arabic text summarization system called (Lakhas) has been proposed 
and implemented by [57]. This system uses some sentence scoring features such as 
term frequency, sentence position, words in the title, and cue words. A weighted 
linear combination of these features is used to score sentences. The top-ranked 
sentences are extracted to form the final summary.
A query-based extractive summarization approach has been proposed by [58]. 
The approach makes use of the phrasal decomposition of the text where each 
sentence is ascribed a scoring function that is used to identify the most relevant 
sentences in the text.
Al-Radaideh and Afif [59] proposed an approach that depends mainly on nouns 
to indicate the importance of the sentence. The approach was originally proposed 
for the Korean language.
Sobh in [60] proposed an Arabic extractive text summarization system based on 
machine learning, which integrates Bayesian classifier and genetic programming 
(GP) classifier in an optimized way to extract the summary sentences.
Hammo et al. [61] proposed a hybrid approach for Arabic text summarization. 
The approach used heuristic methods to rank text segments by assigning weighted 
scores to text segments. They used the Arabic WordNet to identify the thematic 
structure of the input text to select the most relevant sentences.
Two extractive approaches were proposed by [62]. The first is a graph-based 
approach, where the text is represented as a graph. The sentences represent the 
nodes of the graph, and edges between nodes represent the similarity between 
sentences. The second is a hybrid approach that combines the first approach with a 
statistical-based model.
Imam et al. [63] proposed an ontology-based summarization system for Arabic 
document. The system is a query-based system where the generated summaries aim 
at the user’s interest according to the user query.
Oufaida et al. [64] proposed a summarization technique based on a statistical 
approach for assigning scores, to get minimum redundant and maximum relevance 
terms. Al-khawaldeh and Samawi [65] proposed an Arabic text summarization 
approach based on lexical cohesion and text entailment (LCEAS).
Al-Taani and Al-Rousan [66] proposed a multi-document text summarization 
approach based on clustering techniques. The clustering depends on text semantic 
to extract relationship across the sentences in a group of related documents.
5.5 Case study
One of the recent proposed approaches is presented by Al-Radaideh and 
Bataineh [3]. The authors proposed a hybrid, single-document text summarization 
approach that incorporates domain knowledge, statistical features, and genetic 
algorithms to extract important sentences from the Arabic text. The experimented 
domain was the political domain. The approach is tested using two corpora, the 
KALIMAT corpus and Essex Arabic Summaries Corpus (EASC).
KALIMAT corpus is a multipurpose Arabic corpus which contains 20,291 Arabic 
articles that were collected from the Al Watan newspaper. The articles in this corpus 
are divided into different topics, including political newswires. For each article there 
are two different summaries summarized by two human experts. The Essex Arabic 
Summaries Corpus (EASC) contains 153 Arabic articles collected from Wikipedia 
and Al Ra’i and Al Watan newspapers. The dataset contains 10 main topics including 
politics. For each document, five model extractive summaries are available.
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The approach used heuristic methods to rank text segments by assigning weighted 
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Bataineh [3]. The authors proposed a hybrid, single-document text summarization 
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algorithms to extract important sentences from the Arabic text. The experimented 
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KALIMAT corpus is a multipurpose Arabic corpus which contains 20,291 Arabic 
articles that were collected from the Al Watan newspaper. The articles in this corpus 
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and Al Ra’i and Al Watan newspapers. The dataset contains 10 main topics including 
politics. For each document, five model extractive summaries are available.
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The approach followed the typical main phases and steps of summarization 
systems. These phases are depicted in Figure 2. It can be noticed that some of the 
steps such as tokenization and stemming are general steps and are used across most 
text mining tasks such as text categorization and sentiment analysis.
In the approach of [3], the summarization process starts by passing the text into 
some preprocessing steps, which include text tokenization, stemming, and part of 
speech tagging. To evaluate and give a score to a sentence (si) that may appear in the 
final summary, the approach used several metrics. These metrics include the domain 
knowledge score (Dkw), term frequency (TF), sentence length (SLen), sentence 
position (SPos), and sentence similarity to the document’s title (SSTitle). This score is 
called the informative score of the sentence which is used to determine its importance.
  Score  (si) = Dkw  (si) + TF  (si) + SLen  (si) + SPos  (si) + SSTitle  (si) . (3)
Dkw (si) is the score assigned to a sentence based on the number of political 
keywords it contains by summing up the weights assigned to the keywords in the 
domain knowledge base.
In the summary generation phase, the final summary is generated using the 
informative cores, semantic similarity, and genetic algorithms. To extract a cohe-
sive summary from the text, the approach used the cosine similar to discover how 
sentences are related to each other.
The Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) metric was 
used to compare the automatically generated summaries by the approach against 
the summaries generated by humans. The ROUGE metric relies on different 
Figure 2. 
The phases of the summarization process.
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types of n-gram co-occurrence. ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 compute the number of 
overlapping unigrams and bigrams, respectively, between the summary extracted 
by the summarization system and the golden summary created by humans. For 
each one of these metrics, the recall (R), precision (P), and F-measure (F) were 
calculated. Recall (R) is a measure of the coverage of the system (completeness). 
Precision (P) is a measure of correctness to find out how many sentences that the 
system returns are correct. F-measure (F) is calculated based on precision and 
recall to provide a single measurement for a summarizer. All the formulas are 
found in [3].
The approach is tested using two different compression ratios 25% and 40%. 
The approach is tested using the KALIMAT corpus with and without using the 
domain knowledge. The results are presented in Table 2. It can be noticed from the 
results presented in Table 2 that the proposed approach using the domain knowl-
edge achieved higher recall, precision, and F-measure values at both 25% and 40% 
compression ratios. The approach demonstrated promising results when summariz-
ing Arabic political documents with an average F-measure of 60.5% at the compres-
sion ratio of 40%. This indicates the effect of using the domain knowledge corpus in 
the summarization process.
In the end, the approach is compared against two other Arabic text summariza-
tion approaches [62, 64] at a compression ratio of 40%. The results are presented 
in Figure 3.
6. Conclusion
This chapter discussed the three main text mining applications for Arabic 
language. These applications are text categorization, sentiment analysis, and text 
summarization. The chapter also reviewed some of the main related works to 
Without domain knowledge Using domain knowledge
CR = 25% CR = 40% CR = 25% CR = 40%
Recall 36.6% 59.6% 31.9% 50.3%
Precision 62.6% 57.5% 60.7% 56.1%
F-measure 45.8% 60.5% 41.4% 52.8%
Table 2. 
The ROUGE-1 evaluation results of the approach.
Figure 3. 
Results of the three approaches.
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these applications and discusses some cases in detail. As a conclusion, although 
the process of Arabic text categorization was adopted by many researchers who 
have implemented several categorization algorithms, this field still needs more 
efforts to be enriched with new and improved algorithms. Till now, most proposed 
approaches used some well-known methods that could be used for different lan-
guages. In the future, new approaches that use the features of Arabic language need 
to be investigated. A real implementation of a complete Arabic text classification 
system is still a challenge.
As conclusion for sentiment analysis applications, we can say that some chal-
lenges still face the researches in this domain and need to be tackled. These chal-
lenges may apply to several languages, including Arabic. Sentiment analysis systems 
cannot understand perfectly the complexities of the human language. Recognizing 
context and tone is a difficult process for a machine. Beside, sentiment analysis is 
still rather incompetent in measuring things such as sarcasm, skepticism, hope, 
anxiety, or excitement.
Another challenge is that sentiment analysis needs to move beyond a one-
dimensional positive to negative scale because there are other kinds of sentiment 
that cannot be placed on a simple scale. We need a multidimensional scale to truly 
understand and capture the broad range of emotions that humans express. The last 
challenge that should be noted is that sentiment analysis is highly domain centered. 
This means that a developed solution for one domain (e.g., mobile phones) will 
not directly work on other domains (e.g., hotels). The phrases and patterns used 
to express sentiment vary across domains and need to be adapted when switching 
between domains.
As for Arabic text summarization, it is still as one of the open, challenging areas 
for research in natural language processing (NLP) and text mining fields. Despite 
the existence of plenty of research work in the domain-based summarization in 
English and other languages, there is a lack of such work in Arabic due to the short-
age of existing knowledge bases. This should motivate the researchers to develop 
automatic summarization approaches and applications to handle the increasing 
amount of electronic Arabic documents.
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these applications and discusses some cases in detail. As a conclusion, although 
the process of Arabic text categorization was adopted by many researchers who 
have implemented several categorization algorithms, this field still needs more 
efforts to be enriched with new and improved algorithms. Till now, most proposed 
approaches used some well-known methods that could be used for different lan-
guages. In the future, new approaches that use the features of Arabic language need 
to be investigated. A real implementation of a complete Arabic text classification 
system is still a challenge.
As conclusion for sentiment analysis applications, we can say that some chal-
lenges still face the researches in this domain and need to be tackled. These chal-
lenges may apply to several languages, including Arabic. Sentiment analysis systems 
cannot understand perfectly the complexities of the human language. Recognizing 
context and tone is a difficult process for a machine. Beside, sentiment analysis is 
still rather incompetent in measuring things such as sarcasm, skepticism, hope, 
anxiety, or excitement.
Another challenge is that sentiment analysis needs to move beyond a one-
dimensional positive to negative scale because there are other kinds of sentiment 
that cannot be placed on a simple scale. We need a multidimensional scale to truly 
understand and capture the broad range of emotions that humans express. The last 
challenge that should be noted is that sentiment analysis is highly domain centered. 
This means that a developed solution for one domain (e.g., mobile phones) will 
not directly work on other domains (e.g., hotels). The phrases and patterns used 
to express sentiment vary across domains and need to be adapted when switching 
between domains.
As for Arabic text summarization, it is still as one of the open, challenging areas 
for research in natural language processing (NLP) and text mining fields. Despite 
the existence of plenty of research work in the domain-based summarization in 
English and other languages, there is a lack of such work in Arabic due to the short-
age of existing knowledge bases. This should motivate the researchers to develop 
automatic summarization approaches and applications to handle the increasing 
amount of electronic Arabic documents.
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How to leverage insights into big electronic health records (EHRs) becomes 
increasingly important for accomplishing precision medicine to improve the qual-
ity of human healthcare. When analyzing big Chinese EHRs, there are a lot of 
applications that we need to categorize patients’ diseases according to the medical 
coding standard. In this paper, we develop natural language processing (NLP), deep 
learning, and machine learning algorithms to automatically categorize each patient’s 
individual diseases into the ICD-10 standard. Experimental results show that the 
convolutional neural network (CNN) algorithm outperforms the recurrent neural 
network (RNN)-based long short-term memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent unit 
(GRU) algorithms, and it generates much better results than the support vector 
machine (SVM), one of the most popular conventional machine learning algorithms, 
demonstrating the great impact of deep learning on medical big data analysis.
Keywords: electronic health record, natural language processing, deep learning, 
convolutional neural networks, long short-term memory, gated recurrent unit, SVM, 
ICD-10
1. Introduction
It has been found out that the analysis of the big EHR can help accomplish 
precision medicine for patients to improve the quality of human healthcare. In 
EHR analysis, there are a lot of applications that need to categorize each patient’s 
disease into the corresponding category with respect to a medical coding standard. 
The automatic categorization is very desirable for the massive EHR data sets. In 
this paper, we develop deep learning algorithms for semantic text classification of 
EHR. Our categorization system consists of four core components to accomplish the 
disease categorization. Firstly, by using domain knowledge of medical informat-
ics and techniques of information fusion, we construct structured & meaningful 
patients’ clinic profiles from the scattered and heterogeneous medical records 
such as inpatient and outpatient records, lab tests, treatment plans, and doctors’ 
prescriptions for medications in the EHRs. This makes it possible for us to leverage 
the insights from the big data with artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms. Secondly, 
we extract each patient’s historical disease descriptions in the clinic profiles and 
take each of them as a document for categorization. Thirdly, we use NLP algorithms 
for document tokenization and vector representation when necessary. The last 
component is to train the predictive model based on supervised classification to 
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categorize each disease into one of the 26 categories according to the first-level 
disease categories of the 10th version of the International Classification of Diseases 
(ICD-10) and Related Health Problems to standardize medical records [1] through 
text data categorization using deep learning algorithms such as the CNN, LSTM, 
and GRU neural networks. Experiments of comprehensive studies show that the 
CNN algorithm outperforms the other deep learning algorithms, and it generates 
much better results than the traditional machine learning algorithms for the same 
data set according to the quantitative metric of F1-score.
Our contributions are demonstrated in the following two aspects:
• We construct the patients’ individual clinic profiles from the scattered and 
heterogeneous clinic records and tables in real EHRs with our medical domain 
knowledge together with medical informatics for medical information pro-
cessing. The constructed clinic profiles make it feasible for us to generate 
actionable intelligence from the unstructured EHR raw data sets using machine 
learning, NLP and artificial intelligence algorithms (AI).
• We design and train predictive models with NLP, embedded representations, 
and deep neural network algorithms to categorize patients’ diseases into ICD-
10 standard.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. The research methodology is 
discussed in detail in Section 2. The experimental results are presented in Section 3, 
and the conclusions of the paper are made in Section 4 together with some discus-
sions and the direction of future work.
2. Research methodology
This research consists of 4 components for the categorization of EHRs: problem 
definition and data preparation and collection from EHR, text data extraction from 
the prepared and collected data, the tokenization of the Chinese documents using 
NLP, and supervised deep learning algorithms with embedded vector representa-
tions for tokens/words as inputs to the neural network architectures for the semantic 
categorization of each patient’s disease symptom description into ICD-10 standard.
2.1 Problem definition and data collection
For the research of Chinese medical healthcare data analysis, we have obtained 
the Chinese EHRs from 10 Chinese hospitals in Shandong Province, China. These 
EHRs contain 179 scattered and heterogeneous clinic records and tables, for 
example, the patients’ admission records, outpatient records, inpatient hospitaliza-
tion records, all kinds of lab tests, prescriptions for medication information, surgery 
information, hospital and doctor information, patients’ personal information and 
their family information. However, the data quality is not satisfactory because it is 
still at the early stage for the Chinese hospitals to create the EHRs for patients, and 
most of the doctors are more willing to write notes on their patients’ record books 
rather than to type their notes in the computer systems. As a result, in the 179 clinic 
tables, only a portion of them contains useful information and there are too many 
non-filled columns in many tables. After the preprocessing process, only 85 tables 
are selected and even in these 85 tables, many records do not contain useful informa-
tion and we need to do additional processing such as data governance [2] for some 
applications. We then construct individual clinic profiles for patients by using the 
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method of database information fusion on the scattered and heterogeneous 85 tables 
according to the medical domain knowledge. The constructed clinic profiles contain 
each patient’s individual symptom descriptions, diagnosis records, lab tests, doctor’s 
treatment plans, and prescriptions for each office visit or each day’s hospitalization, 
forming the clinic profiles. The clinic profile is very useful for all applications about 
the EHR analysis with machine learning. But for this categorization task, we only 
extract the disease symptom description of individual patients from the constructed 
clinic profiles, and then we use NLP, machine learning, and AI algorithms to analyze 
them. The number of valid records with non-empty symptom description in the 
EHR is significantly reduced after all preprocessing steps.
2.2 The tokenization of Chinese documents
When we use machine learning for document categorization, documents first 
need to be tokenized into individual words or tokens. For traditional machine learn-
ing algorithms, documents are represented as feature vectors with the bag of words 
(BOW) feature engineering method. For deep learning algorithms, each document 
is the input of the deep learning architecture with individual tokens represented as 
word embeddings. So, we first tokenize each Chinese document into a collection 
of terms. The tokenization of Chinese documents is very different from that of 
English, which can be accomplished through the delimiters between terms. In this 
work, we use the Han LP, an open source tokenization tool for tokenizing Chinese 
documents. After some preprocessing for the tokens, we then represent each word 
with the pre-trained embedded vector representation with the language model of 
distributed representation learning algorithm word2Vec [3].
2.3 Embedded vector representation for words
Both traditional one-hot vector representation and BOW-based TF-IDF or 
binary feature representation for words have a lot of limitations for document clas-
sification. They are constrained with problems of high dimensionality and sparsity 
for the feature vectors and they are not able to capture any semantic information 
from the words due to the mutual orthogonality of the individual words with 
such representations. The motivation of using the distributed embedded vector 
representation is to reduce the dimensionality of the vector while at the same time 
providing semantic information of words. The word2Vec algorithm [3] is a kind of 
distributed representation learning algorithm for the language model to capture 
each word’s semantic information through the embedded dense vectors so that 
semantically similar words can be inferred from each other. There are two differ-
ent models in the word2Vec algorithm and they are the continuous bag-of-words 
(CBOW) model and the skip-gram model as shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
For a sentence, the CBOW model is used to predict the current word from its left 
side and right side context words, which are within a window centered at the current 
word. On the other hand, the skip-gram model is used to predict the surrounding 
context words in a sentence for the given current word with the context words within 
a window whose center is at the current word. The Word2vec model can be trained 
in two different ways: using the hierarchical softmax algorithm or using the negative 
sampling method. For the hierarchical softmax algorithm, we first get the vocabulary 
of the corpus and then we create a binary Huffman tree for all words according to 
their frequencies of occurrences, and all words are the leaf nodes of the Huffman 
tree. The main benefit of the Huffman tree is that it offers the convenient access of 
the frequent information. In the Huffman tree, the high-frequency words have short 
paths from the root of the tree to the individual leaf nodes, and the low-frequency 
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method of database information fusion on the scattered and heterogeneous 85 tables 
according to the medical domain knowledge. The constructed clinic profiles contain 
each patient’s individual symptom descriptions, diagnosis records, lab tests, doctor’s 
treatment plans, and prescriptions for each office visit or each day’s hospitalization, 
forming the clinic profiles. The clinic profile is very useful for all applications about 
the EHR analysis with machine learning. But for this categorization task, we only 
extract the disease symptom description of individual patients from the constructed 
clinic profiles, and then we use NLP, machine learning, and AI algorithms to analyze 
them. The number of valid records with non-empty symptom description in the 
EHR is significantly reduced after all preprocessing steps.
2.2 The tokenization of Chinese documents
When we use machine learning for document categorization, documents first 
need to be tokenized into individual words or tokens. For traditional machine learn-
ing algorithms, documents are represented as feature vectors with the bag of words 
(BOW) feature engineering method. For deep learning algorithms, each document 
is the input of the deep learning architecture with individual tokens represented as 
word embeddings. So, we first tokenize each Chinese document into a collection 
of terms. The tokenization of Chinese documents is very different from that of 
English, which can be accomplished through the delimiters between terms. In this 
work, we use the Han LP, an open source tokenization tool for tokenizing Chinese 
documents. After some preprocessing for the tokens, we then represent each word 
with the pre-trained embedded vector representation with the language model of 
distributed representation learning algorithm word2Vec [3].
2.3 Embedded vector representation for words
Both traditional one-hot vector representation and BOW-based TF-IDF or 
binary feature representation for words have a lot of limitations for document clas-
sification. They are constrained with problems of high dimensionality and sparsity 
for the feature vectors and they are not able to capture any semantic information 
from the words due to the mutual orthogonality of the individual words with 
such representations. The motivation of using the distributed embedded vector 
representation is to reduce the dimensionality of the vector while at the same time 
providing semantic information of words. The word2Vec algorithm [3] is a kind of 
distributed representation learning algorithm for the language model to capture 
each word’s semantic information through the embedded dense vectors so that 
semantically similar words can be inferred from each other. There are two differ-
ent models in the word2Vec algorithm and they are the continuous bag-of-words 
(CBOW) model and the skip-gram model as shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
For a sentence, the CBOW model is used to predict the current word from its left 
side and right side context words, which are within a window centered at the current 
word. On the other hand, the skip-gram model is used to predict the surrounding 
context words in a sentence for the given current word with the context words within 
a window whose center is at the current word. The Word2vec model can be trained 
in two different ways: using the hierarchical softmax algorithm or using the negative 
sampling method. For the hierarchical softmax algorithm, we first get the vocabulary 
of the corpus and then we create a binary Huffman tree for all words according to 
their frequencies of occurrences, and all words are the leaf nodes of the Huffman 
tree. The main benefit of the Huffman tree is that it offers the convenient access of 
the frequent information. In the Huffman tree, the high-frequency words have short 
paths from the root of the tree to the individual leaf nodes, and the low-frequency 
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words have long paths, thus accomplishing optimal encoding performance from 
the viewpoint of bit-rate. In the original softmax algorithm, as shown in formula 
(1), when updating one word’s vector during the training process, all words’ vectors 
should be involved in the calculation and the computational complexity is accord-
ingly as high as O(N). On the other hand, in the hierarchical softmax, when updating 
the embedded vector for a leaf node in the tree, only the leaf node and non-leaf-nodes 
on the path from the root of the tree to the leaf node need to be involved in the calcu-
lation. As a result, by using the Huffman tree based hierarchical softmax algorithm, 
we can significantly reduce the computational complexity from O(N) to O(logN).
   softmax (x, w) =   e 
 x T .w  _ 
 ∑ j e  x j 
T .w 
 (1)
As for the negative sampling, it does not need all words’ vectors to be involved in 
updating a word’s vector in the back-propagation process and it only needs to sample 
Figure 1. 
The CBOW model in word2Vec.
Figure 2. 
The skip-gram model in word2Vec.
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a few negative pairs like (central word, [negative context words]) for the central 
word of each positive pair (central word, positive context word) in the corpus. 
Furthermore, to improve the vector quality of low-frequency words, the high-
frequency words are down-sampled and the low-frequency words are up-sampled 
by using a method called frequency lifting. This helps because otherwise the 
high-frequency words are more likely to be sampled than the low-frequency words 
for updating their vectors. With the embedded representation from Word2Vec, each 
word in the corpus can be represented by a unique low-dimensional dense vector. 
Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the clustering feature of this kind of word embeddings 
that if some words are semantically close to each other, their representations in the 
vector space are close to each other.
2.4 Deep learning for categorizing diseases into ICD-10
In this work, we build the predictive models based on deep learning techniques 
with the supervised learning methodology. To this end, we train four different 
deep learning models for performance comparison: the CNN with max pooling and 
k-max pooling, respectively, LSTM, and GRU.
2.4.1 The CNN model
The CNN is one of the popular deep neural network algorithms for both NLP 
and computer vision applications. The CNN architecture contains the layers of 
automatic feature extraction, feature selection, and the pattern classification. It 
has attracted great attention in text classification [4] and computer vision [5]. As 
demonstrated in Figure 5, different channels of the data can be used as inputs of 
the CNN architecture for feature extraction and feature selection via convolutional 
operations together with the pooling process and nonlinear activation. For com-
puter vision applications, the R, G, B colors of an image are usually used as CNN’s 
inputs. For text classification applications, a matrix of word embeddings stacked by 
the words’ embedded vectors according to the order of the words in the sequence, 
is usually used as the input of the CNN architecture. The embeddings can be either 
from word2Vec, one-hot representation and/or other vector representations of 
words, forming different channels of the representation of text data. Within the 
CNN architecture, each channel of the texts is represented as a matrix, in which, 
the rows of the matrix represent the sequence of words according to their order, and 
each row is a word’s vector representation with the number of columns being the 
Figure 3. 
The clustering characteristics of embedded vector representations of semantically similar words in the dense 
vector space.
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is usually used as the input of the CNN architecture. The embeddings can be either 
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dimension size of the embedded vector space. For feature extraction, the matrix is 
convolved with some filters of different sizes, respectively. All filters have the same 
number of columns as the words’ embeddings.
For text classification, the main idea of CNN using different sizes of filters is 
pretty much like that for computer vision. It is for the purpose of extracting the 
semantic features (patterns) of different N-Grams characterized by the filters. The 
different filter sizes correspond to different N-Grams. The words’ vector repre-
sentations can be either from the pre-trained word embeddings, for example, the 
word2Vec embeddings, or randomly initialized. For the randomly initialized words 
vectors, they are iteratively updated in the back-propagation process during the 
training stage until the training process is done, and this is another way of repre-
sentation learning. For the clear illustration, we assume the filter w to have m rows, 
the maximum length of each sentence x is n, the dimensionality of word embed-
dings is d, then the sentence matrix and filter w can me mathematically formulated 
Figure 4. 
The similar sub-structures of the embedded vectors in the dense vector space between semantically meaningful 
country-capital word pairs with the courtesy of Mikolov etc. [3].
Figure 5. 
Text classification using the CNN architecture with courtesy of Kim [4].
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as  x ∈ R ̂  (n × d) and the filter  w ∈ R ̂  (m × d) . CNN usually uses multiple such 
filters with different sizes m, for example, it uses 128 filters for each size m. During 
the convolution process, each of the filters gradually moves down by one word each 
time along the sequence of words. At each position, the filter covers a few (m) rows 
of the words’ vector matrix, and the element-wise multiplication of the filter with 
the covered matrix is taken, and the multiplication results are summed up. This 
sum is then fed into the nonlinear rectified linear unit (Relu) activation function 
with an added biased term  b ∈ R . The squeezed value is generated as a feature value, 
mathematically represented in the following formula:
  f _ i = activation (w ∙ x [i : i + m − 1] + b) (2)
where activation denotes the activation function such as Relu(), the dot opera-
tion between matrix w and x denotes the element-wise multiplication operation, 
and the subscript index i is the position index of the filter. After the convolution 
process is done for one filter for a sentence, a list of feature values is obtained like  
feature _ map =  [ f _ 1, f _ 2, f _ 3, … , f _ (l − m + 1) ] . This is called a feature map cor-
responding to the filter. Finally, the pooling operation continues to take the most 
important feature value or a few most important feature values from the feature 
map as the output of the filter’s convolution result with the sentence. When all 
filters are applied for convolution with the sentence’s matrix, we obtain a feature 
vector for the input sentence. This feature extraction process and selection process 
makes the length of the final feature vector only dependent on the number of filters 
used for convolutions. The final step in the CNN architecture is a full connection 
layer including the dropout strategy and regularization, from the final feature 
vector to the output layer. The last layer of the CNN architecture is a full connection 
layer from the feature vector to the output. We finally obtain the classification result 
of a sample by applying the softmax function to the output for either binary or 
multi-class classification. For multi-class classification, the number of neurons of 
the output is equal to the number of classes to be predicted.
In addition to the commonly used max-pooling for CNN, another pooling 
method is the k-max pooling CNN [6], in which for each feature map obtained from 
the convolution of a filter w with the sequence matrix x, instead of selecting a single 
maximum value, it selects K consecutive maximum values. The benefit of using the 
k-max pooling strategy is to get some distribution information about the features in 
addition to the features themself in the feature map.
2.4.2 The RNN model
RNNs are very efficient for modeling the time series data for prediction and 
forecasting tasks. As shown in Figure 6, the chain-link RNN architecture consists 
of a sequence of neural network modules sharing the same parameters. Each 
module is used to analyze the information at a time in the sequence. At any time, 
the RNN system takes as inputs the information x(t) at the specific time t, and the 
hidden state h(t − 1) of the previous module c(t − 1).
The typical NLP applications of using RNN are text classification, sentence 
generation, and language translation. With the sequence modeling, a sentence is 
taken to be an ordered time series with the starting time 0 at the first word and at 
time t, the corresponding word in the sentence has dependencies on its left-side 
words and its right-side words, which are considered as the contexts demonstrating 
the underlying syntactic and semantic information of the word in the sentence. 
For text classification with RNN, a sentence is usually encoded into a single fixed-
length feature vector for classification, while for sentence generation and language 
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dimension size of the embedded vector space. For feature extraction, the matrix is 
convolved with some filters of different sizes, respectively. All filters have the same 
number of columns as the words’ embeddings.
For text classification, the main idea of CNN using different sizes of filters is 
pretty much like that for computer vision. It is for the purpose of extracting the 
semantic features (patterns) of different N-Grams characterized by the filters. The 
different filter sizes correspond to different N-Grams. The words’ vector repre-
sentations can be either from the pre-trained word embeddings, for example, the 
word2Vec embeddings, or randomly initialized. For the randomly initialized words 
vectors, they are iteratively updated in the back-propagation process during the 
training stage until the training process is done, and this is another way of repre-
sentation learning. For the clear illustration, we assume the filter w to have m rows, 
the maximum length of each sentence x is n, the dimensionality of word embed-
dings is d, then the sentence matrix and filter w can me mathematically formulated 
Figure 4. 
The similar sub-structures of the embedded vectors in the dense vector space between semantically meaningful 
country-capital word pairs with the courtesy of Mikolov etc. [3].
Figure 5. 
Text classification using the CNN architecture with courtesy of Kim [4].
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as  x ∈ R ̂  (n × d) and the filter  w ∈ R ̂  (m × d) . CNN usually uses multiple such 
filters with different sizes m, for example, it uses 128 filters for each size m. During 
the convolution process, each of the filters gradually moves down by one word each 
time along the sequence of words. At each position, the filter covers a few (m) rows 
of the words’ vector matrix, and the element-wise multiplication of the filter with 
the covered matrix is taken, and the multiplication results are summed up. This 
sum is then fed into the nonlinear rectified linear unit (Relu) activation function 
with an added biased term  b ∈ R . The squeezed value is generated as a feature value, 
mathematically represented in the following formula:
  f _ i = activation (w ∙ x [i : i + m − 1] + b) (2)
where activation denotes the activation function such as Relu(), the dot opera-
tion between matrix w and x denotes the element-wise multiplication operation, 
and the subscript index i is the position index of the filter. After the convolution 
process is done for one filter for a sentence, a list of feature values is obtained like  
feature _ map =  [ f _ 1, f _ 2, f _ 3, … , f _ (l − m + 1) ] . This is called a feature map cor-
responding to the filter. Finally, the pooling operation continues to take the most 
important feature value or a few most important feature values from the feature 
map as the output of the filter’s convolution result with the sentence. When all 
filters are applied for convolution with the sentence’s matrix, we obtain a feature 
vector for the input sentence. This feature extraction process and selection process 
makes the length of the final feature vector only dependent on the number of filters 
used for convolutions. The final step in the CNN architecture is a full connection 
layer including the dropout strategy and regularization, from the final feature 
vector to the output layer. The last layer of the CNN architecture is a full connection 
layer from the feature vector to the output. We finally obtain the classification result 
of a sample by applying the softmax function to the output for either binary or 
multi-class classification. For multi-class classification, the number of neurons of 
the output is equal to the number of classes to be predicted.
In addition to the commonly used max-pooling for CNN, another pooling 
method is the k-max pooling CNN [6], in which for each feature map obtained from 
the convolution of a filter w with the sequence matrix x, instead of selecting a single 
maximum value, it selects K consecutive maximum values. The benefit of using the 
k-max pooling strategy is to get some distribution information about the features in 
addition to the features themself in the feature map.
2.4.2 The RNN model
RNNs are very efficient for modeling the time series data for prediction and 
forecasting tasks. As shown in Figure 6, the chain-link RNN architecture consists 
of a sequence of neural network modules sharing the same parameters. Each 
module is used to analyze the information at a time in the sequence. At any time, 
the RNN system takes as inputs the information x(t) at the specific time t, and the 
hidden state h(t − 1) of the previous module c(t − 1).
The typical NLP applications of using RNN are text classification, sentence 
generation, and language translation. With the sequence modeling, a sentence is 
taken to be an ordered time series with the starting time 0 at the first word and at 
time t, the corresponding word in the sentence has dependencies on its left-side 
words and its right-side words, which are considered as the contexts demonstrating 
the underlying syntactic and semantic information of the word in the sentence. 
For text classification with RNN, a sentence is usually encoded into a single fixed-
length feature vector for classification, while for sentence generation and language 
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translation, the typical tasks are about predicting the next word given the context 
words seen so far together with what are generated or translated. The RNNs are 
great for prediction tasks that only need short contexts, but they no longer work for 
scenarios in which the long-term dependencies need to be remembered due to the 
intrinsic vanishing gradient problem of RNN during the back-propagation process. 
As a result, the long-term dependencies cannot be used for learning purposes and 
it is also very slow for the RNNs to be convergent. A significant tweaked version of 
RNNs, the long short-term memory (LSTM) networks [8], or the gated recurrent 
units (GRU) [9] is proposed to tackle the challenge of vanishing gradient.
2.4.3 The LSTM architecture
The LSTM networks are a special kind of RNNs, capable of learning the long-
term dependencies in the input data. LSTMs are explicitly designed to avoid the 
vanishing gradient problem in learning the long-term dependencies in the data 
and they have achieved great success in sentiment analysis, text classification, and 
language translation. As shown in Figure 7, the LSTM architecture is very similar 
to that of the RNN. It is a chain of repeating modules, each of which is a modified 
version of that in RNNs.
By comparing a module at time t in Figures 6 and 7, respectively, we can clearly 
observe that the LSTM architecture has some additional components in each 
module and these components are called gates with different functionalities to 
work together so that the long-term dependencies of words in the input sequence 
can be used for learning and the gradient vanishing problem can be solved. For 
NLP, both syntactic and semantic information can be encoded by LSTM networks 
for prediction and classification purposes. The first gate is the forget gate, and it is 
Figure 7. 
The LSTM architecture with courtesy of Colah [7].
Figure 6. 
The RNN structure with courtesy of Colah [7].
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used to prevent some input information from entering into the module through a 
sigmoid layer to process h(t − 1) and x(t). The output of the forget layer is a vec-
tor of values between 0 and 1, indicating how much the corresponding element in 
the old cell state C(t − 1) can be reserved to be the current cell state. If a value is 
1, the corresponding information in the old state cell C(t − 1) is completely kept. 
On the other hand, if the value is 0, the corresponding element in the old state cell 
C(t − 1) is forbidden, and if the value is between 0 and 1, then only a portion of the 
corresponding element in the old state cell C(t − 1) is kept. The second gate is the 
input gate including a sigmoid layer and a tanh layer. The sigmoid layer is used to 
determine how much information in the inputs can be added to the current cell state 
C(t), and the tanh layer creates a new vector of values to determine the polarity 
and proportion for the output of the sigmoid layer to be added to the current cell 
state C(t). The elementwise product of the output of the sigmoid layer and the tanh 
layer is added to the current cell state C(t). The third gate is the output gate which 
includes the filtered cell state C(t) and a sigmoid layer. The output of the sigmoid 
layer with inputs of x(t) and h(t − 1) is used to determine how much we are going 
to output from the inputs. The filtered cell state through a tanh activation function 
determines the polarity and proportion for each element in the current cell state 
C(t) for updating the result of the sigmoid layer. Then the result of the filtered cell 
state is multiplied with the result of the sigmoid layer in an elementwise way to get 
the output of the current module as well as the hidden state h(t) for the next module 
at time t + 1. Also the current cell state C(t) is transferred to the next module too.
2.4.4 The GRU architecture
The architecture of gated recurrent units (GRU) [9] is a simplified version of 
the LSTM architecture with only two gates, a reset gate r and an update gate z. As 
shown in Figure 8, the reset gate determines how to combine the input x(t) with the 
previous memory h(t − 1), and the update gate defines how much of the previous 
memory can be kept. If the reset gate is set to be all 1’s, and update gate is set to be all 
0’s, the GRU is reduced to be the original RNN model. Compared with LSTM, GRU 
has fewer parameters and thus may train the deep learning model in a faster way.
3. Experimental results and analysis
The ICD-10 coding system is essentially a tree-like hierarchical structure 
with 3 layers to encode patients’ diseases. For a larger layer number in the tree, it 
categorizes diseases into finer disease categories. In the first layer, it only classifies 
disease symptoms into 26 coarse disease categories, but, in the second layer, it can 
classify disease symptoms into more than 500 disease categories, and in the third 
Figure 8. 
The GRU structure with courtesy of Colah [7].
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translation, the typical tasks are about predicting the next word given the context 
words seen so far together with what are generated or translated. The RNNs are 
great for prediction tasks that only need short contexts, but they no longer work for 
scenarios in which the long-term dependencies need to be remembered due to the 
intrinsic vanishing gradient problem of RNN during the back-propagation process. 
As a result, the long-term dependencies cannot be used for learning purposes and 
it is also very slow for the RNNs to be convergent. A significant tweaked version of 
RNNs, the long short-term memory (LSTM) networks [8], or the gated recurrent 
units (GRU) [9] is proposed to tackle the challenge of vanishing gradient.
2.4.3 The LSTM architecture
The LSTM networks are a special kind of RNNs, capable of learning the long-
term dependencies in the input data. LSTMs are explicitly designed to avoid the 
vanishing gradient problem in learning the long-term dependencies in the data 
and they have achieved great success in sentiment analysis, text classification, and 
language translation. As shown in Figure 7, the LSTM architecture is very similar 
to that of the RNN. It is a chain of repeating modules, each of which is a modified 
version of that in RNNs.
By comparing a module at time t in Figures 6 and 7, respectively, we can clearly 
observe that the LSTM architecture has some additional components in each 
module and these components are called gates with different functionalities to 
work together so that the long-term dependencies of words in the input sequence 
can be used for learning and the gradient vanishing problem can be solved. For 
NLP, both syntactic and semantic information can be encoded by LSTM networks 
for prediction and classification purposes. The first gate is the forget gate, and it is 
Figure 7. 
The LSTM architecture with courtesy of Colah [7].
Figure 6. 
The RNN structure with courtesy of Colah [7].
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used to prevent some input information from entering into the module through a 
sigmoid layer to process h(t − 1) and x(t). The output of the forget layer is a vec-
tor of values between 0 and 1, indicating how much the corresponding element in 
the old cell state C(t − 1) can be reserved to be the current cell state. If a value is 
1, the corresponding information in the old state cell C(t − 1) is completely kept. 
On the other hand, if the value is 0, the corresponding element in the old state cell 
C(t − 1) is forbidden, and if the value is between 0 and 1, then only a portion of the 
corresponding element in the old state cell C(t − 1) is kept. The second gate is the 
input gate including a sigmoid layer and a tanh layer. The sigmoid layer is used to 
determine how much information in the inputs can be added to the current cell state 
C(t), and the tanh layer creates a new vector of values to determine the polarity 
and proportion for the output of the sigmoid layer to be added to the current cell 
state C(t). The elementwise product of the output of the sigmoid layer and the tanh 
layer is added to the current cell state C(t). The third gate is the output gate which 
includes the filtered cell state C(t) and a sigmoid layer. The output of the sigmoid 
layer with inputs of x(t) and h(t − 1) is used to determine how much we are going 
to output from the inputs. The filtered cell state through a tanh activation function 
determines the polarity and proportion for each element in the current cell state 
C(t) for updating the result of the sigmoid layer. Then the result of the filtered cell 
state is multiplied with the result of the sigmoid layer in an elementwise way to get 
the output of the current module as well as the hidden state h(t) for the next module 
at time t + 1. Also the current cell state C(t) is transferred to the next module too.
2.4.4 The GRU architecture
The architecture of gated recurrent units (GRU) [9] is a simplified version of 
the LSTM architecture with only two gates, a reset gate r and an update gate z. As 
shown in Figure 8, the reset gate determines how to combine the input x(t) with the 
previous memory h(t − 1), and the update gate defines how much of the previous 
memory can be kept. If the reset gate is set to be all 1’s, and update gate is set to be all 
0’s, the GRU is reduced to be the original RNN model. Compared with LSTM, GRU 
has fewer parameters and thus may train the deep learning model in a faster way.
3. Experimental results and analysis
The ICD-10 coding system is essentially a tree-like hierarchical structure 
with 3 layers to encode patients’ diseases. For a larger layer number in the tree, it 
categorizes diseases into finer disease categories. In the first layer, it only classifies 
disease symptoms into 26 coarse disease categories, but, in the second layer, it can 
classify disease symptoms into more than 500 disease categories, and in the third 
Figure 8. 
The GRU structure with courtesy of Colah [7].
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layer, it can accomplish the categorization for about 21,000 diseases. But for the 
time being, for supervised machine learning, we can only train a model to classify 
patient diseases into one of the 26 categories corresponding to the first layer of 
ICD-10 coding system. This is for the fact that as the number of classes increases 
for supervised machine learning, the required annotated training data increases 
significantly, however we do not have so many patient records now. Furthermore, 
our current EHR data is very unbalanced and most of the patients’ diseases belong 
to popular diseases. For the 26 disease categories in the first-layer of ICD-10, our 
EHR system only has sufficient disease examples for 14 popular disease categories, 
but we do not have sufficient disease examples for the rest 12 unpopular disease 
categories. In this paper, we can only annotate disease examples for the 14 popular 
disease categories to train a 14-class classifier.
In this paper, we use the quantitative metrics to measure the performance of the 
models. They are the precision, recall, and F1-score, and they are calculated in the 
following way:
  Precision = tp / (tp + fp)   (3)
  Recall = tp / (tp + fn)    (4)
  F1_ score = 2 ∙  (precision ∙ recall) / (precision + recall)  (5)
where tp denotes true positives, fp denotes false positives, and fn denotes false 
negatives.
For the fair performance comparison of deep learning algorithms with tra-
ditional machine learning algorithms, we compare the deep learning algorithms 
with what we have done with SVM [10]. For SVM, we use two kinds of vector 
representations for document representation: the BOW vectors and the embedded 
vectors. The BOW vectors can be further separated into TF-IDF weighted vectors 
and binary vectors. The embedded vectors can be separated into two forms: the 
averaged word embeddings of the pre-trained word embeddings from word2Vec 
to represent a document, and the doc2Vec vectors from the PV-DM model [11], 
respectively. As a result, we totally use 4 document representations as the inputs for 
SVM. For BOW method using both the TF-IDF weighted and binary vector repre-
sentations, we use the keywords as the features instead of the individual tokenized 
words, and the dimensionality of the feature vectors is 53,039 after performing 
some preprocessing to filter out the infrequent keywords. When optimizing the 
word2Vec to get the pre-trained word embeddings, we have tried 4 models and 
they are the Skip-gram with the hierarchical softmax, Skip-gram with the negative 
sampling, CBOW with the hierarchical softmax, and CBOW with the negative 
sampling. We select the CBOW with the negative sampling to get the pre-trained 
word embeddings, and the feature vector of the SVM classifier is obtained as 
discussed above. The values for the optimized hyperparameters are: the number 
of epochs is set 10, minibatch is 32, dimension size of embeddings is 100, low 
frequency threshold for sampling is 1e−5, window size is 3, and 5 samples are used 
for negative sampling,
To train the multi-class SVM classifier, we use the grid search with the 
 regularity  L1 and  L2 , respectively, to find the optimal hyperparameters. For both  
 L1 and  L2 , we use the hunger function to measure the empirical learning risk. The 
classification results of the 14-class SVM classifier are displayed in Tables 1 and 2, 
with respect to the regularity of  L1 , and  L2 , respectively. From the classification 
results of SVM, we can see that there is almost no difference between the regularity  
 L1 , and  L2 .
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To train the multi-class CNN classifier, we use the pretrained word embeddings 
of word2Vec as the inputs of words’ embeddings for the CNN architecture. For each 
filter size, we use 100 convolutional filters to extract features. The crawled Chinese 
medical documents are used as the corpus for training the word2Vec algorithm to 
get the pre-trained word embeddings. The optimized hyperparameter values of the 
CNN are: epoch size is 40, batch size is 20, dropout probability is 0.5, the  L2 -norm 
is used for regularization, and the dimension size of word embeddings is 200.
To train the multi-class LSTM and GRU classifiers, to make sure the deep learning 
models are trained in an optimal way, we have tried different optimization methods, 
such as the Adam, AdaDelta, and RMSprop. We find that the RMSprop optimizer 
works best for our data set. We set the hyperparameters to be: batch size 32, hidden 
size 64, epoch size 50, the dimension of word embeddings 300, dropout 0.5, and L2 
regularization lambda 0.7. The LSTM and GRU algorithms are implemented in Python 
and Tensorflow. Since the training process for both LSTM and GRU is very time con-
suming for the use of 6000 training and validation examples for each disease category, 
for computational efficiency, we shorten each disease description to be 700 words. 
This assumes that customers’ disease symptoms are mainly contained in the first 700 
words of each note. Otherwise the memory requirement is very huge. This assumption 
is of course not 100% correct, but it greatly helps speed up the training process.
In this paper, the NLP, deep learning algorithms, and the algorithm of SVM are 
implemented in Python, Tensorflow, and the open source software of machine learn-
ing library Sklearn. The results of CNN, LSTM and GRU algorithms are displayed in 
Table 3, from which we can see that the CNN algorithm with max-pooling works best.
Input vector(s) F1-score Precision Recall
Binary BOW 0.76 0.76 0.76
TF-IDF BOW 0.76 0.76 0.76
Avg. Word2Vec 0.70 0.71 0.71
Doc2Vec 0.64 0.65 0.65
Table 1. 
The prediction results of 14-class SVM classifier with L1 regularity.
Input vector(s) F1-score Precision Recall
Binary BOW 0.76 0.76 0.76
TF-IDF BOW 0.77 0.77 0.77
Avg. Word2Vec 0.70 0.71 0.71
Doc2Vec 0.64 0.65 0.65
Table 2. 
The prediction results of 14-class SVM classifier with L2 regularity.
Input vector(s) F1-score Precision Recall
Word2vec + CNN + k-max pool 0.74 0.73 0.73
Word2vec + CNN + Max pool 0.80 0.80 0.81
Word2vec + LSTM 0.74 0.75 0.74
Word2vec + GRU 0.74 0.75 0.74
Table 3. 
The prediction results of 4 deep learning algorithms.
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layer, it can accomplish the categorization for about 21,000 diseases. But for the 
time being, for supervised machine learning, we can only train a model to classify 
patient diseases into one of the 26 categories corresponding to the first layer of 
ICD-10 coding system. This is for the fact that as the number of classes increases 
for supervised machine learning, the required annotated training data increases 
significantly, however we do not have so many patient records now. Furthermore, 
our current EHR data is very unbalanced and most of the patients’ diseases belong 
to popular diseases. For the 26 disease categories in the first-layer of ICD-10, our 
EHR system only has sufficient disease examples for 14 popular disease categories, 
but we do not have sufficient disease examples for the rest 12 unpopular disease 
categories. In this paper, we can only annotate disease examples for the 14 popular 
disease categories to train a 14-class classifier.
In this paper, we use the quantitative metrics to measure the performance of the 
models. They are the precision, recall, and F1-score, and they are calculated in the 
following way:
  Precision = tp / (tp + fp)   (3)
  Recall = tp / (tp + fn)    (4)
  F1_ score = 2 ∙  (precision ∙ recall) / (precision + recall)  (5)
where tp denotes true positives, fp denotes false positives, and fn denotes false 
negatives.
For the fair performance comparison of deep learning algorithms with tra-
ditional machine learning algorithms, we compare the deep learning algorithms 
with what we have done with SVM [10]. For SVM, we use two kinds of vector 
representations for document representation: the BOW vectors and the embedded 
vectors. The BOW vectors can be further separated into TF-IDF weighted vectors 
and binary vectors. The embedded vectors can be separated into two forms: the 
averaged word embeddings of the pre-trained word embeddings from word2Vec 
to represent a document, and the doc2Vec vectors from the PV-DM model [11], 
respectively. As a result, we totally use 4 document representations as the inputs for 
SVM. For BOW method using both the TF-IDF weighted and binary vector repre-
sentations, we use the keywords as the features instead of the individual tokenized 
words, and the dimensionality of the feature vectors is 53,039 after performing 
some preprocessing to filter out the infrequent keywords. When optimizing the 
word2Vec to get the pre-trained word embeddings, we have tried 4 models and 
they are the Skip-gram with the hierarchical softmax, Skip-gram with the negative 
sampling, CBOW with the hierarchical softmax, and CBOW with the negative 
sampling. We select the CBOW with the negative sampling to get the pre-trained 
word embeddings, and the feature vector of the SVM classifier is obtained as 
discussed above. The values for the optimized hyperparameters are: the number 
of epochs is set 10, minibatch is 32, dimension size of embeddings is 100, low 
frequency threshold for sampling is 1e−5, window size is 3, and 5 samples are used 
for negative sampling,
To train the multi-class SVM classifier, we use the grid search with the 
 regularity  L1 and  L2 , respectively, to find the optimal hyperparameters. For both  
 L1 and  L2 , we use the hunger function to measure the empirical learning risk. The 
classification results of the 14-class SVM classifier are displayed in Tables 1 and 2, 
with respect to the regularity of  L1 , and  L2 , respectively. From the classification 
results of SVM, we can see that there is almost no difference between the regularity  
 L1 , and  L2 .
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To train the multi-class CNN classifier, we use the pretrained word embeddings 
of word2Vec as the inputs of words’ embeddings for the CNN architecture. For each 
filter size, we use 100 convolutional filters to extract features. The crawled Chinese 
medical documents are used as the corpus for training the word2Vec algorithm to 
get the pre-trained word embeddings. The optimized hyperparameter values of the 
CNN are: epoch size is 40, batch size is 20, dropout probability is 0.5, the  L2 -norm 
is used for regularization, and the dimension size of word embeddings is 200.
To train the multi-class LSTM and GRU classifiers, to make sure the deep learning 
models are trained in an optimal way, we have tried different optimization methods, 
such as the Adam, AdaDelta, and RMSprop. We find that the RMSprop optimizer 
works best for our data set. We set the hyperparameters to be: batch size 32, hidden 
size 64, epoch size 50, the dimension of word embeddings 300, dropout 0.5, and L2 
regularization lambda 0.7. The LSTM and GRU algorithms are implemented in Python 
and Tensorflow. Since the training process for both LSTM and GRU is very time con-
suming for the use of 6000 training and validation examples for each disease category, 
for computational efficiency, we shorten each disease description to be 700 words. 
This assumes that customers’ disease symptoms are mainly contained in the first 700 
words of each note. Otherwise the memory requirement is very huge. This assumption 
is of course not 100% correct, but it greatly helps speed up the training process.
In this paper, the NLP, deep learning algorithms, and the algorithm of SVM are 
implemented in Python, Tensorflow, and the open source software of machine learn-
ing library Sklearn. The results of CNN, LSTM and GRU algorithms are displayed in 
Table 3, from which we can see that the CNN algorithm with max-pooling works best.
Input vector(s) F1-score Precision Recall
Binary BOW 0.76 0.76 0.76
TF-IDF BOW 0.76 0.76 0.76
Avg. Word2Vec 0.70 0.71 0.71
Doc2Vec 0.64 0.65 0.65
Table 1. 
The prediction results of 14-class SVM classifier with L1 regularity.
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TF-IDF BOW 0.77 0.77 0.77
Avg. Word2Vec 0.70 0.71 0.71
Doc2Vec 0.64 0.65 0.65
Table 2. 
The prediction results of 14-class SVM classifier with L2 regularity.
Input vector(s) F1-score Precision Recall
Word2vec + CNN + k-max pool 0.74 0.73 0.73
Word2vec + CNN + Max pool 0.80 0.80 0.81
Word2vec + LSTM 0.74 0.75 0.74
Word2vec + GRU 0.74 0.75 0.74
Table 3. 
The prediction results of 4 deep learning algorithms.
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4. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we develop NLP and deep learning algorithms to categorize 
patients’ diseases according to the ICD-10 coding standard. Through comparative 
studies, we find out that the CNN model achieves better performance than the 
RNN-based LSTM and GRU models. The CNN model also outperforms the popular 
traditional machine learning model SVM for the same data set. In the future, we 
are going to investigate the transfer learning and deep learning algorithms with the 
attention mechanism for semantic text classification. At the same time, it is very 
necessary for hospitals and doctors to provide high-quality medical healthcare data 
and the high-quality EHR data is equally important as the medical services provided 
to patients.
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4. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we develop NLP and deep learning algorithms to categorize 
patients’ diseases according to the ICD-10 coding standard. Through comparative 
studies, we find out that the CNN model achieves better performance than the 
RNN-based LSTM and GRU models. The CNN model also outperforms the popular 
traditional machine learning model SVM for the same data set. In the future, we 
are going to investigate the transfer learning and deep learning algorithms with the 
attention mechanism for semantic text classification. At the same time, it is very 
necessary for hospitals and doctors to provide high-quality medical healthcare data 
and the high-quality EHR data is equally important as the medical services provided 
to patients.
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Deep Learning Approach to Key
Frame Detection in Human
Action Videos
Ujwalla Gawande, Kamal Hajari and Yogesh Golhar
Abstract
A key frame is a representative frame which includes the whole facts of the
video collection. It is used for indexing, classification, evaluation, and retrieval of
video. The existing algorithms generate relevant key frames, but additionally, they
generate a few redundant key frames. A number of them are not capable of consti-
tuting the entire shot. In this chapter, an effective algorithm primarily based on the
fusion of deep features and histogram has been proposed to overcome these issues.
It extracts the maximum relevant key frames by way of eliminating the vagueness
of the choice of key frames. It can be applied parallel and concurrently to the video
sequence, which results in the reduction of computational and time complexity. The
performance of this algorithm indicates its effectiveness in terms of relevant key
frame extraction from videos.
Keywords: deep learning, neural network, histogram, video processing,
computer vision
1. Introduction
In video analysis and processing, relevant and necessary information retrieval is
a mandatory task, because if the video is large, then it is difficult to process the
complete video in less time without losing its semantic details. Key frame extraction
is a primary step of a computer vision algorithm. The key frame means the part of
the video that can represent a visual summary and meaningful information about
the video sequence. The key frame can be useful in many applications such as video
scene analysis, browsing, searching, information retrieval, and indexing. Aigrain
et al. in [1] describe the benefits of key frame extraction for information extraction
in a video sequence. HongJiang et al. [2] significantly justify that for any video
sequence the user can perform searching, indexing, and retrieval of information
efficiently and faster using key frame extraction. Liu et al. [3] and Gargi et al. [4]
proposed an object motion-based approach of key frame extraction. Basically, the
video has a complex structure. It is a combination of the scene, shot and frames [5]
as shown in Figure 1. In many computer vision applications such as content-based
video retrieval (CBVR), video scene analysis and video sequence summarization is
mandatory to analyze the overall video structure. Video analysis major components
are video scene segmentation, shot boundary detection, key frame selection, and
extraction [6–8]. The main use of key frame extraction is to reduce the redundant
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frames in a video to make a video scene readable and compact and prepare video
sequences for faster processing.
Conventional key frame extraction methods eliminate the redundant and similar
frame in a video without affecting the semantic details visual content. These tech-
niques inputs are either a complete video or a video is divided into a set of shots by
shot boundary detection methods. As shown in Figure 1, the shot is a consecutive,
adjacent sequence of frames captured by the video camera. Thus, in this chapter we
propose an efficient approach for video key frame extraction, which is faster,
accurate, and computationally efficient. This chapter is organized into the following
sections. Section 1 gives an introductory part of video structure and the importance
of key frame extraction in a video surveillance system. Section 2 describes the
existing approach for key frame size selection algorithms. Section 3 describes the
existing key frame extraction methods with its issues and challenges. Section 4
describes the proposed approach for key frame extraction. Section 5 discusses
experimental results and possible future directions. Finally, the chapter concluded
with a discussion in Section 6.
2. Key frame size estimation methods available in the literature
The major problem we face in a key frame extraction algorithm is computing the
size or number of key frames for a specific video sequence. In literature, there are
several methods available for the key frame size estimation. In this section, we have
discussed these methods in brief. In [3] approach the author has considered one key
frame for each shot of a video. The selection of the key frame in each shot is based
on the maximum entropy value of each shot. This consideration is not appropriate
and accurate for the video which is having a big shot. Again, many of the useful
frames of the video are discarded due to the pre-defined fixed selection of key
frames. Lesser key frame extraction does not solve the problem. A set of key frames
having necessary and sufficient representation of the visual content of the video is
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location frames in the shot are considered. But the resulting frames are having a low
correlation with each other in visual content. These methods are computationally
less complex, but having less accuracy. In [9, 10], authors have described the three
different ways of identifying the key frames in a video sequence. Each method is
described in brief as follows.
2.1 Priori knowledge base as a fixed number
In this method, a pre-defined number of fixed key frames are considered as a
fixed value before the key frame extraction process. Consider “k” as the number of
key frames, and then the key frame set Kr is defined by Eq. (1):
Kr ¼ fFi1, Fi2,Fi3, … ::Fikg (1)
The sequence of video frames is the change as per the type of video. The specific
summarization of key frames is defined by Eq. (2):




min ri Dist Kr,V, δð Þf g (2)
where,
1 ≤ ri ≥ n and
n is represented as a number of frames in a video, δ represents the key frame
summarization factor, and Dist represents the distance measure, i.e., used for
computing dissimilarity between frames. The δ in this method is useful for
maintaining a lesser number of key frames by covering complete visual content
details in the video.
2.2 Posteriori knowledge base as unknown
In this method, the number of key frames is not fixed. The number of key
frames is unknown until the key frame extraction process gets completed. The key
frame size is depending upon the type of content of the video frame. If the video
scene consists of dynamic action movements, then the number of key frames is
more otherwise less for static video scenes. Key frame generation can be
represented by Eq. (3):




min ri KjDist Kr,V, γð Þf g (3)
where γ parameter is used for tolerance to dissimilarity level. Another parameter
is similar to the previous method.
2.3 Determined-fixed number
In this method, the number of key frames is predetermined before the
whole process key frame extraction process. In [11, 12] approaches key frames
are extracted using the clustering technique. The key frame extraction
algorithms stop when extracted key frame size matched with the pre-defined key
frame value.
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3. Key frame extraction methods with its issues and challenges
In literature, there are several methods to extract key frames. Hannane et al. [13]
and Hu et al. [14] categorize the key frame extraction into different categories as a
sequential comparison of frames, global comparison of frames, the minimum cor-
relation between frames, minimum reconstruction error in frames, temporal vari-
ance between frames, maximum coverage of video frames, reference key frame,
curve simplification, key frame extraction using clustering, object- and event-based
key frame extraction, and panoramic key frames. Each of these methods is
described in brief as follows.
3.1 Sequential comparison of frames
In this method, each frame of a video sequence is compared with the previously
extracted key frame. If the difference between the extracted key frame and the
current key frame is high, then this frame is considered as the new key frame. In
[13] key frames are extracted based on the color histogram comparison between the
current and previous frames of a video sequence. The main advantage of this
method is that it is simple and computationally less complex. But the disadvantage
is that the extracted key frame consists of redundant key frames.
3.2 Universal frame comparison
In this method, the global difference between frames in a shot is computed using
a predetermined objective function, which is application-specific. Zhuang et al. in
[9] describes the different objective functions for comparison of frames in the shot.
Each of these functions is discussed in brief as follows.
3.3 Minimum associations
In this method, relevant key frames are generated from a shot by reducing the
summation of the association between frames. The extracted key frames are tightly
coupled with each other. Liu in [3] uses a graph-based approach to extract distinct
key frames with their association. Weight directed graph is used to represent the
shot, and the shortest path is computed using the A* algorithm. The frames, which
are having minimum association and less correlation, are represented as key frames
in the shot.
3.4 Minimum reformation error
In this method, the key frames are extracted by reducing the variation between
the prevision frame and set of frames in a shot. The prevision frame is generated by
the numeric analysis method interpolation. Chao et al. in [15] presented an
approach to select a pre-defined set of key frames and reduce the frame reformation
error. In [16] a combined approach of the prevision frame-based approach and a
pre-defined set of key frame selection approach is proposed. This method uses the
motion-based features.
3.5 Similar temporal variance
In these methods, frames having similar variance are selected as the key frames
of the specific shot [17]. The sum of temporal variance between all frames is
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selected as an objective function. The temporal variance is computed by the sum-
mation of change in the frame content in a shot.
3.6 Maximum key frame representation coverage
In this method, the representation coverage of a key frame means a number of
frames in a shot that a key frame can cover [18]. This method can be useful in the
size of the key frame selection. The advantage of this method over a universal
comparison method is that the extracted key frames are maintainable and consist of
global context information of a shot. The only disadvantage of this method is that it
is computationally complex.
3.7 Predetermined reference frame
In this method, a key frame is generated by comparing the predetermined
reference frame and each frame in a shot [19]. The main advantage of this method is
that it is not computationally complex and easy to implement. Its drawback is that it
does not represent the global context in a shot efficiently.
3.8 Trajectory curve simplification
In this method, the trajectory curve is generated from the frames. The curve
consists of a sequential combination of points in the feature. Calic and Izquierdo in
[20] presents a dynamic method for change detection in the scene and the key
frame generation. The frame difference metric is computed using the small size
block features in a scene. After that contour detection method is used for trajectory
curve plotting using the metric.
3.9 Cluster-based key frame extraction
In this method, key frame clusters are created using the data points and features
of video sequences. The set of key frames is created with frames that have the
closest distance from the center of the cluster. In [21, 22] fuzzy K-means- and fuzzy
C-means-based methods for the key frame selection are presented. The clusters are
generated based on the different features like motion sequences and the distance
matrix score. In [23] an approach that combined K-means and mean squared error
for the key frame selection is presented. Pan et al. in [24] proposed an enhanced
fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm for the key frame selection. Clusters are gener-
ated using the color feature. The key frames having the highest entropy are consid-
ered as a key frame from each cluster. The advantage of cluster-based approaches is
that it covers the global characteristics of the scene. The disadvantage of these
methods is that it requires a high computational cost for cluster generation and
feature extraction from the scene.
3.10 Event-driven key frame extraction
In this method, the extracted key frame consists of event and object details. The
advantage of this method is that each key frame describes the object motion pat-
tern, object, and event details [25]. The drawback of this method is that the pre-
defined rules need to be defined as per the application, identifying objects and
events in a key frame. Hence, the accuracy of this algorithm depends upon the pre-
assumption parameters set before the key frame extraction algorithm is executed.
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3.11 Full details key frame extraction (panoramic frame)
In this method, the key frame consists of the complete detail of a scene in a shot.
Papageorgiou and Poggio in [25] presented a key frame extraction approach using
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the homography matrix. The main advantage of this method is that it covers the
global context of the shot. The drawback of this method is that it is having high
computational complexity. The comparative analysis of recently utilized key frame
extraction algorithms is shown in Table 1. The comparison is performed in terms of
characteristics, advantages, and shortcomings of the method.
4. Proposed methodology for key frame extraction
The proposed approach is based on the combination of the histogram and deep
learning to extract the relevant key frame from the video sequence. Figure 2 shows
the main steps of the proposed framework. The steps of key frame extraction
include (1) video reading from the database, (2) frame extraction from video,
(3) preprocessing, (4) histogram generation, (5) comparison of the histogram,
(6) distinct key frame generation, and (7) key frame extraction using convolution
neural network (CNN). Each of these steps is described in subsequent subsections.
4.1 Video reading from database
We have tested this algorithm on the various publicly available datasets and on
our own behavioral dataset. The first step is to read a video from the database. The
raw video sequence selected from database is represented by Eq. (4):
Vi ¼ V1,V2,V3, … :Vkf g (4)
where 1≥V ≤ k.
Figure 2.
Proposed framework for key frame extraction.
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4.2 Frame extraction from video
The number of frames is extracted from the video selected in step 1. The
extracted frames are stored in a local directory for further processing. It is
represented by Eq. (5):
Fi ¼ F1,F2, F3, … :Fnf g (5)
where 1≥F≤ n.
4.3 Preprocessing of frames
In the preprocessing step, the key frame queue initialized with Qk ¼ 0. The key
frame queue Qk initialized with zero because in the initial step key frame is zero.
Next, the extracted frames of step 2 are converted from RGB model space to the
HSV model space. This conversion is necessary to get a more specific color, gray
shade, and brightness information. In HSV model space, hue is the color portion of
the model, expressed as a number from 0 to 360. Saturation describes the amount of
gray in a particular color, ranging from 0 to 100%. The value component represents
the intensity of the color, ranging from 0 to 100%, where 0 is completely black and
100 is the brightest and reveals the most color.
4.4 Histogram generation
In this step, the normalized histogram is generated from the hue-saturation
and value component in order to compare the adjacent frame. The normalized
histogram is generated for contrast enhancement and compact representation of
intensity and color information of the frame. Normalized histogram Hn is computed
by Eq. (6)
Hn ¼ number of pixels with intensity ntotal number of pixels (6)
where, n indicates possible intensity value.
4.5 Histogram comparison
In this step, the normalized histogram Hn is generated for each frame, and
adjacent frame histogram is compared using the Bhattacharyya distance measure. It
is defined by Eq. (7):














Hn1 indicates histogram of the previous frame Fp:
Hn1 indicates histogram of the current frame Fc.
N indicates the number of histogram bins
The Bhattacharyya distance d Hn1,Hn2ð Þ is the result of a comparison of the
matched score Smð Þ. The Sm value ranges from 0 to 1. The value 0 indicates an exact
match of the content of the video frame, 0.5 is half match and 1 represents
mismatch. Next, different conditions are checked to match to extract dissimilar
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frames and similar frames. The different conditions of the score Smð Þ are compared
with a threshold Tð Þ as:
1. if Sm >Tð Þ then current frame is dissimilar than the previous
2. if Qk! ¼ 0ð Þ then
3.Add a frame in the queue of key frame Qk  f i
4.6 Distinct key frame generation
In this step, the distinct key frame is selected, and redundant key frames are
removed from the Frame queue as follows:
1.for each frame FQi in Qk
2.Sm ( FQi, FiÞ
3. if Sm <Tð Þ then current frame is dissimilar than the previous.
4.Add a frame in the queue of key frame DQk  f i.
4.7 Key frame extraction using a convolution neural network
CNN is composed of two basic parts of feature extraction and classification.
Feature extraction includes several convolution layers followed by max-pooling and
an activation function. The classifier usually consists of fully connected layers as
shown in Figure 3.
Extracted distinct key frames are used as testing queries in classification
phase, and input frames features are extracted using the CNN feature extraction
module, and learn features are matched with distinct key frame features to obtain
the best match frame which is considered as key in the output as a frame index
number. The key frame extraction and CNN approach perform in parallel to obtain
efficiency.
5. Experiment results and discussion
In this section, we have evaluated the efficiency of the proposed method on
a publicly available database and our own human action database.
Figure 3.
A CNN for proposed key frame extraction algorithm.
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The results demonstrate significant improvement over the conventional methods
and with low time complexity. Next, in subsequent sections, the various experi-
ments conducted are discussed as follows.
5.1 Dataset analysis
The performance of a key frame extraction technique was evaluated and
compared with the state-of-the-art methods using benchmark databases. We have
taken sample videos of benchmark database and human action database as shown in
Table 2.
5.2 Computational complexity of the proposed system
The proposed methodology is clearly superior to the rest of the techniques for
key frame extraction as shown in Table 3. The comparative analysis of recall and
precision metric for each video sequence is shown in Figure 4. It is observed that
the proposed approach of key frame extraction achieves the highest values for recall
and precision for all the video sequences. A maximum value of one of the metrics is
generally not sufficient. The precision metric is used to measure the ability of a
technique to retrieve the most precise results. A high value of precision means
better relevance between the key frames. However, a high value of precision can be
Data
source
Purpose # Image or
video clips
Annotation Environment Ref. Year
INRIA Detection,
segmentation
498 images Annotations are
marked manually





60,000 frames 7900 annotated
pedestrians



























Daylight scenario — —
Table 2.
Pedestrian databases used for the experiment for key frame extraction.
Type of features Recall Precision CPU time (ms)
Proposed key frame extraction algorithm 0.95 0.92 0.50
Discrete cosine coefficients and rough sets theory based [1] 0.88 0.82 0.90
Content relative thresholding technique based [2] 0.80 0.81 0.80
Multi-scale color contrast, relative motion intensity, and relative
motion consistency based [3]
0.83 0.80 0.90
Color and structure feature based [4] 0.80 0.86 0.98
Table 3.
Comparative analysis of mean, recall, and precision and CPU time achieved by different techniques.
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achieved by selecting very few key frames in a video sequence. The speed and
accuracy of both parameters are important in the key frame extraction algorithm. If
the algorithm is slow, then the throughput of the system gets affected. It is also
necessary that extracted key frames are relevant and accurate. Further, it will affect
the other process, such as object detection, classification, object description, etc.,
respectively (Figures 5 and 6).
5.3 Qualitative result of frame extraction
Qualitative results from the proposed deep learning approach for the key frames
extraction algorithm are shown in Figure 7. The figure illustrates the relevant and
non-redundant key frames are extracted from the video sequence. The dataset
consists of 7 suspicious student behavior. The pedestrian behaviors are recorded at
prominent places of the college in different academic activities.
Figure 4.




Extracted key frame from video.
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6. Conclusions
This chapter describes and evaluates the methodologies, strategies, and stages
involved in video key frame extraction. It also analyzes the issue and challenges of
each of the key frame extraction methods. Based on the literature survey, most of
the available techniques proposed by the earlier researchers can perform key frame
extraction. However, most of them failed to encounter the trade-off problem
between accuracy and speed. The proposed framework and approach give signifi-
cant improvements for key frame extraction irrespective of the video length rather
on the content type. This is made possible due to the histogram-based comparison
of video scene content and convolution neural network-based deep features
approach. With significantly satisfactory results, this work can generate a key frame
dynamically from any video sequence. We have performed experiments on the
publicly available database and obtained encouraging results.
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Figure 7.
Qualitative results of the proposed key frame extraction method on a sample video of student pedestrian dataset.
(a) Frames extracted from sample video of dataset (First three-column). (b) Key frames extracted from sample
video (Forth column).
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Machine translation has already become part of our everyday life. This chapter
gives an overview of machine translation approaches. Statistical machine transla-
tion was a dominant approach over the past 20 years. It brought many cases of
practical use. It is described in more detail in this chapter. Statistical machine
translation is not equally successful for all language pairs. Highly inflectional lan-
guages are hard to process, especially as target languages. As statistical machine
translation has almost reached the limits of its capacity, neural machine translation
is becoming the technology of the future. This chapter also describes the evaluation
of machine translation quality. It covers manual and automatic evaluations. Tradi-
tional and recently proposed metrics for automatic machine translation evaluation
are described. Human translation still provides the best translation quality, but it is,
in general, time-consuming and expensive. Integration of human and machine
translation is a promising workflow for the future. Machine translation will not
replace human translation, but it can serve as a tool to increase productivity in the
translation process.
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1. Introduction
Machine translation (MT) investigates the approaches to translating text from
one natural language to another. It is a subfield of computational linguistics that
draws ideas from linguistics, computer science, information theory, artificial
intelligence, and statistics. For a long time, it had a bad reputation because it was
perceived as low quality. Especially in the last two decades, we have been
witnessing great progress in MT quality, which made it interesting also for the use
in the translation industry. Its quality is still lower than human translation, but that
does not mean it does not have good practical uses. In the past, translation agencies
and other professional translators were the only actors in the translation industry,
but, in recent years, we have been faced with the rapidly growing range of machine
translation solutions entering the market and being of practical use. There is
increasing pressure on the translation industry in terms of price, volume, and
turnaround time. The emergence of commercial applications for MT is a welcome
change in translation processes. In professional or official circumstances, human
translation is inevitable, as humans are essential to making sure a translation is
grammatically correct and carries the same meaning as the original text.
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grammatically correct and carries the same meaning as the original text.
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Machine translation is appropriate in different circumstances, mainly for unofficial
purposes or for providing content for a human translator to improve upon it. MT
has proved to be able to speed up the whole translation process, but it cannot
replace the human translator. The questions that researchers in the translation
industry are trying to answer today are: How much can human translators benefit
from using MT? How could MT be integrated efficiently into translation processes?
If MT is integrated into the translation workflow, will the quality of translation
remain at the same level? These questions will not be answered explicitly in this
chapter, but an effort will be made to show that MT is worth being part of the
translation process, as its quality can be evaluated reliably. MT opens new opportu-
nities for translators through using MT output only as a suggestion and, if neces-
sary, post-editing it to the desired quality. It could be much faster than translation
from scratch. This process is further discussed in the penultimate section of the
chapter.
The aim of this chapter is to overview the methods of machine translation and
the methods of the evaluation of its quality. This chapter is organised as follows. In
Section 2, different approaches for machine translation are described: rule-based
MT in Section 2.1, example-based MT in Section 2.2, statistical MT in Section 2.3,
hybrid MT in Section 2.4, and neural MT in Section 2.5. Not all languages are
equally difficult for MT. Section 3 exposes common problems when dealing with
morphologically rich languages. Sections 4–7 are devoted to MT evaluation. In
Section 5, basic metrics for automatic MT evaluation are described and in Section 6,
the more advanced ones. Automatic MT evaluation makes sense if it gives similar
results as manual evaluation. Section 7 discusses how the correlation between
automatic and manual MT evaluation is determined. MT is never perfect. Section 8
discusses post-editing MT to correct the mistakes and make MT of practical use.
Section 9 concludes this chapter.
2. Machine translation
Computer scientists began trying to solve the problem of MT in the 1950s. The
first published machine translation experiment was performed by the Georgetown
University and IBM. It involved automatic translation of more than 60 Russian
sentences into English. The system had only 6 grammar rules and 250 lexical items
in its vocabulary. It was by no means a fully featured system. The sentences for
translation were selected carefully, as the idea of the experiment was to attract
governmental and public interest and funding by showing the possibilities of MT.
Many problems of MT had come to light right after, and, consequently, for a long
time, MT was present only as a research area in computational linguistics. Over-
time, different approaches for MT were defined and gained maturity for practical
use today. The history of the development of MT approaches is given in Figure 1. In
[1], it has been shown that 22% of the MT users in the translation industry use rule-
based MT systems, 50% use statistical MT systems, and 36% of them use hybrid MT
systems.
2.1 Rule-based machine translation
The first approaches for MT were based on linguistic rules that were used to
parse the source sentence and create the intermediate representation, from which
the target language sentence was created. Such approaches are appropriate to
translate between closely related languages. The rule-based machine translation
methods include dictionary-based MT, transfer-based MT, and interlingual MT.
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Dictionary-based MT uses entries in a language dictionary to find a words
equivalent in the target language. Using a dictionary as the sole information source
for translation means that the words will be translated as they are translated in a
dictionary. As this is, in many cases, not correct, grammatical rules are applied
afterwards.
Transfer-based MT belongs to the next generation of machine translation.
The source sentence is transformed into an intermediate, less language-specific
structure. This structure is then transferred into a similar structure of the target
language, and, finally, the sentence is generated in the target language. The transfer
uses morphological, syntactic, and/or semantic information about the source and
target languages.
In interlingual MT, the source sentence is transformed into an intermediate,
artificial language. It is a neutral representation that is independent of any language.
The target sentence is then generated out of the interlingua.
To be useful in practice, rule-based MT systems consist of large collections of
rules, developed manually over time by translation experts, mapping structures
from the source language to the target language. They are costly and time-
consuming to implement and maintain. As rules are added and updated, there is the
potential of generating ambiguity and translation degradation. Rule-based MT
requires linguistic experts to apply language rules to the system.
2.2 Example-based machine translation
Example-based MT is based on the idea of analogy. It is grounded upon a search
for analogous examples of sentence pairs in the source and target languages.
Example-based MT belongs to corpus-based approaches because examples are
extracted from large collections of bilingual corpora. Given the source sentence,
sentences with similar sub-sentential components are extracted from the source
side of the bilingual corpus, and their translations to the target language are then
used to construct the complete translation of the sentence.
2.3 Statistical machine translation
Statistical MT is based on statistical methods [2]. It also belongs to corpus-based
approaches, as statistical methods are applied on large bilingual corpora. Building a
statistical MT system does not require linguistic knowledge. Statistical MT utilises
statistical models generated from the analysis of texts, being either monolingual or
bilingual. It is called training data. If more training data are available, better and
larger MT systems can be built. Statistical MT systems are computationally
Figure 1.
Timeline of MT evolution.
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expensive to build and store. Statistical MT can be adapted easily to a specific
domain if enough bilingual and/or monolingual data from that domain are available.




P ejfð Þ ¼ argmax
e
P eð ÞP f jeð Þ: (1)
where f is the source sentence and e is the target sentence. The source sentence
consists of words f j and the target sentence of words ei. Words f j belong to the
source vocabulary F and the words ei to the target vocabulary E. In the phrase-based
model, the source sentence f is broken down into I phrases f i, and each source
phrase f i is translated into a target phrase ei.
Standard phrase-based SMT models consist of three components:
1.A translation model of phrases (denoted as ϕð f jeÞ). In practice, both translation
directions, with the proper weight setting, are used: ϕð f jeÞ and ϕð ej f Þ:
2.A reordering model (denoted as d). It is based on distance. The reordering
distance is computed as starti � endi�1 � 1, where starti is the position of the
first word in phrase i, endi�1 is the position of the last word of phrase i� 1, and
d is the probability distribution of reordering.
3.A language model (denoted as pLM eð Þ). It makes the output a fluent sequence
of words in the target language and is most commonly an n-gram language
model.
Log-linear models of phrase-based SMT are most commonly used:

















where a is an alignment between source and target sentences and N is the length
of the target sentence.
Statistical MT faces many obstacles. Data sparsity of highly inflected languages
limits the effectiveness of statistical MT. Advanced statistical MT systems try to
overcome the limitations by introducing data preprocessing and data post-processing.
In Figure 2 data preprocessing is used, where morphosyntactic tags (MSD) and
lemmas are assigned to words and used in translation and language models.
Reordering model captures short-term dependencies. The operation sequence model
(OSM) is able to capture long-distance dependencies [3]. It models translation by a
linear sequence of operations. The operation generates translation, performs
reordering, jumps forward and backward, etc. Having morphosyntactic tags and
lemmas available, OSM could be constructed based on them, as depicted in Figure 2.
2.4 Hybrid machine translation
While statistical methods still dominate research work in MT, most commercial
MT systems were, from the beginning, only rule-based. Recently, boundaries
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between the two approaches have narrowed, and hybrid approaches emerged,
which try to gain benefit from both of them. We distinguish two groups of hybrid
MT, those guided by rule-based MT and those guided by statistical approaches.
Hybrid systems, guided by rule-based MT, use statistical MT to identify the set of
appropriate translation candidates and/or to combine partial translations into the
final sentence in the target language. Hybrid systems, guided by statistical MT, use
rules at pre-/post-processing stages.
2.5 Neural machine translation
Neural MT emerged as a successor of statistical MT. It has made rapid progress
in recent years, and it is paving its way into the translation industry as well. Neural
MT is a deep learning-based approach to MT that uses a large neural network based
on vector representations of words. If compared with statistical MT, there is no
separate language model, translation model, or reordering model, but just a single
sequence model, which predicts one word at a time. The prediction is conditioned
on the source sentence and the already produced sequence in the target language.
The prediction power of neural MT is more promising than that of statistical MT, as
neural networks share statistical evidence between similar words. In Figure 3 one of
the proposed topology for neural machine translation is given with the same exam-
ple sentence as in Figure 2. The input words are passed through the layers of the
encoder (blue circles) to its last layer, the context vector, updating it for every input
word. The context layer is then passed through the decoder layers (red circles) to
output words, and it is again updated for each output word.
The encoder-decoder recurrent neural network architecture with attention is
currently the state of the art for machine translation.
Although effective, the neural MT systems still suffer some issues, such as
scaling to larger vocabularies of words and the slow speed of training the models.
Figure 2.
Statistical machine translation system using a language model based on surface forms, a language model based
on MSD tags, a language model based on lemmas, and three OSMs.
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expensive to build and store. Statistical MT can be adapted easily to a specific
domain if enough bilingual and/or monolingual data from that domain are available.
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In addition, large corpus is needed to train neural MT systems with performance
comparable to statistical machine translation. Researchers continue to work on
solving open problems.
3. Problems in machine translation
The fast progress of MT has boosted translation quality significantly, but,
unfortunately, machine translation approaches are not equally successful for all
language pairs. Morphologically rich languages are problematic in MT, especially if
the translation is from a morphologically less complex to a morphologically more
complex language. Morphological distinctions not present in the source language
need to be generated in the target language. Much work on morphology-aware
approaches relies heavily on language-specific tools, which are not always available.
Many morphologically rich languages fall in the category of low-resource languages.
One group of morphologically rich languages is a group of highly inflected
languages. They are difficult not only for MT but also for other language technology
applications [4, 5]. The main problem in highly inflected languages is that the large
number of inflected word forms lead to data sparsity (see example in Table 1),
which results in unreliable estimates in statistical MT [6]. Most words in a given
corpus occur at most a handful of times. Therefore, the translation rule coverage is
partial, and the estimation of translation probabilities is poor. Some approaches try
to reduce the problem of data sparsity by using modelling units other than words;
for example, stems and endings, lemmas and morphosyntactic tags, etc. Relaxed
word order in inflectional languages poses another problem (see example in
Table 2). Usually, very little information about the target word order is obtainable
from the source sentence. Pre-ordering approaches learn to preprocess the source
Figure 3.
Neural machine translation system using the encoder-decoder topology.
Singular Dual Plural
Nominative študent študenta študenti
Genitive študenta študentov študentov
Dative študentu študentoma študentom
Accusative študenta študenta študente
Locative študentu študentih študentih
Instrumental študentom študentoma študenti
In the example, the word has nine different endings.
Table 1.
Inflected word forms of the word “student” (masculine) in Slovene.
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sentence during training in such a way that the words on the source side appear
closer to their final positions on the target side. A frequent problem of inflectional
languages is also an inaccurate translation of pronouns. There are also many cases
in inflectional languages where the subject is dropped completely. Problematic
also is differences in the expression of negation. Slavic languages fall into the
category of highly inflected languages, and they cause many problems in machine
translation [7, 8].
Another group of morphologically rich languages is a group of agglutinative
languages, which are even more difficult to use in machine translation. In an
agglutinative language, words may consist of more than one, and possibly many,
morphemes. Each morpheme in a sequence indicates a particular grammatical
meaning. Morphemes are used commonly as basic units in MT for those groups of
languages. All these phenomena cause errors in translations produced by MT sys-
tems and make the use of MT questionable. It is necessary to evaluate MT quality
before use in practice.
4. Machine translation evaluation
As MT emerges as an important mode of translation, its quality is becoming
more and more important. Judging translation quality is called machine translation
evaluation. It is defined commonly by technical terms. It means, with the exception
of human (i.e. manual) evaluation, that it is defined as an algorithm that can be
coded into a programme and run by a computer that calculates the evaluation score,
which tells the user how good a translation is. Translation evaluation methods count
word- and/or sentence-based errors that can be detected automatically, while
general text-level aspects are not taken into account. This weakness of automatic
MT evaluation is one of the main criticisms in the translation community. Despite
that, in the last decade, we have been witnessing great progress in automatic
MT evaluation.
MT quality can be measured in many different ways, depending on the goal of
the evaluation and the means available. Traditionally, there are two paradigms of
machine translation evaluation: Glass-box evaluation and black-box evaluation.
Glass-box evaluation measures the quality of a system based on internal system
properties. Black-box evaluation examines only the system output, without
connecting it to the internal mechanisms of the translation system. The focus in this
section will be on black-box evaluation. It is concerned only with the objective
behaviour of the system upon a predetermined evaluation set. An evaluation set is a
set of sentences in the source language and their translations into the target lan-
guage, obtained by the translation system. These sentence pairs are then exposed to
the evaluation. An evaluation set needs to be selected carefully to cover all data
features important for future use of the translation system. The same translation
quality can then be expected on the other data that is of the same type as the
evaluation set; if not, translations of quite different quality could be obtained.
1. Angleščino študiram dve leti.
2. Dve leti študiram angleščino.
3. Študiram angleščino, dve leti.
Third example is used in colloquial speech.
Table 2.
Word permutations of the English sentence “I have been studying English for two years” in Slovene.
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number of inflected word forms lead to data sparsity (see example in Table 1),
which results in unreliable estimates in statistical MT [6]. Most words in a given
corpus occur at most a handful of times. Therefore, the translation rule coverage is
partial, and the estimation of translation probabilities is poor. Some approaches try
to reduce the problem of data sparsity by using modelling units other than words;
for example, stems and endings, lemmas and morphosyntactic tags, etc. Relaxed
word order in inflectional languages poses another problem (see example in
Table 2). Usually, very little information about the target word order is obtainable
from the source sentence. Pre-ordering approaches learn to preprocess the source
Figure 3.
Neural machine translation system using the encoder-decoder topology.
Singular Dual Plural
Nominative študent študenta študenti
Genitive študenta študentov študentov
Dative študentu študentoma študentom
Accusative študenta študenta študente
Locative študentu študentih študentih
Instrumental študentom študentoma študenti
In the example, the word has nine different endings.
Table 1.
Inflected word forms of the word “student” (masculine) in Slovene.
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sentence during training in such a way that the words on the source side appear
closer to their final positions on the target side. A frequent problem of inflectional
languages is also an inaccurate translation of pronouns. There are also many cases
in inflectional languages where the subject is dropped completely. Problematic
also is differences in the expression of negation. Slavic languages fall into the
category of highly inflected languages, and they cause many problems in machine
translation [7, 8].
Another group of morphologically rich languages is a group of agglutinative
languages, which are even more difficult to use in machine translation. In an
agglutinative language, words may consist of more than one, and possibly many,
morphemes. Each morpheme in a sequence indicates a particular grammatical
meaning. Morphemes are used commonly as basic units in MT for those groups of
languages. All these phenomena cause errors in translations produced by MT sys-
tems and make the use of MT questionable. It is necessary to evaluate MT quality
before use in practice.
4. Machine translation evaluation
As MT emerges as an important mode of translation, its quality is becoming
more and more important. Judging translation quality is called machine translation
evaluation. It is defined commonly by technical terms. It means, with the exception
of human (i.e. manual) evaluation, that it is defined as an algorithm that can be
coded into a programme and run by a computer that calculates the evaluation score,
which tells the user how good a translation is. Translation evaluation methods count
word- and/or sentence-based errors that can be detected automatically, while
general text-level aspects are not taken into account. This weakness of automatic
MT evaluation is one of the main criticisms in the translation community. Despite
that, in the last decade, we have been witnessing great progress in automatic
MT evaluation.
MT quality can be measured in many different ways, depending on the goal of
the evaluation and the means available. Traditionally, there are two paradigms of
machine translation evaluation: Glass-box evaluation and black-box evaluation.
Glass-box evaluation measures the quality of a system based on internal system
properties. Black-box evaluation examines only the system output, without
connecting it to the internal mechanisms of the translation system. The focus in this
section will be on black-box evaluation. It is concerned only with the objective
behaviour of the system upon a predetermined evaluation set. An evaluation set is a
set of sentences in the source language and their translations into the target lan-
guage, obtained by the translation system. These sentence pairs are then exposed to
the evaluation. An evaluation set needs to be selected carefully to cover all data
features important for future use of the translation system. The same translation
quality can then be expected on the other data that is of the same type as the
evaluation set; if not, translations of quite different quality could be obtained.
1. Angleščino študiram dve leti.
2. Dve leti študiram angleščino.
3. Študiram angleščino, dve leti.
Third example is used in colloquial speech.
Table 2.
Word permutations of the English sentence “I have been studying English for two years” in Slovene.
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The reason is in the fact that MT systems are trained on translation examples. If
these examples are of a different type to the text that is afterwards translated by the
system, the system has only weak knowledge about its translation and, conse-
quently, produces poor translations. Different types of data mean variations in
structure, genre, and style. Evaluation, on the other hand, can focus on testing the
systems’s robustness. In this case, the evaluation set is composed of subsets of
different data types. One should be aware that obtaining a robust MT system means
at least training it with translation examples of different data types.
There is also a difference between judging and measuring the quality of MT
output as a final product and judging and measuring the usability of MT output for
subsequent corrections by humans, called post-editing (PE). As regards the latter, it
is interesting to know how much editing effort is needed to make the MT output
match a reference translation or to become an acceptable translation. What is
acceptable translation is left to be decided by the translation expert. In the MT
community, there are no criteria for it.
For a long time, methods for evaluating human and MT quality have been
disconnected. The comparison between them was impossible. In recent years, a
framework called multidimensional quality metrics (MQM) [9] was developed for
evaluating the quality of both human and machine translations. It includes over 100
issue types that cover all of the major translation quality evaluation metrics. For the
specific translation quality judgement task, relevant issues may be chosen from
MQM. The focus of this section is only on the evaluation of MT quality, whereas
human translation is taken as the gold standard.
4.1 Manual evaluation
The most common option for judging and measuring machine translation quality
is human evaluation. The quality of MT output is judged by experts in translation
and linguistics from two different perspectives. The first perspective is the degree
of adherence to the target text and target language norms, referring, for example, to
features such as grammaticality and clarity. This quality evaluation perspective is
known as fluency. When judging fluency, the source text is not relevant. The
evaluators have access to only the translation being judged and not the source data.
Fluency requires an expert fluent only in the target language. On the other hand,
source text adherence is judged to the source text norms and meaning, in terms of
how well the target text represents the informational content of the source text. It is
known as accuracy. The evaluators have access to the source text and translations
being judged. Frequently, the context of a sentence is also taken into account. The
evaluators must be bilingual in both the source and target languages. The adequacy
and fluency are usually judged on a 5-point scale, as given in Table 3.
Human evaluation is time-consuming and expensive. It is also inherently sub-
jective. To alleviate the problem of subjectivity, more experts are usually asked to
evaluate the translations in the same evaluation set, and their evaluations are,
finally, justified statistically.
4.2 Automatic evaluation
MT systems are rarely static, and they tend to be improved over time as
resources grow and bugs are fixed. The evaluation needs to be repeated many times.
Automatic evaluation metrics are cost-free alternatives to human evaluation. They
are used commonly during the development of MT systems to estimate improve-
ment. They are also applicable to compare different MT systems. While using
automatic metrics to judge the translation quality, it is important to understand
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what their scores mean. They rely on the idea that MT quality in itself should
approach human quality. Automatic metrics depend on the availability of human
reference translation. They evaluate the output of MT systems by comparing it to
the reference translation. As there is a great variability even in human translation, it
is important to have more human reference translations for each machine-
translated sentence to be evaluated. Evaluation metrics then provide evaluation
scores based on the most similar reference translation.
Standard and recently proposed automatic metrics for MT evaluation will be
discussed in the continuation of this section. Statistical correlation coefficients are
used to see how close automatic evaluation is to manual judgements. Three correla-
tion coefficients will be described later in the section. Machine translation, coupled
with subsequent post-editing, has become a widely accepted method in the transla-
tion industry. This type of translation workflow will be discussed at the end of this
section.
5. Basic metrics for translation evaluation in MT
An obvious method for evaluation is to look at the translation and judge by hand,
whether it is correct or not. To get reliable judgements, the evaluators should be
appropriately qualified. From a practical point of view, manual evaluation,
performed by translation experts, is expensive and takes time. What is needed are
automatic metrics that are quick and cheap to use and approximate human judge-
ments accurately. De facto metrics, used in the MT community, are BLEU, NIST,
METEOR, and TER. All these metrics need reference translations because they
compare the MT output with reference translations and provide comparison scores.
If reference translations are available, these metrics can be used to evaluate the
output of any number of systems quickly, without the need for human intervention.
Let us take an example where the reference translation is “Dve leti že študiram
angleščino” and the MT output to be evaluated is “Angleščino študiram dve leti”.






correct counts the number of correctly translated words, and lengtho is the length







5 All meaning 5 Flawless language
4 Most meaning 4 Good language
3 Much meaning 3 Non-native language
2 Little meaning 2 Disfluent language
1 None 1 Incomprehensible
Table 3.
Numeric scale for judging adequacy and fluency.
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The reason is in the fact that MT systems are trained on translation examples. If
these examples are of a different type to the text that is afterwards translated by the
system, the system has only weak knowledge about its translation and, conse-
quently, produces poor translations. Different types of data mean variations in
structure, genre, and style. Evaluation, on the other hand, can focus on testing the
systems’s robustness. In this case, the evaluation set is composed of subsets of
different data types. One should be aware that obtaining a robust MT system means
at least training it with translation examples of different data types.
There is also a difference between judging and measuring the quality of MT
output as a final product and judging and measuring the usability of MT output for
subsequent corrections by humans, called post-editing (PE). As regards the latter, it
is interesting to know how much editing effort is needed to make the MT output
match a reference translation or to become an acceptable translation. What is
acceptable translation is left to be decided by the translation expert. In the MT
community, there are no criteria for it.
For a long time, methods for evaluating human and MT quality have been
disconnected. The comparison between them was impossible. In recent years, a
framework called multidimensional quality metrics (MQM) [9] was developed for
evaluating the quality of both human and machine translations. It includes over 100
issue types that cover all of the major translation quality evaluation metrics. For the
specific translation quality judgement task, relevant issues may be chosen from
MQM. The focus of this section is only on the evaluation of MT quality, whereas
human translation is taken as the gold standard.
4.1 Manual evaluation
The most common option for judging and measuring machine translation quality
is human evaluation. The quality of MT output is judged by experts in translation
and linguistics from two different perspectives. The first perspective is the degree
of adherence to the target text and target language norms, referring, for example, to
features such as grammaticality and clarity. This quality evaluation perspective is
known as fluency. When judging fluency, the source text is not relevant. The
evaluators have access to only the translation being judged and not the source data.
Fluency requires an expert fluent only in the target language. On the other hand,
source text adherence is judged to the source text norms and meaning, in terms of
how well the target text represents the informational content of the source text. It is
known as accuracy. The evaluators have access to the source text and translations
being judged. Frequently, the context of a sentence is also taken into account. The
evaluators must be bilingual in both the source and target languages. The adequacy
and fluency are usually judged on a 5-point scale, as given in Table 3.
Human evaluation is time-consuming and expensive. It is also inherently sub-
jective. To alleviate the problem of subjectivity, more experts are usually asked to
evaluate the translations in the same evaluation set, and their evaluations are,
finally, justified statistically.
4.2 Automatic evaluation
MT systems are rarely static, and they tend to be improved over time as
resources grow and bugs are fixed. The evaluation needs to be repeated many times.
Automatic evaluation metrics are cost-free alternatives to human evaluation. They
are used commonly during the development of MT systems to estimate improve-
ment. They are also applicable to compare different MT systems. While using
automatic metrics to judge the translation quality, it is important to understand
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what their scores mean. They rely on the idea that MT quality in itself should
approach human quality. Automatic metrics depend on the availability of human
reference translation. They evaluate the output of MT systems by comparing it to
the reference translation. As there is a great variability even in human translation, it
is important to have more human reference translations for each machine-
translated sentence to be evaluated. Evaluation metrics then provide evaluation
scores based on the most similar reference translation.
Standard and recently proposed automatic metrics for MT evaluation will be
discussed in the continuation of this section. Statistical correlation coefficients are
used to see how close automatic evaluation is to manual judgements. Three correla-
tion coefficients will be described later in the section. Machine translation, coupled
with subsequent post-editing, has become a widely accepted method in the transla-
tion industry. This type of translation workflow will be discussed at the end of this
section.
5. Basic metrics for translation evaluation in MT
An obvious method for evaluation is to look at the translation and judge by hand,
whether it is correct or not. To get reliable judgements, the evaluators should be
appropriately qualified. From a practical point of view, manual evaluation,
performed by translation experts, is expensive and takes time. What is needed are
automatic metrics that are quick and cheap to use and approximate human judge-
ments accurately. De facto metrics, used in the MT community, are BLEU, NIST,
METEOR, and TER. All these metrics need reference translations because they
compare the MT output with reference translations and provide comparison scores.
If reference translations are available, these metrics can be used to evaluate the
output of any number of systems quickly, without the need for human intervention.
Let us take an example where the reference translation is “Dve leti že študiram
angleščino” and the MT output to be evaluated is “Angleščino študiram dve leti”.
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4 Most meaning 4 Good language
3 Much meaning 3 Non-native language
2 Little meaning 2 Disfluent language
1 None 1 Incomprehensible
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Numeric scale for judging adequacy and fluency.
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lengthr is the length of reference translation. F-measure results in:
F1 ¼ precision � recallprecisionþrecall
2
¼ 89%: (5)
Based on given measures, the quality of translation is good, as reordering is not
penalised. It is not always a good decision. For example, the MT output “Dve
angleščino študiram leti” will get the same evaluation result, even though the
translation is disfluent.
BLEU [10] measures the overlap of unigrams (single words) and high-order
n-grams between MT output and reference translations. It is defined as follows:








The main component of BLEU is n-gram precision, i.e. precisioni. It is calculated
as the ratio between matched n-grams and the total number of n-grams in the
evaluated translation. Precision is calculated separately for each n-gram order, and
the precisions are combined via a geometric averaging. The highest n-gram order is
defined commonly to be four (four words in a sequence). Higher-order n-grams are
used as an indirect measure of a translations level of grammatical well-formedness.
The BLEU metric computes the modified precision score, weighted by the brevity
penalty, which punishes sentences that are shorter than the reference. The final
scores range from 0 to 1. Table 4 contains the calculation of BLEU score for our
example.
BLEU is typically computed over the entire corpus, not single sentences. It is
important to point out that very few translations will attain a score of 1 unless they are
identical to a reference translation. For this reason, even a human translator will not
necessarily score 1, as there is great variability of possible correct translations. In this
sense, it is also important to note that havingmore reference translations per sentence is
highly welcome. It will increase the BLEU score. NIST [11] is a close derivate of BLEU.
Both metrics, BLEU and NIST, focus only on n-gram precision and disregard
recall. Recall is the ratio between matched n-grams and the total number of n-grams
in the reference translation. METEOR metric [12] combines precision and recall.
The authors of METEOR argue that the brevity penalty in BLEU does not compen-














BLEU score computation for the MT output “Angleščino študiram dve leti”, if the reference is “Dve leti že
študiram angleščino”.
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matching. Matching is done in three stages. The first stage is exact matching. Strings
are aligned, which are identical in the reference and the translation. Words that are
not matched are stemmed in the second stage. Stemming is the process of reducing
inflected words to their word stem by cutting off the ends of words. Words with the
same morphological root are aligned after stemming. In the last stage, unaligned
words which are found to be synonyms are aligned, according to WordNet.
WordNet [13] is a large lexical database of synonyms (called synsets). In WordNet,
synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations.
METEOR does not use higher-order n-grams, as n-gram counts do not require an
explicit word-to-word matching. In METEOR, an explicit measure of the level of
grammaticality is used. It captures directly how good the structure of the matched
words in the machine translation is in relation to the reference.
Word error rate (WER) metric was first used to evaluate automatic speech
recognition. It counts the minimum number of edits needed to change the evaluated
translation so that it matches the references exactly, normalised by the average
length of the references. The minimum number of edits is also called Levenshtein
distance. Possible edits are insertion (I), deletion (D), and substitution (S) of single
words. Matched words are denoted with M. Different edits can have different
weights. For example, substitution is usually weighted at unity, but deletion and
insertion are both weighted at 0.5:
WER ¼ Sþ 0:5 �Dþ 0:5 � I
lengthr
: (7)
TER ¼ SþDþ I þ Shift
lengthr
: (8)
Table 5 contains the calculation of WER for our example.
Translation edit rate (TER) metric [14] is a derivate from the WER. It uses an
additional edit step, namely, shifts of word sequences (Shift). A shift moves a
contiguous sequence of words within the evaluated translation to another location
within the translation. All edits have equal cost. If more than one reference is
available, and since the minimum number of edits needed to modify the translation
is called for, only the number of edits to the closest reference is measured. TER is
normalised by the average length of the reference. Position-independent error rate
(PER) is another derivate from WER, which treats the reference and translation
output as bags of words. Words from the translation are aligned to words in the
reference, ignoring the position.
6. Advanced metrics for translation evaluation in MT
Although BLEU, NIST, METEOR, and TER metrics are used most frequently in
the evaluation of MT quality, new metrics emerge almost every year. There is a
Reference: dve leti že študiram angleščino
Output: angleščino študiram dve leti
Edit: I I M M D D D
WER ¼ 0:5�2þ0:5�35 ¼ 50%
Table 5.
WER computation for the MT output “Angleščino študiram dve leti”, if the reference is “Dve leti že študiram
angleščino”.
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lengthr is the length of reference translation. F-measure results in:
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necessarily score 1, as there is great variability of possible correct translations. In this
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matching. Matching is done in three stages. The first stage is exact matching. Strings
are aligned, which are identical in the reference and the translation. Words that are
not matched are stemmed in the second stage. Stemming is the process of reducing
inflected words to their word stem by cutting off the ends of words. Words with the
same morphological root are aligned after stemming. In the last stage, unaligned
words which are found to be synonyms are aligned, according to WordNet.
WordNet [13] is a large lexical database of synonyms (called synsets). In WordNet,
synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations.
METEOR does not use higher-order n-grams, as n-gram counts do not require an
explicit word-to-word matching. In METEOR, an explicit measure of the level of
grammaticality is used. It captures directly how good the structure of the matched
words in the machine translation is in relation to the reference.
Word error rate (WER) metric was first used to evaluate automatic speech
recognition. It counts the minimum number of edits needed to change the evaluated
translation so that it matches the references exactly, normalised by the average
length of the references. The minimum number of edits is also called Levenshtein
distance. Possible edits are insertion (I), deletion (D), and substitution (S) of single
words. Matched words are denoted with M. Different edits can have different
weights. For example, substitution is usually weighted at unity, but deletion and
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lengthr
: (7)
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lengthr
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Table 5 contains the calculation of WER for our example.
Translation edit rate (TER) metric [14] is a derivate from the WER. It uses an
additional edit step, namely, shifts of word sequences (Shift). A shift moves a
contiguous sequence of words within the evaluated translation to another location
within the translation. All edits have equal cost. If more than one reference is
available, and since the minimum number of edits needed to modify the translation
is called for, only the number of edits to the closest reference is measured. TER is
normalised by the average length of the reference. Position-independent error rate
(PER) is another derivate from WER, which treats the reference and translation
output as bags of words. Words from the translation are aligned to words in the
reference, ignoring the position.
6. Advanced metrics for translation evaluation in MT
Although BLEU, NIST, METEOR, and TER metrics are used most frequently in
the evaluation of MT quality, new metrics emerge almost every year. There is a
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metrics-shared task, held annually at the WMT Conference where new evaluation
metrics are proposed [15, 16, 17]. Those which exhibit high correlation with human
judgement will be presented from the pool of recently defined metrics.
CDER [18] is a more advanced metric that is concerned with edits and
Levenshtein distance. It calculates the distance between two strings eIi and e
�L
i using
the auxiliary quantity D i, lð Þ, defined as:





D 0, 0ð Þ ¼ 0, (10)
D i, lð Þ ¼ min
D i� 1, l� 1ð Þ þ cSUB ei,~elð Þ,
D i� 1, lð Þ þ 1,
D i, l� 1ð Þ þ 1,
min
i0






In addition to classical edit operations (i.e. insertion, deletion, and substitution),
it models block reordering explicitly as an additional edit operation. As a further
improvement, it introduces word dependent substitution costs cSUB ei,~elð Þ. The
observation that the substitution of a word with a similar one is likely to affect
translation quality less than the substitution with a completely different word is
accounted for in a metric score.
Tolerant BLEU [19] and LeBLEU [20] are derivates of BLEU with a relaxation of
the strict word n-gram matching that is used in standard BLEU. Tolerant BLEU
applies a specific distance measure that requires an exact match only in the middle
of words, not in words as a whole. LeBLEU uses a distance measure based on
characters. It also facilitates a fuzzy matching of longer chunks of text that allows,
for example, to match two independent words with a compound.
CharacTER [21] is a derivate of TER:
CharacTER ¼ Schar þDchar þ Ichar þ Shift Cost
lengthochar
: (12)
It calculates the edit rate on character level, whereas shift edits are still
performed on word level. First, a technique for word-level shifts is performed,
words are then split into characters, and, finally, the edit distance is calculated
based on characters, and Shift  Cost is calculated. In addition, the lengths of trans-
lations in characters (lengthochar) instead of references are used for normalising the
edit distance, which effectively counters the issue that shorter translations normally
achieve lower TER. If we have two translations of different lengths, but with the
same edit distance, they will obtain the same TER, as the length of the reference
remains unchanged. In the same case, the longer translation will obtain lower TER if
the edit distance is normalised by the length of translation.
METEOR universal [22] is a derivate of METEOR. It adds the fourth stage to
matching. It is paraphrase matching. For each target phrase e1, all source phrases
f that e1 translates are found. Each alternate phrase (e2 6¼ e1) that translates f is
considered a paraphrase with probability P f je1ð Þ � P e2j fð Þ. The cumulative proba-
bility of e2 being a paraphrase of e1 is the sum over all possible pivot phrases f:
P e2je1ð Þ ¼
X
P f je1ð Þ � P e2j fð Þ: (13)
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Phrases are matched if they are listed as paraphrases in a language appropriate
paraphrase table. Paraphrases are extracted automatically from the parallel corpora
used to train statistical MT systems.
The BEER [23] metric provides a linear combination of different features:
BEER h, rð Þ ¼
X
i
wi � ϕi h, rð Þ (14)
where h is the system output and r is the reference. Each feature ϕi h, rð Þ has a
weight wi assigned to it. The first group of features consists of adequacy features.
These features use precision, recall, and F1-score for different counts. F1-score is
the harmonic mean of precision and recall multiplied by the constant of 2. The
constant of 2 scales the F1-score to 1 when both recall and precision are 1. In BEER,
function words and content words (nonfunction words) are counted separately. By
differentiating function and nonfunction words, a better estimate is obtained of
which words are more important and are less. The most important adequacy feature
is a count of matching character n-grams. Using it, the translations are considered
partially correct even if they did not get the morphology completely right. Charac-
ter n-grams of order 6 are used. The second group of features comprises ordering
features. Word order is evaluated by presenting the reordering as a permutation
and calculating the distance to the ideal monotone permutation. Permutation trees
are used to estimate long-distance reordering.
ChrF [24] is another, even simpler, metric based on character n-grams. It
computes an F-score, based on precision and recall, using character n-grams:
ChrFβ ¼ 1þ β2� � ChrP � ChrR
β2 � ChrPþ ChrR (15)
ChrP and ChrR are character n-gram precision and recall, averaged over all n-
grams. ChrP is the percentage of n-grams in the translation, which have a counter-
part in the reference. ChrR is the percentage of character n-grams in the reference,
which are also present in the translation. In the final score, the parameter is used,
which gives more importance to recall than to precision. In [25], the optimal value
for β is found to be 2, and the metric is called chrF2. In this metric, a recall has two
times more importance than precision. WordF2 is a similar metric, where words are
used instead of characters. Different weightings for n-grams were also investigated.
Uniform weights are the most promising for machine translation evaluation.
DREEM [26] is a new metric based on distributed representations of words and
sentences generated by deep neural networks. Neural networks are models that
imitate human brains to recognise patterns in sequences. DREEM employs three
different types of word and sentence representations: One-hot representations,
distributed word representations learned from a neural network model, and dis-
tributed sentence representations computed with a recursive autoencoder. The final
score is the cosine similarity of the representation of the translation and the
reference, multiplied with a length penalty.
RATATOUILLE [27] is a metric combination of BLEU, BEER, METEOR, and
few more metrics, out of which METEOR-WSD is a novel contribution. METEOR-
WSD is an extension of METEOR that includes synonym mappings.
In this section, state-of-the-art MT evaluation metrics were investigated briefly.
Only the most important characteristics of them were exposed. For a more elaborate
description of each metric, the reader is advised to use the provided references to
literature.
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metrics-shared task, held annually at the WMT Conference where new evaluation
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Levenshtein distance. It calculates the distance between two strings eIi and e
�L
i using
the auxiliary quantity D i, lð Þ, defined as:





D 0, 0ð Þ ¼ 0, (10)
D i, lð Þ ¼ min
D i� 1, l� 1ð Þ þ cSUB ei,~elð Þ,
D i� 1, lð Þ þ 1,
D i, l� 1ð Þ þ 1,
min
i0
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: (12)
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X
P f je1ð Þ � P e2j fð Þ: (13)
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Phrases are matched if they are listed as paraphrases in a language appropriate
paraphrase table. Paraphrases are extracted automatically from the parallel corpora
used to train statistical MT systems.
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BEER h, rð Þ ¼
X
i
wi � ϕi h, rð Þ (14)
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tributed sentence representations computed with a recursive autoencoder. The final
score is the cosine similarity of the representation of the translation and the
reference, multiplied with a length penalty.
RATATOUILLE [27] is a metric combination of BLEU, BEER, METEOR, and
few more metrics, out of which METEOR-WSD is a novel contribution. METEOR-
WSD is an extension of METEOR that includes synonym mappings.
In this section, state-of-the-art MT evaluation metrics were investigated briefly.
Only the most important characteristics of them were exposed. For a more elaborate
description of each metric, the reader is advised to use the provided references to
literature.
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It should be noted that despite the well-known problems with BLEU, and the
availability of many other metrics, MT system developers have continued to use
BLEU as the primary measure of translation quality.
Today, different MT systems are available for use in practice. Usually, the
qualities of different MT systems are compared between themselves by computing
the translation quality scores on a predetermined evaluation set. The question arises
whether, if there is a difference in quality on the evaluation set, one can be ensured
that different MT systems indeed own different system quality. A difference in
quality on an evaluation set may be just the result of happenstance. Research work
on the statistical significance test for MT evaluation was done by Koehn [28], and
the bootstrap resampling method is proposed to compute the statistical significance
intervals for evaluation metrics on evaluation data. Statistical significance usually
refers to the notions of the p-value, the probability that the observed difference in
quality will occur by chance given the null hypothesis.
7. Correlation between automatic and human evaluation
Human judgements of translation quality are usually trusted as the gold stan-
dard, and the aim of an automatic evaluation metric is to produce quality estimates
that are as close as possible to human judgements. As there are many different
evaluation metrics, the user needs to decide which automatic evaluation metric he
trusts the most. Correlation coefficients are used commonly to measure the close-
ness of automatic metric scores and manual judgements. Manual MT quality judge-
ments on a number of test data are needed for comparison. Correlation coefficients
are then computed on system level and/or segment level.
System-level comparison is done to compare different MT systems in general.
First, each system gets a cumulative rank that reflects how high the annotators
ranked that system. The metric scores of systems are also converted into ranks, and
then the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ is computed as [16]:





n � n2 � 1ð Þ : (16)
di is the difference between the annotator’s rank and metric’s rank for system i.
The number of systems is denoted with n. The possible values of ρ range between
1 (where all systems are ranked in identical order) and � 1 (where the systems are
ranked in the reverse order). Metrics with values of Spearman’s ρ closer to 1 are
better. The Spearman’s correlation coefficient ρ is sometimes too harsh [17]: If a
metric disagrees with humans in ranking two systems of a very similar quality, the
ρ coefficient penalises this equally as if the systems were very distant in their
quality. Pearson’s correlation coefficient r is sometimes preferred [17]. It measures










� �2q : (17)
H is the vector of annotator’s scores of all systems, and M is the vector of the
corresponding scores as predicted by the given metric. H and M are their means,
respectively. Figure 4 shows Pearson’s correlations of selected system-level metrics
and MT systems built for different language pairs [15]. We can see that in majority
of cases metrics correlate well with human judgements.
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The quality of a metric’s segment level scores is usually measured by means of
Kendall’s τ rank correlation coefficient [17]. Let r �ð Þ denotes annotator’s rank and
m �ð Þ metric’s rank. To compute Kendall’s τ, the annotators rank all the translations
of each segment from the best to the worst. Pairs a, bð Þ are then built where one
system’s translation r að Þ of a particular segment is judged to be (strictly) better than
the other system’s translation r bð Þ:
Pairs≔ a, bð Þ jr að Þ< r bð Þf g: (18)
Afterwards, all concordant and discordant pairs are counted:
Con≔ a, bð Þ∈Pairs jm að Þ>m bð Þf g,
Dis≔ a, bð Þ∈Pairs jm að Þ<m bð Þf g:
(19)
In a concordant pair, a human annotator and an automatic metric agree in
ranking, and in a discordant pair, they disagree. Finally, Kendall’s τ is computed as:
τ ¼ ∣Con∣� ∣Dis∣
∣Con∣þ ∣Dis∣ : (20)
τ value is between �1 (a metric always predicted a different order than humans
did) and 1 (a metric always predicted the same order as humans). Metrics with
higher τ are better.
In this section, no analysis of correlations for automatic metrics is presented, as
it depends on many parameters. In general, all evaluation metrics presented in this
chapter correlate well with human judgements. It is only worth mentioning that, for
inflected languages, metrics that work on character level correlate better with
human judgements than metrics that work only on word level.
8. Post-editing machine translation
In recent years, MT has become accepted more widely in the translation industry
[29]. The most common workflow involves the use of machine-translated text as a
raw translation that is corrected or post-edited by a translator. Post-editing (PE)
tools and practices for such workflows are being developed in large multilingual
organisations, such as the European Commission [30]. The researchers in [31]
report that 30% of the companies in the translation industry currently use MT. The
majority (70%) of the MT users combine MT with PE at least some of the time.
Figure 4.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient r for selected evaluation metrics used for different MT systems.
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τ value is between �1 (a metric always predicted a different order than humans
did) and 1 (a metric always predicted the same order as humans). Metrics with
higher τ are better.
In this section, no analysis of correlations for automatic metrics is presented, as
it depends on many parameters. In general, all evaluation metrics presented in this
chapter correlate well with human judgements. It is only worth mentioning that, for
inflected languages, metrics that work on character level correlate better with
human judgements than metrics that work only on word level.
8. Post-editing machine translation
In recent years, MT has become accepted more widely in the translation industry
[29]. The most common workflow involves the use of machine-translated text as a
raw translation that is corrected or post-edited by a translator. Post-editing (PE)
tools and practices for such workflows are being developed in large multilingual
organisations, such as the European Commission [30]. The researchers in [31]
report that 30% of the companies in the translation industry currently use MT. The
majority (70%) of the MT users combine MT with PE at least some of the time.
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Pearson’s correlation coefficient r for selected evaluation metrics used for different MT systems.
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Post-editing MT is attractive because it has been shown to be faster than human
translation. It is faster than translation from scratch and even faster than translation
assisted by a translation memory [32]. Speed is not the only factor that should be
taken into account when assessing the post-editing process. More recent studies
have looked at ways of determining post-editing effort. In [33], three levels of post-
editing effort are defined: Temporal effort, cognitive effort, and technical effort.
The temporal effort is the time needed to post-edit a given text, cognitive effort is
the activation of cognitive processes during post-editing, and the technical effort
means the operations such as insertions and deletions that are performed during
post-editing. All three levels of post-editing effort are influenced greatly by the
translation quality. The use of PE and MT also raises the question about the quality
of final translations. Has the quality improved, or is it worse?
As PE effort is related strongly to MT quality, derivatives of standard quality
metrics are developed, which are concerned more with PE effort. Human-mediated
translation error rate (HTER) [14] is a human-in-the-loop variant of TER. Instead
of a reference, post-edited translation is used in the comparison. HTER centres on
what edits are to be made to convert a translation into its post-edited version. It is
computed as the ratio between the number of edit steps and the number of words in
the post-edited version. HTER can be used as a measure of technical PE effort: The
fewer changes necessary to convert the translation into its post-edited version, the
less the effort required from the translator.
HTER is concerned more with the final translation and not the process. In [34] a
metric called actual edit rate (AER) is proposed, which measures the translator’s
actual edit operations, which may involve more complex tasks, for example, apply-
ing corrections to previously post-edited parts of the text.
A study on PE of MT confirmed the relation between HTER and MT qualities
[34]. An increase in HTER was evident as the quality of the MT system decreased.
In contrast, they did not establish any significant association between AER and MT
qualities. Keyboard activity may not be as sensitive to MT quality as PE time. They
also found a linear relationship between MT quality and post-editing speed. MT
quality was measured by the BLEU score of the system. The increase of BLEU score
by one point resulted in a decrease of post-editing speed of about 0.16 seconds/
word post-editing time. Their study also shows the correlation between the quality
of machine translation output and the quality after post-editing. They confirmed
that worse translation almost always leads to worse result after post-editing. As the
use of MT and PE workflows has increased, there is a growing demand for expertise
in PE skills. The research on and teaching of skills specific to post-editing has
become necessary. The authors in [31] emphasise the impact of “familiarity with
translation technology” on the employability of future translators.
9. Conclusion
Machine translation is being used by millions of people on a daily basis. This
chapter discusses different MT approaches that were developed over time. Cur-
rently, the most promising approach is neural machine translation. Although effec-
tive, it also suffers some issues, such as scaling to larger vocabularies of words and
the slow speed of training the models. Researchers continue to work on solving the
problems and making translation a better service accessible to everyone.
The second part of the chapter describes how machine translation output is
evaluated. The main characteristics of human and automatic MT evaluation were
outlined. Human evaluation of MT output remains crucial to look for ideas to
improve MT systems still further. On the other hand, automatic MT evaluation is
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cheap and fast. In the chapter, traditional and advanced metrics for automatic MT
evaluation were presented. Despite the well-known problems with BLEU, and the
availability of many other metrics, MT system developers have continued to use
BLEU as the primary measure of translation quality.
MT quality is continually improving. Despite that, there are still a number of
flaws in machine translation output. To make the translation correct, post-editing
machine translation output is proposed to be integrated into the translation pro-
cesses. It is discussed at the end of the chapter.
Future research in MT will be devoted to neural machine translation. It is still
not very well understood. Its inner workings are commonly seen as a black-box,
which works as the neurons of the human brain. As the computing power NMT
requires becomes more widely available, many different configurations can be
examined to further improve the accuracy of machine translation.
Future effort in machine translation evaluation will be directed toward
character-based metrics which show the highest correlation with human judgement
at the system and segment levels.
Human translators are worried to be replaced by machines. Machine translation,
no matter how sophisticated, cannot match the accuracy of people. Human trans-
lators are also an important segment in MT evolution not only as post-editors but
also as teachers for MT systems to become better and better.
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Chapter 9
Pedestrian Detection and Tracking
in Video Surveillance System:
Issues, Comprehensive Review,
and Challenges
Ujwalla Gawande, Kamal Hajari and Yogesh Golhar
Abstract
Pedestrian detection and monitoring in a surveillance system are critical for
numerous utility areas which encompass unusual event detection, human gait,
congestion or crowded vicinity evaluation, gender classification, fall detection in
elderly humans, etc. Researchers’ primary focus is to develop surveillance system
that can work in a dynamic environment, but there are major issues and challenges
involved in designing such systems. These challenges occur at three different levels
of pedestrian detection, viz. video acquisition, human detection, and its tracking.
The challenges in acquiring video are, viz. illumination variation, abrupt motion,
complex background, shadows, object deformation, etc. Human detection and
tracking challenges are varied poses, occlusion, crowd density area tracking, etc.
These results in lower recognition rate. A brief summary of surveillance system
along with comparisons of pedestrian detection and tracking technique in video
surveillance is presented in this chapter. The publicly available pedestrian bench-
mark databases as well as the future research directions on pedestrian detection
have also been discussed.
Keywords: pedestrian tracking, pedestrian detection, visual surveillance,
pattern recognition, artificial intelligence
1. Introduction
The word surveillance, prefix sur is a French word means “over” and the root
veiller means “to watch.” In distinction to surveillance, Steve Mann in [1] intro-
duces the term “sousveillance.” Contrasting the word sur, sous meaning is “under,”
i.e., it signifies that the camera is with human physically (ex. camera mounting on
head). Surveillance and sousveillance both are used for continuous attentive obser-
vation of a suspect, prisoner, person, group, or ongoing behavior and activity in
order to collect information. In order to improve conventional security systems, the
use of surveillance system has been increasingly emboldened by government and
private organizations. Currently, surveillance systems have been widely investi-
gated and used effectively in several applications like (a) transport systems (railway
stations, airports, urban and ruler motorway road networks), (b) government
agencies (military base camps, prisons, strategic infrastructures, radar centers,
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laboratories, and hospitals), (c) industrial environments, automated teller machine
(ATM), banks, shopping malls, and public buildings, etc. The most of the surveil-
lance systems at public and private places depend on the human operator observer,
who detect any suspicious pedestrian activities in a video scene [2, 3]. The term
pedestrian is a person who is walking or running on the street. In some communi-
ties, a person using wheelchair is also considered as pedestrians. The most chal-
lenging task for automatic video surveillance is to detect and track the suspicious
pedestrian activity. For a real-time dynamic environment, the learning-based
methods did not provide an appropriate solution for real-time scene analysis
because it is difficult to obtain a prior knowledge about all the objects. Still, the
learning-based methods are adopted due to their accuracy and robust nature. In the
literature, several researchers use efficiently deep-learning (DL) based model for
classification purpose in video surveillance over traditional approaches viz.
perceptron model, probabilistic neural network (PNN), radial basis neural network
(RBN), etc. Numerous learning-based techniques include artificial neural network
(ANN), support vector machine (SVM), AdaBoost, etc. These techniques require
the features such as histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), speeded-up robust
features (SURF), local binary pattern (LBP), scale and invariant feature transform
(SIFT), etc. to classify the type of object. Specifically, these features are represented
by different deep learning algorithm versions such as the deep belief networks
(DBN), recurrent neural network (RNN), generative adversarial networks (GANs),
convolutional neural network (CNN), restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM),
AlphaGo, AlphaZero, capsule networks bidirectional encoder representations for
transformers (BERT), etc.
These variants of DL algorithms are used in many computer vision applications
like face recognition, image classification, speech recognition, text-to-speech gen-
eration, handwriting transcription, machine translation, medical diagnosis, cars:
drivable area, lane keeping, pedestrian and landmark detection for driver, digital
assistants, ads, search, social recommendations, game playing, and content-based
image retrieval. The advantage of DL approaches is its ability to learn complex
scene features with very less processing of raw data and its capability of learning
unlabeled raw data efficiently. Most recently, a new deep-learning technique called
CNN have shown high performances over conventional methods in video
processing research space. CNN can handle efficiently complex and large data.
During the past decade video surveillance systems have revolved from the
simple video acquisition system to real-time intelligent autonomous systems.
Figure 1 shows a timeline chart of the evolution of video surveillance.
Visual surveillance systems come back into existence back in 1942. Primarily,
closed-circuit television (CCTV) is used commercially as a security system, mainly
for indoor environment. The main concerns of initial CCTVs were (1) voltage
Figure 1.
Evolution of surveillance systems.
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signals not openly transmitted in a distributed environment, (2) CCTV depends on
strategic placements of cameras as per the geographical structure of workplace,
(3) human observer is required for camera inputs to monitor the CCTV recorded
footage [4]. The CCTV loses its primary advantage as an active, real-time medium,
because the video footage can be used only after the fact or incident occurs, that can
be used as a legal evidence or forensic tool. Next, in 1996, IP-based surveillance
cameras were introduced by Axis, that overcomes the limitation of initial CCTV
cameras such as (1) IP-based camera’s transmits the raw images instead of voltage
signals using the secure transmission channel of TCP/IP, (2) IP-camera comes along
with the video analytics, i.e., camera itself can be used for analyzing the images,
(3) Ethernet cable can be used as a medium for power supply instead of dedicated
power supply, and (4) two-way bidirectional audio signals can be transmitted over
a single dedicated network [5]. The recent surveillance system facilitates with
remote location monitoring on handheld device like mobile phones.
The video surveillance systems can be categories based on a camera system,
application and architecture. The camera system includes single camera, multi
camera, fixed camera, moving camera and hybrid camera systems, etc. The
application-based system includes object tracking and recognition, ID re-
identification, customized event notification and alert based system, behavior
analysis, etc. Finally, the architecture-based system includes standalone systems,
cloud-based and distributed systems [6]. A general framework of automated visual
surveillance system is shown in Figure 2 [7–9]. Normally video surveillance system
is based on multiple cameras, the videos from the multiple cameras are taken
through the network and store in database.
The data need to be fused before incorporating the further processing. This can
be done using data fusion techniques such as multi-sensory level, track to track and
appearance to appearance [10–12]. After the data fusion following steps are
performed. The traditional video surveillance system consists of various steps such
Figure 2.
A general framework of an automated visual surveillance system [7–9].
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as (1) motion and object detection, (2) object classification, (3) object tracking,
(4) behavior understanding and activity analysis, (5) pedestrian identification and
(6) data fusion. Each stage of automated visual surveillance system is described as
follows.
1.1 Motion and object detection
Object detection is the first step that deals with detecting instances of semantic
objects of a certain class, such as humans, buildings, cars, etc. in a sequence of
videos. The different approaches of object detection are frame-to-frame difference,
background subtraction and motion analysis using optical flow techniques [13].
These approaches typically use extracted features and learning algorithms to recog-
nize instances of an object category. The object detection process is divided into two
categories. First, object detection, which include mainly three types of methods
such as background subtraction, optical flow and spatiotemporal filtering. Second,
object classification, use primarily visual features as shape based, motion based and
texture-based method [13]. Motion detection is one of the problems in video sur-
veillance, as it is not only responsible for the extraction of moving objects, but also
critical to many applications including object-based video encoding, human motion
analysis, and human machine interactions [14, 15].
After object detection, next step is motion segmentation. This step is used for
detecting regions corresponding to moving objects such as humans or vehicles. It
mainly focuses on detecting moving regions from video frames, and creating a
database for tracking and behavior analysis. Motion detection is used for detecting a
change in the position of an object, relative to its surroundings or a change in the
surroundings, relative to an object. Motion detection can be achieved using elec-
tronic motion sensors, which detect the motion from the real environment.
1.2 Object tracking
Tracking of objects in a video sequence means identifying the same object in a
sequence of frames using the object unique characteristics represented in the form
of features. Generally, the detection process is always followed by tracking in video
surveillance systems. Tracking is performed from one frame to another, using
tracking algorithms such as kernel-based tracking, point based tracking and
silhouette-based tracking [16].
1.3 Behavior and activity analysis
In some conditions, it is mandatory to analyze the behaviors of people and
determine whether their behaviors are suspicious or not, such as the behavior of
pedestrian at a crowded place (e.g. public market places and government offices,
etc.). In this step the motion of objects is recognized from the video scene and
generate the description of the action. Ahmed Elaiw et al. [80] proposed a critical
analysis and modelling strategy of human crowds with the intention of selecting the
most relevant scale out of three approaches, i.e., (1) microscopic, means pedestrian
are individual detected based on the location, velocity and motion parameter is
neglected, (2) mesoscopic, means pedestrian are detected based on position, veloc-
ity and depend on the distribution function and (3) macroscopic, mean the pedes-
trian are identified based on the average pedestrian quantity, moment of
pedestrian. It can be used for efficient decision making in critical situations when
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human crowd safety is important. Safety of human crowds depends upon the
quantity and density of pedestrian move physically at different high crowed places.
1.4 Person identification
The last step is human identification. Human face and gait are the main biomet-
ric features that can be used for personal identification in visual surveillance sys-
tems after a behavior analysis [8].
The goal of this chapter is to discuss the issues and challenges involved in
designing visual surveillance system. Again, group pedestrian detection and track-
ing methods used for moving and fixed camera into broad categories and give an
informative analysis of relative methods in each category. The main contributions
of this chapter are as follows:
• The comparative analysis of publicly available benchmark datasets of
pedestrian with its use, specification and environment limitation
• Analyze issues and challenges of pedestrian detection and tracking in the video
sequences captured by a moving and fixed camera
• Categorizing the methods of pedestrian detection and tracking in different
ways based on the general concept of methods belonging to each category and
described proposed improvements for each method
This chapter is organized into the following sections. Section 1 gives an intro-
ductory part, the importance of video surveillance system, recent advancement and
general framework of video surveillance. Section 2, discusses different benchmark
pedestrian datasets used to compare the different methods of pedestrian detection
and tracking. Section 3, presents a detailed discussion on issues and challenges of
pedestrian detection and tracking in video sequence. Section 4, groups the methods
of pedestrian detection and tracking method for moving and fixed camera into
different categories, describe their general concept with the improvements in each
category. In Section 5, discusses possible future directions. Finally, the chapter
concluded with a discussion in Section 6.
2. Pedestrian datasets reported in literature
The state-of-the-art methods for pedestrian detection and tracking method
include adaptive local binary pattern (LBP), histogram of oriented gradient (HOG)
into a multiple kernel tracker, spatiotemporal context information-based method
using benchmark databases [10]. In this section we outlined the benchmark datasets
that has been commonly used by the researchers. Figure 3 shows a sample image of
each pedestrian dataset. Next, we discuss each database with its specification, use
and environmental constrain followed by comparative analysis.
2.1 Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) pedestrian dataset
It is one of the first pedestrian datasets, fairly small and relatively well solved
at this point. This data set contains 709 pedestrian images taken in city streets. Out of
this 509 training and 200 test images of pedestrian in city scenes. Each image contains
either a front or a back view with a relatively limited range of poses [11, 12].
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surroundings, relative to an object. Motion detection can be achieved using elec-
tronic motion sensors, which detect the motion from the real environment.
1.2 Object tracking
Tracking of objects in a video sequence means identifying the same object in a
sequence of frames using the object unique characteristics represented in the form
of features. Generally, the detection process is always followed by tracking in video
surveillance systems. Tracking is performed from one frame to another, using
tracking algorithms such as kernel-based tracking, point based tracking and
silhouette-based tracking [16].
1.3 Behavior and activity analysis
In some conditions, it is mandatory to analyze the behaviors of people and
determine whether their behaviors are suspicious or not, such as the behavior of
pedestrian at a crowded place (e.g. public market places and government offices,
etc.). In this step the motion of objects is recognized from the video scene and
generate the description of the action. Ahmed Elaiw et al. [80] proposed a critical
analysis and modelling strategy of human crowds with the intention of selecting the
most relevant scale out of three approaches, i.e., (1) microscopic, means pedestrian
are individual detected based on the location, velocity and motion parameter is
neglected, (2) mesoscopic, means pedestrian are detected based on position, veloc-
ity and depend on the distribution function and (3) macroscopic, mean the pedes-
trian are identified based on the average pedestrian quantity, moment of
pedestrian. It can be used for efficient decision making in critical situations when
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human crowd safety is important. Safety of human crowds depends upon the
quantity and density of pedestrian move physically at different high crowed places.
1.4 Person identification
The last step is human identification. Human face and gait are the main biomet-
ric features that can be used for personal identification in visual surveillance sys-
tems after a behavior analysis [8].
The goal of this chapter is to discuss the issues and challenges involved in
designing visual surveillance system. Again, group pedestrian detection and track-
ing methods used for moving and fixed camera into broad categories and give an
informative analysis of relative methods in each category. The main contributions
of this chapter are as follows:
• The comparative analysis of publicly available benchmark datasets of
pedestrian with its use, specification and environment limitation
• Analyze issues and challenges of pedestrian detection and tracking in the video
sequences captured by a moving and fixed camera
• Categorizing the methods of pedestrian detection and tracking in different
ways based on the general concept of methods belonging to each category and
described proposed improvements for each method
This chapter is organized into the following sections. Section 1 gives an intro-
ductory part, the importance of video surveillance system, recent advancement and
general framework of video surveillance. Section 2, discusses different benchmark
pedestrian datasets used to compare the different methods of pedestrian detection
and tracking. Section 3, presents a detailed discussion on issues and challenges of
pedestrian detection and tracking in video sequence. Section 4, groups the methods
of pedestrian detection and tracking method for moving and fixed camera into
different categories, describe their general concept with the improvements in each
category. In Section 5, discusses possible future directions. Finally, the chapter
concluded with a discussion in Section 6.
2. Pedestrian datasets reported in literature
The state-of-the-art methods for pedestrian detection and tracking method
include adaptive local binary pattern (LBP), histogram of oriented gradient (HOG)
into a multiple kernel tracker, spatiotemporal context information-based method
using benchmark databases [10]. In this section we outlined the benchmark datasets
that has been commonly used by the researchers. Figure 3 shows a sample image of
each pedestrian dataset. Next, we discuss each database with its specification, use
and environmental constrain followed by comparative analysis.
2.1 Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) pedestrian dataset
It is one of the first pedestrian datasets, fairly small and relatively well solved
at this point. This data set contains 709 pedestrian images taken in city streets. Out of
this 509 training and 200 test images of pedestrian in city scenes. Each image contains
either a front or a back view with a relatively limited range of poses [11, 12].
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2.2 Caltech pedestrian dataset
The Caltech dataset consists of 640 � 480 resolution video taken from a vehicle
driving through regular traffic in an urban environment. About 250,000 with a total
of 350,000 bounding boxes and 2300 unique pedestrians were annotated for testing
and training purpose. The annotation includes bounding boxes for each pedestrian
walking on streets and detailed occlusion labels for each object captured in a video
sequence in an urban environment. The annotation of pedestrians is used for vali-
dating the pedestrian detection and tracking algorithm accuracy [10].
2.3 General Motors-Advanced Technical Center (GM-ATCI) pedestrian dataset
GM-ATCI dataset is a rear-view pedestrians database captured using a vehicle-
mounted standard automotive rear-view display camera for evaluating rear-view
pedestrian detection. In total, the dataset contains 250 clips duration of 76 min and
over 200K annotated pedestrian bounding boxes. The dataset has been captured at
different locations, including: indoor and outdoor parking lots, city roads and pri-
vate driveways. This dataset was collected in both day and night scenarios, with
different weather and lighting conditions [15].
2.4 Daimler pedestrian dataset
The pedestrian images captured from a vehicle-mounted calibrated stereo camera
rig in an urban environment. This dataset contains tracking information and a large
number of labeled bounding box with a float disparity map and a ground truth shape
image. The training set contains 15,560 pedestrian samples with 6744 label pedestrian
and testing set contains more than 21,790 images with 56,492 pedestrian labels [15].
2.5 National Information and Communication Technology Australia (NICTA)
pedestrian dataset
It is a large-scale urban dataset collected in multiple cities and countries. The
dataset contains around 25,551 unique pedestrians of humans, allowing for a dataset
Figure 3.
Example of pedestrians dataset. (a) Caltech pedestrian dataset images consists of unique annotated pedestrians.
(b) GM-ATCI rear-view pedestrians’ dataset. (c) Tsinghua-Daimler Cyclist Detection Benchmark dataset
images. (d) NICTA urban dataset. (e) ETH urban dataset. (f) TUD-Brussels dataset. (g) Microsoft COCO
pedestrian dataset. (h) INRIA person static pedestrian detection datasets. (i) PASCAL object dataset. (j) CVC-
ADAS collection of pedestrian datasets. (k) MIT pedestrian database images. (l) Mapillary vistas research
dataset.
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of over 50 K images with mirroring and annotation for validating detection and
tracking algorithm accuracy [16].
2.6 Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) pedestrian dataset
It is an urban dataset captured from a stereo rig mounted on a stroller. Observing
a traffic scene from inside a vehicle. The database is used for pedestrian detection
and tracking from moving platforms in an urban scenario. Dataset consists of traffic
agents such as different cars and pedestrians. One can predict their further motion,
or even interpret their intention. At the same time, one needs to stay clear of any
obstacles, remain on the assigned road, and read or interpret any traffic signs on the
side of the street. On top that, a human is able to assess the situation, when close to a
school or pedestrian crossing, one ideally will adapt one’s driving behavior [17].
2.7 TUD-Brussels pedestrian dataset
This dataset consists of pairs recorded in a crowded urban setting from a moving
platform with an onboard camera and challenging automotive safety scenario in
urban environment [18].
2.8 National Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation
(INRIA) pedestrian dataset
INRIA is currently one of the most popular static pedestrian detection datasets.
It contains moving people with significant variation in appearance, pose, clothing,
background, illumination, coupled with moving cameras and backgrounds. Each
pair shows two consecutive frames [19].
2.9 PASCAL visual object classes (VOC) 2007 and 2012 dataset
This is static object dataset with diverse object views and poses. The goal of
visual object classes challenge is to recognize objects from a number of visual object
classes in realistic scenes. The 20 object classes that have been selected are (1)
person, (2) animal, (3) vehicle [20].
2.10 Microsoft Common Object in Context (COCO) 2018 dataset
The COCO is recent dataset created by Microsoft [22]. The dataset designed to
spur object detection research with a focus on detecting objects in context. The
annotations include different instances of segmentations for objects belonging to
80 categories of object, stuff segmentations for 91 categories, key point annotations
for person instances, and five image label per image. The different COCO 2018
dataset challenges are (1) object detection with segmentation masks on the image,
(2) panoptic segmentation, (3) person key point estimation, and (4) dense pose
detection. Figure 3(g) shows the sample images of MS COCO dataset.
2.11 Mapillary vistas research dataset
The Mapillary vistas panoptic segmentation targets the full perception stack for
scene segmentation in street-images [22]. Panoptic segmentation solves both stuff
and thing classes, unifying the typically distinct semantic and instance segmenta-
tion tasks efficiently. Figure 3(l) shows a sample image of Mapillary vistas research
datasets. The comparative analysis of recently utilized pedestrian database with its
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of over 50 K images with mirroring and annotation for validating detection and
tracking algorithm accuracy [16].
2.6 Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) pedestrian dataset
It is an urban dataset captured from a stereo rig mounted on a stroller. Observing
a traffic scene from inside a vehicle. The database is used for pedestrian detection
and tracking from moving platforms in an urban scenario. Dataset consists of traffic
agents such as different cars and pedestrians. One can predict their further motion,
or even interpret their intention. At the same time, one needs to stay clear of any
obstacles, remain on the assigned road, and read or interpret any traffic signs on the
side of the street. On top that, a human is able to assess the situation, when close to a
school or pedestrian crossing, one ideally will adapt one’s driving behavior [17].
2.7 TUD-Brussels pedestrian dataset
This dataset consists of pairs recorded in a crowded urban setting from a moving
platform with an onboard camera and challenging automotive safety scenario in
urban environment [18].
2.8 National Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation
(INRIA) pedestrian dataset
INRIA is currently one of the most popular static pedestrian detection datasets.
It contains moving people with significant variation in appearance, pose, clothing,
background, illumination, coupled with moving cameras and backgrounds. Each
pair shows two consecutive frames [19].
2.9 PASCAL visual object classes (VOC) 2007 and 2012 dataset
This is static object dataset with diverse object views and poses. The goal of
visual object classes challenge is to recognize objects from a number of visual object
classes in realistic scenes. The 20 object classes that have been selected are (1)
person, (2) animal, (3) vehicle [20].
2.10 Microsoft Common Object in Context (COCO) 2018 dataset
The COCO is recent dataset created by Microsoft [22]. The dataset designed to
spur object detection research with a focus on detecting objects in context. The
annotations include different instances of segmentations for objects belonging to
80 categories of object, stuff segmentations for 91 categories, key point annotations
for person instances, and five image label per image. The different COCO 2018
dataset challenges are (1) object detection with segmentation masks on the image,
(2) panoptic segmentation, (3) person key point estimation, and (4) dense pose
detection. Figure 3(g) shows the sample images of MS COCO dataset.
2.11 Mapillary vistas research dataset
The Mapillary vistas panoptic segmentation targets the full perception stack for
scene segmentation in street-images [22]. Panoptic segmentation solves both stuff
and thing classes, unifying the typically distinct semantic and instance segmenta-
tion tasks efficiently. Figure 3(l) shows a sample image of Mapillary vistas research
datasets. The comparative analysis of recently utilized pedestrian database with its
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application for video surveillance system is shown in Table 1. The comparison is
performed in terms of application of dataset, size of dataset, dataset creation envi-
ronment scenarios and type of annotation details used for testing, training and
validation of detection and tracking algorithm performance. These datasets used by
the researchers for testing the performance of their respective pedestrian detection
and tracking algorithm.
3. Issues and challenges of pedestrian detection and tracking
The moving object is a nonrigid thing that moves over time in image sequences
of a video captured by a fix or moving the camera. In video surveillance system the
region of interest is a human being that needs to be detected and tracked in the
video [23]. However, this is not an easy task to do due to the many challenges and
difficulties involved. These challenges occur at three different levels of pedestrian
detection. Video acquisition, human detection and its tracking. The challenges in
acquiring video are, viz. illumination variation, abrupt motion, complex back-
ground, shadows, object deformation, etc. Human detection and tracking chal-
lenges are varied poses, occlusion, crowd density area tracking, etc. Each issues and
challenges are represented here in this section.
3.1 Problems related to camera
Many factors related to video acquisition systems, acquisition methods, com-
pression techniques, stability of cameras (or sensors) can directly affect the quality
of a video sequence. In some cases, the device used for video acquisition might
cause limitation for designing object detection and tracking (e.g., when color infor-
mation is unavailable, or when the frame rate is very low). Moreover, block artifacts
(as a result of compression) and blur (as a result of camera’s vibrations) reduce the
quality of video sequences [36]. Noise is another factor that can severely deteriorate
the quality of image sequences. Besides, different cameras have different sensors,
lenses, resolutions and frame rates producing different image qualities. A low-
quality image sequence can affect moving object detection algorithms. Figure 4
shows an example of each challenge.
3.1.1 Camera motion
When dealing with detecting moving objects in the presence of moving cameras,
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application for video surveillance system is shown in Table 1. The comparison is
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ronment scenarios and type of annotation details used for testing, training and
validation of detection and tracking algorithm performance. These datasets used by
the researchers for testing the performance of their respective pedestrian detection
and tracking algorithm.
3. Issues and challenges of pedestrian detection and tracking
The moving object is a nonrigid thing that moves over time in image sequences
of a video captured by a fix or moving the camera. In video surveillance system the
region of interest is a human being that needs to be detected and tracked in the
video [23]. However, this is not an easy task to do due to the many challenges and
difficulties involved. These challenges occur at three different levels of pedestrian
detection. Video acquisition, human detection and its tracking. The challenges in
acquiring video are, viz. illumination variation, abrupt motion, complex back-
ground, shadows, object deformation, etc. Human detection and tracking chal-
lenges are varied poses, occlusion, crowd density area tracking, etc. Each issues and
challenges are represented here in this section.
3.1 Problems related to camera
Many factors related to video acquisition systems, acquisition methods, com-
pression techniques, stability of cameras (or sensors) can directly affect the quality
of a video sequence. In some cases, the device used for video acquisition might
cause limitation for designing object detection and tracking (e.g., when color infor-
mation is unavailable, or when the frame rate is very low). Moreover, block artifacts
(as a result of compression) and blur (as a result of camera’s vibrations) reduce the
quality of video sequences [36]. Noise is another factor that can severely deteriorate
the quality of image sequences. Besides, different cameras have different sensors,
lenses, resolutions and frame rates producing different image qualities. A low-
quality image sequence can affect moving object detection algorithms. Figure 4
shows an example of each challenge.
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it is not an easy task to do because of possible camera’s depth changes and its
complex movements. Many works elaborated an easy scenario by considering sim-
ple movements of the camera, i.e., pan tilt zoom (PTZ) cameras. This limited
movement allows using a planar homography in order to compensate camera
motions, which results in creating a mosaic (or a panorama) background for whole
frames of the video sequence [37].
3.1.2 Nonrigid object deformation
In some cases, different parts of a moving object might have different move-
ments in terms of speed and orientation. For instance, a walking dog when wags its
tail or a moving tank when rotates its turret. When dealing with detecting such
moving objects, most algorithms, different moving objects. It produces an enor-
mous challenge, especially for nonrigid objects and in the presence of moving
cameras. In Hou et al. [40], articular models have been proposed for moving
nonrigid objects to handle nonrigid object deformation. In these models, each part
of an articulated object is allowed to have different movements. It can be concluded
that local features of a moving object along with updating background models are
more efficient for dealing with this challenge.
3.2 Challenges in video acquisition
3.2.1 Illumination variation
The lighting conditions of the scene and the targetmight change due to themotion of
light source, different times of day, reflection from bright surfaces, whether in-outdoor
scenes, partial or complete blockage of the light source by other objects, etc. The direct
impact of these variable results in background appearance changes, which causes false
positive detections for the methods based on backgroundmodeling. Thus, it is essential
for these methods to adapt their model to this illumination variation. Meanwhile,
because the object’s appearance changes under illumination variation, appearance-based
trackingmethods may not be able to track the object in the sequence [23–28]. Thus, it is
required for these methods to use features which are invariant to illumination.
3.2.2 Presence of abrupt motion
Sudden changes in the speed and direction of the object’s motion or sudden
camera motion are another challenge of video acquisition that affects the object
detection and tracking. If the object or the camera moves very slowly, the temporal
Figure 4.
Issues and challenges. (a) An example of illumination variation challenge (David indoor in the Ross dataset
[39]). (b) An example of appearance change challenge (Dudek in the Ross dataset [39]). (c) An example of
abrupt motion challenge (Motocross in the Kalal dataset [50]). (d) An example of occlusion challenge (car in
the Kalal dataset [50]). (e) An example of freely motion of camera in the Michigan University dataset [10].
(f) An example of dynamic background challenge (Kitesurf in the Zhang dataset [60]). (g) An example of
shadow challenge (pedestrian 4 in the Kalal dataset [50]). (h) An example of panning in camera in the
CDNET database [10]. (i) An example of zooming in camera in the CDNET database [10]. (j) An example
of nonrigid moving object in a video sequence [67].
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differencing methods may fail to detect the portions of the object coherent to
background [31]. Meanwhile, a very fast motion produces a trail of the ghost
detected region. So, if this object’s motions or camera motions are not considered,
the object cannot correctly be detected correctly by methods based on background
modeling. On the other hand, for tracking-based methods, prediction of motion
becomes hard or even impossible; as a result, the tracker might lose the target. Even
if the tracker does not lose the target, the unpredictable motion can introduce a
greater amount of error in algorithms [32].
3.2.3 Complex background
The background may be highly textured, especially in natural outdoor environ-
ments where high variability of textures is presented in outdoor scenes. Moreover,
the background may be dynamic, like it may contain movement (e.g., a fountain,
clouds in movement, traffic lights, trees waggle, water waves, etc.). These need to
be considered as background in many moving object detection algorithms. Such
movements can be periodic or nonperiodic [34].
3.2.4 Shadows
The presence of shadows in video image sequences complicates the task of
moving object detection. Shadows are created due to the occlusion of the object by
the light source. If the object does not move during the sequence, resulted shadow is
considered as static and can effectively be incorporated into the background. How-
ever, a dynamic shadow, caused by a moving object, has a critical impact for
accurately detecting moving objects, since it has the same motion properties as the
moving object and is tightly connected to it. Shadows can be often removed from
images of the sequence using their observed properties such as color, edges and
texture or applying a model based on prior information such as illumination
conditions and moving object shape [35, 47, 48]. However, dynamic shadows are
still difficult to be distinguished from moving objects, especially for outdoor envi-
ronment where the background is usually complex.
Next, human detection and tracking issues and challenges are discussed in brief.
It includes varying poses, occlusion, crowd density area tracking, etc.
3.3 Challenges in human detection and tracking
3.3.1 Pedestrian occlusion
The object may be occluded by other objects in the scene. In this case, some parts
of the object can be camouflaged or just hidden behind other objects (partial occlu-
sion) or the object can be completely hidden by others (complete occlusion). As an
example, consider the target to be a pedestrian walking on the sidewalk. It may be
occluded by trees, cars in the street, other pedestrians, etc. Occlusion severely
affects the detection of objects in background modeling methods, where the object
is completely missing or separated into unconnected regions [33]. If occlusion
occurs, the object’s appearance model can change for a short time, which can cause
some of the object tracking methods.
3.3.2 Pose variation: moving object appearance changes
In real scenarios, most objects can occur in 3D space, but we have the projection
of their 3D movement in a 2D plane. Hence, any rotation in the direction of third
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differencing methods may fail to detect the portions of the object coherent to
background [31]. Meanwhile, a very fast motion produces a trail of the ghost
detected region. So, if this object’s motions or camera motions are not considered,
the object cannot correctly be detected correctly by methods based on background
modeling. On the other hand, for tracking-based methods, prediction of motion
becomes hard or even impossible; as a result, the tracker might lose the target. Even
if the tracker does not lose the target, the unpredictable motion can introduce a
greater amount of error in algorithms [32].
3.2.3 Complex background
The background may be highly textured, especially in natural outdoor environ-
ments where high variability of textures is presented in outdoor scenes. Moreover,
the background may be dynamic, like it may contain movement (e.g., a fountain,
clouds in movement, traffic lights, trees waggle, water waves, etc.). These need to
be considered as background in many moving object detection algorithms. Such
movements can be periodic or nonperiodic [34].
3.2.4 Shadows
The presence of shadows in video image sequences complicates the task of
moving object detection. Shadows are created due to the occlusion of the object by
the light source. If the object does not move during the sequence, resulted shadow is
considered as static and can effectively be incorporated into the background. How-
ever, a dynamic shadow, caused by a moving object, has a critical impact for
accurately detecting moving objects, since it has the same motion properties as the
moving object and is tightly connected to it. Shadows can be often removed from
images of the sequence using their observed properties such as color, edges and
texture or applying a model based on prior information such as illumination
conditions and moving object shape [35, 47, 48]. However, dynamic shadows are
still difficult to be distinguished from moving objects, especially for outdoor envi-
ronment where the background is usually complex.
Next, human detection and tracking issues and challenges are discussed in brief.
It includes varying poses, occlusion, crowd density area tracking, etc.
3.3 Challenges in human detection and tracking
3.3.1 Pedestrian occlusion
The object may be occluded by other objects in the scene. In this case, some parts
of the object can be camouflaged or just hidden behind other objects (partial occlu-
sion) or the object can be completely hidden by others (complete occlusion). As an
example, consider the target to be a pedestrian walking on the sidewalk. It may be
occluded by trees, cars in the street, other pedestrians, etc. Occlusion severely
affects the detection of objects in background modeling methods, where the object
is completely missing or separated into unconnected regions [33]. If occlusion
occurs, the object’s appearance model can change for a short time, which can cause
some of the object tracking methods.
3.3.2 Pose variation: moving object appearance changes
In real scenarios, most objects can occur in 3D space, but we have the projection
of their 3D movement in a 2D plane. Hence, any rotation in the direction of third
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axis may change the object appearance [29]. Tracking algorithm performance gets
affected due to variation in pose. Same pedestrian looks different in consecutive
frames, if the pose changes continuously. Moreover, the objects themselves may
have some changes in their pose and appearance like facial expressions, changing
clothes, wearing a hat, etc. Also, the target can be a nonrigid object, where its
appearance may change over time. In many applications, the goal is tracking
humans or pedestrians, which makes tracking algorithms vulnerable in this chal-
lenging case [30]. Table 2 summarizes the comparative analysis of methodologies
with its advantage, identified gaps and observation for handling these challenging
issues in a video surveillance system.
4. Pedestrian detection and tracking
In video-based surveillance, one of the key tasks is to detect the presence of
pedestrians in a video sequence, i.e., localizing all subjects that are human [45, 68].
This problem corresponds to determining regions, typically the smallest rectangular
bounding boxes in the video sequence that enclose humans. In most of the surveil-
lance systems, human behavior has been recognized using analysis of the trajecto-
ries, positions of persons and historical or prior knowledge about the scene. Figure 5
shows some examples of pedestrian detection and tracking. Haritaoglu et al. [46]
describe a combined approach of shape analysis and body tracking, and model
different appearances of a person. This has been designed for outdoor environment
using a single camera. The system detects and tracks groups of people and monitors
the behaviors, even in the presence of partial occlusion. However, the performance
is mainly based on the detected trajectories of the concerned objects in video.
Furthermore, the results are not sufficient for semantic recognition of dynamic
human activities and event analysis in some cases. The advanced automatic video
surveillance system consists of many features such as, motion detection [69, 70],
Figure 5.
Example of pedestrians detection and tracking. (a) Detecting pedestrians outdoors, walking along the street. (b)
ADAS pedestrian detection. (c) Pedestrian detector is based on the aggregate channel feature detector. (d) Real-
time vehicle and pedestrian detection of road scenes. (e) Pedestrian action prediction is based on the analysis of
human postures in context of traffic. (f) Pedestrian detection based on hierarchical co-occurrence model (g)
Cross-modal deep representations for robust pedestrian detection. (h) Pedestrian detection OpenCV. (i) Object
tracking with dlib C++ library. (j) Multiple object tracking with Kalman tracker. (k) Multi-Class Multi-
Object Tracking using Changing Point Detection. (l) Pedestrian tracking using Deep-Occlusion Reasoning
method.
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human behavior analysis, detection and tracking [71–73]. Human tracking is quite
challenging, since humans may vary in intra-class variability in shape, appearance
due to different viewing perspectives and other visual properties.
Krahnstoever et al. [75] designed a real-time control system of active cameras for
a multiple-camera surveillance system. Hence, various researchers shifted focus
from static fixed camera-based pedestrian detection to moving dynamic multi-
camera-based pedestrian detection. Pedestrian tracking has been done by stationary
cameras using a shape-based method [76], which detects and compares the human-
body shape in consecutive frames. The cameras have been calibrated using a com-
mon site-wide metric coordinate system described in [77, 78]. Funahasahi et al. [73]
developed a system for tracking the human head and face parts by means of a
hierarchical tracking method using a stationary camera and a PTZ camera. The
recent surveillance system focuses on human tracking by detection as described in
[72–75]. Andriluka et al. [76–78] combined the initial estimate of the human pose
across frames in a tracking-by-detection framework. Sapp et al. [79] coupled loca-
tions of body joints within and across frames from an ensemble of tractable sub-
models. Wu and Nevatia [80] proposed an approach for detection and tracking of
partially occluded people using an assembly of body parts.
The tracking of humans becomes more challenging under moving cameras than
in static cameras as discussed in Section 2. Many effective pedestrian tracking
techniques used in static camera, such as background subtraction and modeling
[80] and a constant ground plane assumption, makes the task more difficult.
Instead of using background modeling-based methods to extract the human infor-
mation, human detectors are widely used to detect the human in the video. There-
fore, the challenge is to successfully detect the humans in moving cameras, and then
apply the tracking techniques to detected humans. However, human detectors may
effectively extract human, still have some limitations viz. human detectors may
produce false or miss human detection, when humans are partially or fully
occluded, the detections can fail and the tracking can be unreliable until the human
reappear in the frames. It is observed that, many of the researcher works on many
of challenges of pedestrian detection and tracking, but still complete and reliable
solution to all the challenges like discussed. Most of the algorithms of pedestrian
detection and tracking were tested in indoor and outdoor environment. Attempts
were also made to estimate the accuracy of the system based on detection rate, time
and computational complexity. From the performance evaluation of algorithms
presented in authors, it is observed that, deep learning based pedestrian detection
and tracking approaches can be efficient choice for real-time environment [45, 65].
There is still a scope of improvement in existing approaches of pedestrian detection
and its tracking in surveillance system.
5. Conclusions
This chapter describes and reviews the methodologies, strategies and steps
involved in video surveillance. It also addresses the challenges, issue, available
databases, available solutions and research trends for human detection and tracking
in video surveillance system. Based on the literature survey, most of the available
techniques proposed by the earlier researchers can perform object detection and
tracking either within single camera view or across multiple cameras. However,
most of them failed to encounter trade-off problem between accuracy and speed.
Although the accuracy of the trackers is very good, they are often impractical
because of their high computational requirements and vice versa. Thus, to achieve
an optimal trade-off, adaptive object detection and tracking method, it is essential
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ries, positions of persons and historical or prior knowledge about the scene. Figure 5
shows some examples of pedestrian detection and tracking. Haritaoglu et al. [46]
describe a combined approach of shape analysis and body tracking, and model
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using a single camera. The system detects and tracks groups of people and monitors
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human behavior analysis, detection and tracking [71–73]. Human tracking is quite
challenging, since humans may vary in intra-class variability in shape, appearance
due to different viewing perspectives and other visual properties.
Krahnstoever et al. [75] designed a real-time control system of active cameras for
a multiple-camera surveillance system. Hence, various researchers shifted focus
from static fixed camera-based pedestrian detection to moving dynamic multi-
camera-based pedestrian detection. Pedestrian tracking has been done by stationary
cameras using a shape-based method [76], which detects and compares the human-
body shape in consecutive frames. The cameras have been calibrated using a com-
mon site-wide metric coordinate system described in [77, 78]. Funahasahi et al. [73]
developed a system for tracking the human head and face parts by means of a
hierarchical tracking method using a stationary camera and a PTZ camera. The
recent surveillance system focuses on human tracking by detection as described in
[72–75]. Andriluka et al. [76–78] combined the initial estimate of the human pose
across frames in a tracking-by-detection framework. Sapp et al. [79] coupled loca-
tions of body joints within and across frames from an ensemble of tractable sub-
models. Wu and Nevatia [80] proposed an approach for detection and tracking of
partially occluded people using an assembly of body parts.
The tracking of humans becomes more challenging under moving cameras than
in static cameras as discussed in Section 2. Many effective pedestrian tracking
techniques used in static camera, such as background subtraction and modeling
[80] and a constant ground plane assumption, makes the task more difficult.
Instead of using background modeling-based methods to extract the human infor-
mation, human detectors are widely used to detect the human in the video. There-
fore, the challenge is to successfully detect the humans in moving cameras, and then
apply the tracking techniques to detected humans. However, human detectors may
effectively extract human, still have some limitations viz. human detectors may
produce false or miss human detection, when humans are partially or fully
occluded, the detections can fail and the tracking can be unreliable until the human
reappear in the frames. It is observed that, many of the researcher works on many
of challenges of pedestrian detection and tracking, but still complete and reliable
solution to all the challenges like discussed. Most of the algorithms of pedestrian
detection and tracking were tested in indoor and outdoor environment. Attempts
were also made to estimate the accuracy of the system based on detection rate, time
and computational complexity. From the performance evaluation of algorithms
presented in authors, it is observed that, deep learning based pedestrian detection
and tracking approaches can be efficient choice for real-time environment [45, 65].
There is still a scope of improvement in existing approaches of pedestrian detection
and its tracking in surveillance system.
5. Conclusions
This chapter describes and reviews the methodologies, strategies and steps
involved in video surveillance. It also addresses the challenges, issue, available
databases, available solutions and research trends for human detection and tracking
in video surveillance system. Based on the literature survey, most of the available
techniques proposed by the earlier researchers can perform object detection and
tracking either within single camera view or across multiple cameras. However,
most of them failed to encounter trade-off problem between accuracy and speed.
Although the accuracy of the trackers is very good, they are often impractical
because of their high computational requirements and vice versa. Thus, to achieve
an optimal trade-off, adaptive object detection and tracking method, it is essential
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to achieve a real-time and reliable surveillance system. It is due to this reason that
the main aim of this paper is to provide a valuable insight into the related areas of
the related research topic in video surveillance and to promote new research.
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